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One of the engine components subjected to the most challenging thermal and 
mechanical loads is the cylinder head. From the block side, it is directly exposed to 
the ignition process, with the corresponding temperature and pressure peaks. 
Furthermore, it is structurally weakened by means of the intake and exhaust bores 
that are necessary to transport the atmospheric air and combustion residue flows to 
and from the combustion cylinder. Inside the cylinder head, cooling channels induce 
a temperature gradient towards the block. Furthermore, from the top side, structural 
constraints caused by the fixture mechanisms to the cylinder block, induce mechanical 
restrictions. Such constraints and thermal gradients in conjunction with engine start-
up/shut-down (use related) loops, lead to sequential compression (high temperature) 
and tension (room temperature) cycles. The phenomenon known as Thermo-
Mechanical Fatigue (TMF) may affect some areas of the cylinder head limiting the 
lifetime of the entire engine. In particular, it is known that the thin region in between 
the exhaust valve bores on the block side of the cylinder head (called the Valve Bridge 
(VB)), is especially sensitive to this phenomena. Consequently, a material with both 
competitive mechanical resistance and thermal conductivity is required for this 
application. Compacted Graphite Iron (CGI) is the material of choice for engine 
cylinder heads of heavy-duty trucks. CGI provides the best possible compromise 
between optimum mechanical properties, compared to flake graphite iron, and 
optimum thermal conductivity, compared to spheroidal graphite iron. The vermicular-
shaped graphite particles, however, act as stress concentrators, and, as a result of 
delamination from the metal matrix are responsible for crack initiation during the 
engine TMF cycles. 
TMF laboratory tests are intended to apply a mechanical constraint to the thermal 
strain cycles in a tested specimen. The statistical analysis of the relationship between 
microstructural features on the one hand (such as graphite size, density of graphite 
particles, morphological aspects, crystal orientation) and macroscopic mechanical 
features (such as crack growth rate, bulk plastic strain or lifetime) on the other hand, 
will supply reliable data to computational models, which reduces experimental test 
time and can be used to reduce the cost of engine design and possibly to reduce 
emissions and fuel consumption. Consequently, various test setups were implemented 
to reproduce the TMF behavior of the VB areas, which are specifically prone to TMF. 
In these laboratory tests, various mechanical boundary conditions were applied 
including single and double constraints at low and high temperatures. Such designed 
boundary conditions were created considering two criteria. First, literature well-
documented constraint conditions led to single constraint setups that were used for 




considering combustion thermodynamics, fluid dynamics, and the mechanical 
properties of CGI showed a double constraint behavior of the VB in the cylinder head. 
Finished the tests, hysteresis loops, hardening and plastic strain calculations were 
used to evaluate and compare single and double constraint setups. It was found a 
reduction of the lifetime with increase test severity. Furthermore, the TMF lifetime 
was satisfactorily modeled implementing the Paris Crack-Growth Law. It was proven 
that the law description is valid under the wide range of tested boundary conditions. 
Besides, data post-processing allowed to define an equivalent constraint value based 
on the Paris Law Cp coefficient that is a single constraint test that yields an identical 
lifetime as the experiment with a double constraint test. 
TMF tests were performed using smooth samples, but also notch specimens in order 
to force crack initiation. However, some notched samples exhibited crack initiation 
out of the grove. Furthermore, the crack path was found to be meandering and not 
related to the boundary conditions. This milestone motivated a detailed inquiry of 
the microstructural influence of matrix and graphite on both, crack initiation and 
propagation. 
When it comes to crack initiation studies, the in-situ test is a strong candidate. The 
technology for the In-situ TMF test is highly specialized but also restricted for testing 
facilities, sample dimensions, and boundary conditions among others. In return, it was 
developed a semi in-situ technique that uses existing testing and characterization 
equipment with a modified dog bone sample (extending in-situ scope). The technique 
integrates Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and TMF boundary conditions to 
identify damage and the crack initiation event in CGI during the first TMF cycles of 
total constraint. In the first cycle, at the bulk graphite particles, it was found 
delamination perpendicularly oriented to the load direction, whereas at the sample 
surface cracks linking graphite particles were detected. Based on the observations and 
some calculations, it is proposed that the latter phenomena are a combination of 
graphite length distribution, clustering and size of the cyclic plastic zone ahead of the 
crack and graphite particles. The proposed crack initiation mechanism was used to 
correct the surface condition of smooth specimens finding good data correlation with 
literature. 
Regarding crack propagation, the fracture volume of two failed dog bone samples 
tested under double constraint TMF were scanned and reconstructed. It was captured 
enough number of graphite and matrix particles to perform a statistically 
representative study. The volumes reconstruction showed that there was no influence 
of the matrix cleavage plane on the crack propagation path. Instead, it was found 
that the clustered distribution of graphite particles guided the crack propagation path 
since it was found a possible interaction between the cyclic plastic zones of neighbor 
delaminated graphite particles and the crack itself. 
Based on the crack initiation and propagation finds it is clear that the CGI TMF 
lifetime could be improved if delamination is delayed and therefore crack initiation. 
In consequence, scratch tests driven over the matrix and into the graphite particles 
were performed in order to understand and characterize the strength of the metal–
graphite interface. Samples extracted from a cylinder head in As Cast condition were 
compared to samples subjected to a heat-treatment at 700˚C for 60 h. The former 




after annealing, a certain pearlite fraction decomposed into Fe and C, producing a 
microstructure with graphite–ferrite interfaces, exhibiting a partially graphite spiky 
superficial morphology. The scratch test revealed that the ferrite–graphite interfaces 
with spiky nature exhibited a stronger resistance to delamination compared to the 
ferrite–graphite interfaces with smooth morphology. 
In brief: There were designed TMF setups closer to real engine conditions. The 
mechanical response was understood and compared with the literature. Furthermore, 
it was made a link between microstructure and mechanical properties leading to a 
complete understanding and description of TMF mechanical and microstructural 












Een van de motoronderdelen die worden blootgesteld aan de meest uitdagende 
thermische en mechanische belastingen is de cilinderkop. Aan de blokzijde wordt het 
direct blootgesteld aan het ontstekingsproces, met de bijbehorende temperatuur- en 
drukpieken. Verder wordt het structureel verzwakt door middel van de inlaat- en 
uitlaatkanalen die nodig zijn om het brandstof-luchtmengsel te transporteren naar en 
hete verbrandingsgassen van de verbrandingscilinder. Binnen de cilinderkop 
veroorzaken koelkanalen een temperatuurgradiënt in de richting van het blok. 
Bovendien leiden vanaf de bovenzijde structurele beperkingen, veroorzaakt door de 
bevestigingsmechanismen aan het cilinderblok, tot mechanische beperkingen. 
Dergelijke beperkingen en thermische gradiënten in combinatie met de start en stop 
van de motor (aan het gebruik gerelateerde) cycli, leiden tot opeenvolgende compressie 
(hoge temperatuur) en trek (kamertemperatuur) belastingscycli. Het fenomeen dat 
bekend staat als Thermomechanical Fatigue (TMF) kan invloed hebben op sommige 
delen van de cilinderkop waardoor de levensduur van de hele motor wordt beperkt. 
In het bijzonder is het bekend dat het dunne gebied tussen de uitlaatklepboringen aan 
de blokzijde van de cilinderkop (de Valve Bridge (VB) genoemd), bijzonder gevoelig 
zijn voor dit fenomeen. Daaruit volgend is een materiaal met zowel competitieve 
mechanische sterkte als thermische geleidbaarheid vereist voor deze toepassing. 
Compacted Graphite Iron (CGI) is het materiaal bij uitstek voor motorcilinderkoppen 
van zware vrachtwagens. CGI biedt de best mogelijke compromis tussen optimale 
mechanische eigenschappen in vergelijking met vlokgrafietgietijzer en optimale 
warmtegeleiding in vergelijking met bolvormig grafietgietijzer. De vermiculair 
gevormde grafietdeeltjes werken echter als spanningsconcentratoren en zijn, als gevolg 
van delaminatie uit de metaalmatrix, verantwoordelijk voor het initiëren van scheuren 
tijdens de motor TMF-cycli. 
TMF-laboratoriumtests zijn bedoeld om een mechanische beperking op te leggen 
aan de thermische rekcycli in een testspecimen. De statistische analyse van de relatie 
tussen microstructurele kenmerken enerzijds (zoals grafiet deeltjesgrootte, dichtheid 
van grafietdeeltjes, morfologische aspecten, kristaloriëntatie) en macroscopische 
mechanische kenmerken (zoals scheurgroeisnelheid, bulk plastische vervorming of 
levensduur) anderzijds hand, levert betrouwbare gegevens aan computermodellen, die 
de experimentele testtijd verkorten en kunnen worden gebruikt om de kosten van het 
motorontwerp te verlagen en mogelijk om de uitstoot en het brandstofverbruik te 
verminderen. Bijgevolg werden verschillende testopstellingen toegepast om het TMF-
gedrag van de VB-gebieden te reproduceren, die specifiek gevoelig zijn voor TMF. In 
deze laboratoriumtests werden verschillende mechanische randvoorwaarden opgelegd, 
waaronder enkele en dubbele beperkingen bij lage en hoge temperaturen. Dergelijke 




leidden goed gedocumenteerde beperkingscondities uit de literatuur tot de enkele 
beperkinginstellingen die werden gebruikt voor vergelijkingsdoeleinden. Ten tweede 
vertoonde de uitvoer van eindige elementen (FE) -berekeningen rekening houdend met 
verbrandingstherodynamica, vloeistofdynamica en de mechanische eigenschappen van 
CGI, een dubbel beperkingsgedrag van het element. 
Hysteresislussen, verharding en plastische rekberekeningen zijn gebruikt om enkele 
en dubbele beperkingsinstellingen te evalueren en te vergelijken. Er werd een 
vermindering van de levensduur gevonden met een toename van de intensiteit van de 
test. Bovendien werd de TMF-levensduur naar tevredenheid gemodelleerd volgens de 
Paris Crack-Growth Law. Het is bewezen dat de wetmatige beschrijving geldig is 
onder het brede scala van geteste randvoorwaarden. Bovendien maakte de verwerking 
van gegevens het mogelijk om een equivalente beperkingswaarde te definiëren op basis 
van de Paris Law Cp-coëfficiënt, welke een enkele beperkingsproef impliceert die een 
identieke levensduur oplevert als het experiment met dubbele beperkingscondities. 
De TMF-test werd uitgevoerd op zowel gladde/gepolijste monsters alsook monsters 
met aangebrachte kerven om scheurinitiatie op specifieke plaatsen te induceren. 
Sommige gekerfde monsters vertoonden echter scheurinitiatie buiten deze kerf. Verder 
bleek het pad van de scheur meanderend te zijn en niet gerelateerd aan de 
randvoorwaarden. Deze observaties motiveerde een gedetailleerd onderzoek naar de 
microstructurele invloed van matrix en grafiet op beide, scheurinitiatie en propagatie. 
In een scheurinitiatiestudies, is de in-situ-test aan te raden. De technologie voor in-
situ TMF-tests is sterk gespecialiseerd maar ook beperkt voor testfaciliteiten, 
steekproefafmetingen en randvoorwaarden. Om deze redenen werd een semi-in-situ 
techniek ontwikkeld die gebruik maakt van bestaande test- en 
karakteriseringsapparatuur met een gemodificeerd dog bone monster (uitbreiding van 
in-situ scope). De techniek integreert Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) en TMF- 
belasting om schade en scheurinitiatie van CGI te bepalen tijdens de eerste TMF-cycli 
van totale beperking. In de eerste cyclus, en in de bulk, werd delaminatie loodrecht 
op de belastingsrichting gevonden, terwijl bij het monsteroppervlak scheuren die 
grafietdeeltjes verbinden werden gedetecteerd. Op basis van de waarnemingen en 
enkele berekeningen wordt voorgesteld dat het laatste fenomeen een combinatie is van 
grafiet verdeling, groepering en grootte van de cyclische plastiche 
vervormingszonezone voor de scheur- en grafietdeeltjes. Het voorgestelde 
crackinitiatiemechanisme werd gebruikt om de levensduur van gladde/gepolijste 
monsters te corrigeren de welke sterke overeenkomt met data te vinden in de 
literatuur. 
Aangaande de verspreiding van scheuren, werd het breukvolume van twee mislukte 
dog bone monsters die werden getest onder dubbele beperkingen TMF gescand en 
gereconstrueerd. Voldoende grafiet- en matrixdeeltjes werden waargenomen om een 
statistisch representatief onderzoek uit te voeren. De volume-reconstructie toonde aan 
dat er geen invloed was van het cleavage plane op het scheurvoortplantingspad. In 
plaats daarvan werd gevonden dat de groepering/samenklittings verdeling van 
grafietdeeltjes het scheurvoortplantingspad leidde, aangezien er een mogelijke 
interactie werd gevonden tussen de cyclische plastische vervormingszones van 





Op basis van scheurinitiatie en verspreiding is het duidelijk dat de CGI TMF-
levensduur zou kunnen worden verbeterd als delaminatie zou worden vertraagd en 
daardoor ook scheurinitiatie. Bijgevolg werden krastests uitgevoerd op de matrix die 
grafietdeeltjes bevat uitgevoerd om de sterkte van de metaal-grafietinterface te 
begrijpen en te karakteriseren. Monsters geëxtraheerd uit een cilinderkop in gegoten 
toestand werden vergeleken met monsters onderworpen aan een warmtebehandeling 
bij 700˚C gedurende 60 uur. De voormalige monsters bestonden uit voornamelijk 
perlitische matrix- en grafietdeeltjes, terwijl na het gloeien een bepaalde perlietfractie 
dissocieert in Fe en C, waarbij een microstructuur met grafiet-ferrietgrenzen werd 
geproduceerd, die een gedeeltelijk grafiet scherpgolvende morfologie vertoonde. De 
krastest onthulde dat de ferriet-grafiet-interfaces met scherpgolvende aard een sterkere 
weerstand tegen delaminatie vertoonden in vergelijking met de ferriet-grafiet-
interfaces met een gladde morfologie. 
Kort gezegd: er zijn TMF-opstellingen ontworpen die dichter bij de echte 
motoromstandigheden liggen. De mechanische reactie werd begrepen en vergeleken 
met de literatuur. Bovendien werd er een verband gelegd tussen microstructuur en 
mechanische eigenschappen, wat leidde tot een volledig begrip en beschrijving van 














Chapter 1. Introduction 
“A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step” 
Chinese proverb 
1.1. Introduction  
he operational temperature of truck engines is pushed higher and higher in order 
to improve efficiency of fuel combustion, increase delivered power and comply 
with new international environmental standards. As a consequence, truck 
manufacturers are constantly looking for better performing engine materials. 
Particularly, the selection criteria for a material in the cylinder head aims to improve 
heat removal from the top of the combustion chamber (cf. Figure 1.1), whilst 
preserving optimum mechanical performance. Current engine cylinder head design 
incorporates four valve bores for each cylinder (see the circumscribed four largest 
bores in Figure 1.1), of which two are in charge of supplying the combustion chamber 
with fresh or even compressed air, and the other two are in charge of evacuating the 
hot combustion gases.  
 
Figure 1.1.  Picture of a used cylinder head taken from the combustion chamber side (dark circular stain) 
showing four circumscribed circular bores for gas intake and removal. In the center a smaller bore is 
destinated for diesel injection. There are four valve bridge areas in-between the gas bores and outside the 






The four bores should be as large as possible maximizing the combustion cylinder 
covered area. This strategy is used to speed up the gas flux and reduce the turbulence. 
Thereby, the engine spends less energy on fluid transport and increases the available 
power. As a consequence, the remaining material located between coupled bores, 
known as the Valve Bridge (VB) becomes a critical area. Under regular engine 
operation, the metal in the VB reaches a stable temperature leading to thermal 
expansion. However, due to mechanical constraints and the cylinder head geometry, 
the VB cannot freely expand and therefore developing compression at elevated 
operating temperatures. Conversely, when the temperature at the VB is reduced to 
room temperature after engine showdown, thermal contraction occurs, and the VB is 
loaded under tension. Since this scenario occurs cyclically, the condition is known as 
Thermo Mechanical Fatigue (TMF). Because the highest (tensile) stresses are 
obtained at the lowest temperature, whereas the lowest (compressive) stresses occur 
at the highest temperature the phenomenon is known as Out of Phase (OP) TMF. 
Generally speaking, during TMF condition, the material may be subjected to relevant 
bulk plastic strain (εp), which induces a series of phenomena that are commonly 
associated with Low Cycle Fatigue (e.g. bulk hardening and localized plastic strain 
on matrix discontinuities). It is believed that TMF is a potentially harmful process, 
which may lead to crack development in critical engine components such as the VB 
areas.  
The selection of cylinder head material is a complex balance between material 
properties (mechanical, physical and thermal), and engine performance among other 
factors. For instance, comparing Compacted Graphite Iron (CGI) and aluminum, 
which is used in automotive passenger car engines since the operational temperature 
is lower in cars than in trucks, the strength-to-weight ratio of CGI, is compensated 
by the enhanced Yield and Ultimate Tensile Strength provided by the metallic 
pearlitic matrix. As a consequence, CGI in Figure 1.2 is the most common material 
used for this application. Among others, because its interconnected coral like graphite 
particle structure, embedded in a pearlitic metal matrix, provides a remarkably 
favorable heat transfer rate combined with reasonable mechanical properties such as 
strength and damping capacity (with ferrite below 5 wt.%). 
 






The graphite particles in CGI exhibit a well-known vermicular morphology, which 
is an intermediate shape between the elongated flake like particles in Flake Graphite 
Iron (FGI) and spherical particles in Nodular Graphite Iron (NGI). This intermediate 
morphology of CGI allows achieving an intermediate mechanical and thermal balance 
between flake and nodular graphite iron. However, in CGI stress concentrations may 
arise at the graphite particle tips making the material sensitive to crack initiation and 
eventually shortening the cylinder head lifetime. 
Experiments and models of crack initiation, propagation and lifetime are the main 
topics of TMF research. Specifically, when it comes to CGI, a link with the role of 
graphite particles is generally considered. Some authors [1, 2] have developed 
numerical models to predict the TMF lifetime of cast irons using virtual notched 
models, because the bonding between graphite and metallic matrix is unknown, which 
makes it difficult to identify crack initiation. Some others have described cast iron as 
a matrix containing idealized voids and have used this assumption to develop static 
and dynamic mechanical scenarios with regard to crack propagation. The 
approximation is based on the assumption that graphite particles delaminate from 
the matrix in the first TMF cycle(s), leaving behind a matrix discontinuity. The same 
approximation has also been used for implementation of the well-established empirical 
Paris’ Crack growth that considers plastic strain limited to the crack tip [3]. The 
relation has successfully fitted TMF data of CGI under full constraint TMF assuming 
that compacted graphite particles act as initial cracks. Nevertheless, more complex 
numerical models require not only conventional TMF tests data, but also routine and 
specialized mechanical tests such as creep, isothermal fatigue or high temperature 
tensile test. Such supplementary data is required to reproduce cyclic hardening and 
stress relaxation, among other physical phenomena. Engine manufacturers intend to 
avoid such large experimental and computational programs and therefore, they are 
highly interested to enhance the predictability of the engine lifetime for which it is 
required to include a microstructural description of the TMF behavior. 
In conjunction with the OP TMF boundary conditions, every two strokes the VB 
is subjected to pressure peaks as well as an aggressive atmosphere such as compressed 
air and combustion gases. Together with cooling systems, mechanical actuators and 
fastening systems, the cylinder head and particularly the VB requires a complex 
engineering effort. As a consequence, in 2014 M2i together with DAF trucks, the 
Foundation for Fundamental Research on Matter (FOM), (nowadays part of the 
Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research NWO), Gent University (UGent) 
and Delft University of Technology (TU-Delft) decided to cooperate and address this 
multidisciplinary challenge in a follow-up project on collaboration that was already 
initiated in 2009. The methodology was to design a two-fold program composed of an 
experimental and a computational project. The former aimed to design and implement 
an experimental setup as close as possible to the real engine boundary conditions in 
terms of stress, strain and temperature. It is also aimed to identify the microstructural 
features responsible for crack initiation and propagation in order to convey this data, 
as a statistical description, used for both computational models and empirical failure 
analyses. The modeling strategy was intended to implement a code capable to 
reproduce the physical effects of TMF on CGI. Such modeling was proposed to be 
based on extensive experimental data with regard to TMF phenomena. Moreover, the 
code was planned to capture and reproduce crack initiation and propagation in 
accordance with the statistical description of the CGI microstructure, dynamically 





Based on the existing literature and the needs of the industry, it is observed that 
there is an actual demand for extending the TMF knowledge boundary by varying 
the constraint modes. Currently, the engine TMF experiments carried out by engine 
manufacturers run experimental campaigns considering only thermal restrictions at 
high temperature. However, the latest computational models seem to indicate that 
this might not be sufficiently accurate. The TMF phenomena can be better 
understood if there would be a reliable and reproducible laboratory tests that mimic 
actual engine operating conditions in the critical areas. In the present research, the 
subject of study is subdivided in a number of distinct, but obviously correlated, 
aspects: (i) mechanical characterization of TMF tests, (ii) microstructural 
investigation involving damage initiation and crack propagation and (iii) the specific 
role of the composite nature of the CGI material including morphological effects. 
1.2. Research objectives and outline of the thesis 
The main aim of this work is to identify the microstructural features of compacted 
graphite iron that are responsible for damage initiation and crack propagation due to 
thermomechanical fatigue occurring in the valve bridge area of truck engine cylinder 
heads, and to convey this information to a statistical description that can be employed 
in physically based (micro-) mechanical models of TMF. To this purpose the specific 
objectives of this research can be listed as follows. 
 To perform thermomechanical fatigue experiments considering realistic 
cylinder head boundary conditions in view of the state-of-the-art literature; 
 To characterize the microstructural components of compacted graphite iron, 
their intrinsic interactions with thermomechanical fatigue damage by 
performing 2D and 3D quantitative microstructural analysis; 
 To perform statistical analysis of the compacted graphite iron micro-
constituents related to damage initiation and propagation; 
 To study the interaction between damage and the material micro 
constituents, during thermomechanical fatigue loading conditions; 
 To determine the crystallographic nature of the graphite particle structure;  
This dissertation addresses the above mentioned objectives in a structural manner, 
whereby the document is divided in chapters as follows: 
Chapter 2 (Background) provides context and describes the fundamental concepts 
of materials science underlying this dissertation together with updated literature in 
the field. The chapter starts with an introduction to cast iron, history, manufacturing, 
effect of the alloying elements, global production, microstructures and mechanical 
properties. The chapter continues with fatigue from a fundamental viewpoint focusing 
on Thermomechanical Fatigue of Compacted Graphite Iron. Towards the end of the 
chapter, empirical lifetime relations derived from TMF experiments are introduced. 






Chapter 3 (Materials and methods) gives a detailed description of methods used to 
characterize, test, and compare compacted graphite iron under TMF conditions. It 
describes the origin of the materials (ingots and cast cylinder heads) and the 
manufacturing processes used to produce laboratory samples. Furthermore, the 
equipment and methodology used to characterize, process and test laboratory 
specimens are described. The chapter includes a complete description of the 
methodology used to perform semi in-situ TMF, 3D EBSD reconstructions and fit 
experimental fatigue models such as Paris’fatigue crack growth law and the Manson-
Coffin relation. The chapter finishes describing the scratch test and its application to 
qualify bonding strength between matrix and graphite in CGI. 
Chapter 4 (Lifetime and damage characterization during thermomechanical fatigue) 
describes the effects of thermomechanical boundary conditions on Compacted 
Graphite Iron in terms of stress-strain, hardening and lifetime using notched samples. 
Special attention is given to plastic strain in the first cycles of TMF and its effect on 
the lifetime. Furthermore, two damage indicators are evaluated. The first, is called 
“Total Strain Range”, which neglects elastic strain, hardening, stress relaxation, and 
is based on theoretical plastic strain. The second indicator is the Cp coefficient of the 
Paris’Law, which is also used to differentiate between the different experimental 
boundary conditions. 
Chapter 5 (Microstructural characterization of TMF crack propagation path) 
reports on the connection between the mechanical results of chapter 4 and the 
microstructural characterization of As Cast and TMF failed samples. The chapter 
focuses on Compacted Graphite Iron phases and the relation to the crack path. It 
demonstrates that the crack propagation trajectory is not related to the test boundary 
conditions such as constraint and temperature. Despite the results in the chapter do 
not allow to elucidate on crack initiation, it is realized that crack initiation and 
propagation phenomena must be studied independently. In consequence, the chapter 
is a motivation for further dedicated research presented in chapters 6 and 7. 
Chapter 6 (Crack initiation: semi in-situ observation of thermomechanical fatigue 
in compacted graphite iron) reports a specific experiment, whereby a special specimen 
was designed, which can be disassembled to the purpose of semi in-situ TMF tests. 
Hereby an ex-situ monitoring of the microstructure during the course of the TMF test 
was carried. The results of this semi in-situ experiment allow to observe the dynamic 
evolution of TMF damage initiation and propagation, whereby a wider range of 
specimens and loading conditions could be monitored compared to in-situ testing. In 
particular, it was tested a smooth specimen under total constraint condition. The 
results of this semi in-situ experiment are extrapolated to standard TMF tests (in 
chapter 4) of smooth specimens and compared with reference literature data. 
Chapter 7 (Analysis of crack propagation of thermomechanical fatigue cracks by 
implementing 3D EBSD) focuses on the statistical aspects of the microstructural 
elements involved in crack propagation. Based on preliminary qualitative and 
quantitative 2D material descriptions (chapter 5), some crack propagation features 
are observed taking into account the 3D topology of the crack and its vicinity. It was 
found that when the crack propagates through the material it grows through the 
metallic matrix and along graphite particles. It is discussed which is the main crack 





to characterize the crack-graphite and crack-matrix interaction, such as particles 
morphology, and matrix crystallography. 
Chapter 8 (Characterization procedure of metal–graphite interface strength) reports 
a study on the semi-qualitative assessment of the bonding strength between matrix 
and graphite. The study is performed on As Cast and Heat Treated engine material, 
whereby the decomposition of pearlite has led to some spiky graphite particles 
surrounded by ferritic rings. The effect of the nature of the ferrite-graphite interface 
on the bonding strength was investigated. 
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Chapter 2. Background 
 “Live and let die” 
Paul and Linda McCartney 
his chapter is a compilation of theoretical descriptions of parameters and 
phenomena associated with TMF in the diesel engine cylinder head. The 
content does not only incorporate cast iron manufacturing and fatigue damage 
mechanisms, but also reports an integrated view of the particular CGI behavior under 
TMF in the engine cylinder head. 
2.1. Cast iron 
2.1.1. History 
According to archeological finds in the area of Jiangsu, the oldest cast iron was 
produced in China and dates back to the 5th century before Christ (BC) [1]. Despite 
its brittleness, such material was casted in armor shapes and heat treated in oxidizing 
atmospheres for some days in order to reduce superficial carbon content and increase 
surface ductility. The gradually industrializing European continent used cast iron from 
the 15th century onwards, when England used to replace bronze canons and later to 
produce industrial boilers. The implementation was possible thanks to Abrahan 
Darby, who patented in 1707 a method to feed the blast furnace with coke rather 
than charcoal to produce pig iron [2, 3]. During the early industrial revolution of the 
late 18th century its use was extended to produce structural beams in arched bridges, 
buildings and textile mills, where compression stress was dominant. The material 
worked properly for carrying mechanical loads, although corrosion was always an 
issue. Since then, cast iron production and use have been widely extended and 
specialized according to the requirements of the modern technological society. 
Currently, cast iron is selected among other materials due to low cost, significant 
cast fluidity, low shrinkage, and its ability to easily solidify in complicated shapes. 
Furthermore, the presence of graphite particles favors machinability, wear resistance, 
reduces friction, and mitigates vibration. Therefore, cast iron is currently used in 
machinery, casings, crankshafts, and valve bodies among other light and heavy 





According to the American Casting Society [5] (cf. Figure 2.1) in 2017 the worldwide 
metal casting production reached a volume of 103 million metric tons of which 70 % 
corresponds to cast iron. According to the same report, China is the main world 
casting producer with 45.1 % of the market including gray, ductile (such as 
Compacted Graphite Iron) and malleable cast iron (with 20.3, 13.2 and 0.6 106 metric 
tons per year, respectively) in addition to steel (5.1 Mton per year), aluminum (0.8 
Mton), and magnesium (6.9 Mton). In the European context, during the first semester 
of 2018, Germany casted 144.000 tons with Fritz Winter Eisengießerei GmbH as the 







 Gray Iron 44,76%
 Ductile Iron 24,61%
 Aluminum     16,47%
 Steel 10,27%
Copper                1,8%
 Zinc    1,0%
 Malleable Iron   0,81%
 Magnesium     0,3%
 Other non-ferrous        0,1%
 
Figure 2.1. World casting production in 2017 according to data reported by the  American Casting 
Society [5]. 
2.1.2. Definition  
Cast irons are employed for manufacturing iron alloy products, of which the final 
shape is mostly obtained during the casting process (eutectic formations). The main 
alloying elements are C and Si. According to the Fe-Fe3C or Fe-Gr diagram, (cf. 
Figure 2.2) cementite (Fe3C) is obtained if the carbon content ranges from 2 wt.% to 
4 wt.%. Such alloys are called white cast iron, because of the fact that the brittle and 
metastable cementite appears with a shiny and white fracture surface. However, if 1 
wt.% to 3 wt.% Silicon is added, graphite can be stabilized and the eutectic point of 
the diagram is shifted to the left, stabilizing the ferrite phase, whereby graphitization 
can be enhanced by adding Ni up to 0.1 %. This cast iron variant is denominated as 
gray iron because of the gray appearance of the ductile fracture surface. 
Besides their role in stabilizing graphite, alloying elements can also be used to 
modify the cast iron matrix. For instance, Si, Cr (up to 0.3 wt.%), and Sn (below 0.1 
wt.%) promote pearlite formation, whereas the presence of Cu (lower than 0.5 wt.%) 
promotes ferrite growth. Conversely, the presence of B (below 0.005 wt.%), P 
(maximum 0.05 wt.%), S and Bi (0.02 wt.%.) is undesirable due to the formation of 
carbides, porosities, iron sulfide, and reduction of mechanical properties, respectively. 
Alternatively, the most influencing alloying elements (C, Si, P) are usually grouped 
in the so call Carbon Equivalent (CE), cf. Equation 2.1, where “X” is the weight 
percent of each element. With CE derived from Eq. 2.1 the Fe-C diagram of Figure 
2.2 can still be used for more complex alloys by substituting the physical carbon 
content by its CE values. Regarding the diagram, the most important features are 
the eutectoid point, which determines whether an alloy will be of hypo or hyper-
eutectoid type as well as the melting temperature, which is lower than for any steel 





𝑋𝐶𝐸 = 𝑋𝑐 +
1
3
(𝑋𝑆𝑖 + 𝑋𝑝)       (2.1) 
 
Figure 2.2. Iron-Carbon diagram, including cementite (Fe3C) and Graphite [6]. 
 
2.1.3. Classification 
Figure 2.3 shows an approach to classify steels and cast irons presented by the 
American Society of Metals (ASM) [4]. The diagram indicates the influence of 
chemical composition (carbon and silicon) in the graphitization potential. i.e. it 







Figure 2.3. Carbon and silicon composition ranges of common iron and steels alloys [4]. 
The ASM uses the graphitization potential to rank cast irons of low, medium and 
high potential (cf. Figure 2.4). After cooling, the low potential alloys form pearlite + 
Fe3C (cementite) and they are called white cast iron. If such material is reheated 
above the eutectoid temperature over a prolonged period, cementite can be dissolved 
to obtain graphite. Subsequently, after cooling the obtained composite material is 
called malleable cast iron, composed of graphite (irregular nodules of class IV or V 
according to ISO 945 [7]) embedded in a ferritic or pearlitic matrix. Malleable iron is 
the only cast iron obtained by heat treatment according to this classification.  
In contrast, alloys with medium graphitization potential solidify as molten cast iron, 
which is composed of austenite (γ), cementite (Fe3C) and graphite. Similarly, cast 
irons with high graphitization potential nucleate stable graphite during solidification 
and are called gray cast irons. The composite consists of graphite and either a ferrite 
and/or a pearlite metal matrix, depending on the cooling rate of casting. Slow cooling 
rates lead to carbon diffusion and ferrite stabilization whereas fast cooling promotes 






Figure 2.4. Classification of cast irons according to ASM [8]. 
2.1.4. Graphite classification 
A further cast iron classification is made within the gray irons group, based on 
graphite morphology. It has been described that in the eutectic cell, graphite solidifies 
in a Hexagonal Close Packed structure (HCP) with the hexagonal unit cell configuring 
the fundamental building block of the spheroidal, compacted or flake type morphology 
(SG, CG and FG respectively)[9]. Electronically, graphite has three of the four valence 
electrons shared in a covalent bonding on the basal plane of the HCP unit cell, whereas 
the chemical bond perpendicular to the basal plane is only provided by a weak Van 
Der Waals interactions along the c-axis involving one valence electron. Therefore, the 
specific graphite morphology is defined by the graphite growth rate along the c-axis 
during solidification. This is strictly controlled by the presence or absence of chemical 
elements (impurities) in the liquid state of casting. For instance, if impurities such as 
sulfur and oxygen are removed, an equal graphite growth rate along the a and c-axis 
of the HCP cell is obtained (cf. Figure 2.5 SG and Figure 2.6 C). Under these 
conditions, a layered stack of folded basal planes concentrically expanding becomes 
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Figure 2.5. Nodular Compacted and Flake Graphite (SG, CG, FG) growth mechanisms.  
 
 
Figure 2.6. Morphology of flake, compacted and nodular graphite [10]. 
In contrast, if impurities are absorbed perpendicular to the basal plane, graphite 
growth along this direction is suppressed leading to wide plates parallel to the basal 
planes, forming Flake Graphite (FG) particles (cf. Figure 2.5 FG Figure 2.6 A). The 
intermediate morphology corresponds to Compacted Graphite (CG), which is a 
combination of SG and FG growing modes controlled by a very precise balance of 
alloying elements or impurities. Therefore, to obtain SG, FG or CG, it is required to 
add spheroidizing (magnesium, rare earths elements or, calcium), antispheroidizing 
(titanium and aluminum), and inoculant elements (e.g. graphite nucleators such as 
magnesium and cerium). The mechanism used to spheroidize is to add elements prone 
to react with sulfur and oxygen creating floating slag. Conversely, antispheroidizing 
elements are attracted perpendicular to the basal plane of the HCP cell. 
The physical properties of the solidified cast iron are crucially dependent on the 
graphite morphology. For instance, the average thermal conductivity of Flake 
Graphite Iron (FGI) is 50 W/mK [11], while for Spheroidal Graphite Iron (SGI) it is 
32 W/mK [12, 13]. Such values are much lower compared to the thermal conductivity 
of aluminum alloys changing 164 to 273 W/mK, but they are quite acceptable 
considering the thermal conductivity of steel ~ 79.5 W/mK. The difference in thermal 
conductivity between FGI and SGI is not only a consequence of the graphite 





interconnected structure forming a complex network, which is obviously more 
developed in FGI as compared to SGI. As opposed to better thermal conductivity, 
FGI suffers from poorer mechanical properties as the elongated graphite particles of 
FGI may represent severe stress concentrators under tension load.  Therefore, SGI 
commonly exhibits the better mechanical properties as compared to FGI. In CGI with 
intermediate graphite morphology, the thermal conductivity is of an average value 
(38 W/mK [11]) between the thermal conductivity of SGI and FGI. The optimum 
balance between thermal and mechanical properties of CGI, makes this material 
ideally suited for manufacturing engine heads of heavy duty trucks [11, 14]. 
Conventionally, the metal matrix of such material consists of a pearlite structure, 
obtained by adding tin, nickel, manganese, or chromium. Such alloys exhibit enhanced 
mechanical properties compared to alloys with a ferrite matrix (i.e. pearlitic CGI 
exhibits typically σy = 359 MPa with UTS = 567 MPa, whereas ferritic CGI exhibits 
σy = 232 MPa and UTS = 298 MPa, respectively [13]).  
It has been shown that in order to manufacture pearlitic CGI, it requires a 
meticulous control of the alloying elements content to obtain the desired matrix phase 
and the graphite particles morphology. In consequence, chemical composition control 
is performed in two consecutive stages: (i) during iron melting (in the casting furnace) 
the chemical composition is controlled to obtain the desired matrix phase; chemical 
elements are added to the melting pool giving sufficient time to diffuse and 
homogenize; then (ii) at the bottom of the empty transporting ladle a load of elements 
is provided to achieve the desired graphite morphologies. When the liquid metal is 
poured in the transport ladle, graphite nucleation takes place forming the so called 
eutectic cell, which appears seconds or minutes later in the casting mold [15]. 
The CGI graphite particles exhibit a shape with intermediate morphology between 
flakes and nodules. Magnesium is the crucial alloying element to control the graphite 
morphology. In Figure 2.7, it can be seen that to obtain compacted graphite, 
magnesium addition is critically controlled between 0.006 and 0.010 wt.%, whilst 
containing 0.010 to 0.015 wt.% Sulphur [16]. Besides, it must be considered that 
magnesium evaporates at a rate of approximately 0.001% every five minutes, therefore 
Mg is added only at the bottom of the transport ladle only a few minutes before 
casting. 
CGI might contain a minor percentage of nodular particles. In order to determine 
the percentage of nodular particles present in an alloy, with respect to the total 
graphite population, it is necessary to accurately quantify which particles are 
considered as nodular. To this purpose, the nodularity is defined according to 
equations 2.2 and 2.3, cf. SinterCast [17]. First, the roundness R (Equation 2.2) is a 
parameter that quantifies the deviation from a perfectly spherical shape for a particle 
with area A and major axis lmax (extracted from 2 or 3D measurements). For a 
perfectly spherical particle R = 1, whereas for real graphite particles R < 1. According 
to the Sintercast, particles are considered of nodular shape if R > 0.650, whereas they 
are of intermediate shape with 0.525 < R < 0.625. The nodularity factor No, cf. 
Equation 2.3, quantifies the total area fraction occupied by particles of spherical and 
intermediate morphology, whereby the intermediate particles only contribute with a 
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Figure 2.7. Stable Mg content range to obtain compacted graphite using magnesium to control graphite 
shape [16]. 
2.1.5. Compacted graphite iron 
Although CGI plays a small role in the global casting production, its applications 
are not least important. For instance, it is used in turbochargers and cylinder heads 
of Audi, and Renault heavy trucks. Additionally, it is employed in locomotive power 
engines and piston rings that are commercialized by General Electric, Hyundai and 
Scania [18]. The CGI industrial production started about one or two decades after the 
K. D. Mills, A.P. Gagnebin and N. B. Pilling patent to produce ductile iron in 1960 
[19]. At that time, the industry showed interest in such new material. However, 
technology limitations on the precise control of chemical composition has delayed the 
widespread introduction of CGI for industrial applications. As the technology evolved, 
matrix and graphite control were carefully tuned, enabling the production of a wide 
range of alloys from 100 % ferrite to 100 % pearlite, leading to a variety of mechanical 
and physical properties such as the ones listed in the Table 2.1. The improved 
mechanical properties of CGI, compared to FGI has allowed an overall weight 











Table 2.1. Number of mechanical and physical properties of 10 % nodularity CGI at different 
temperatures and two different pearlite contents [20]. 
Property Temp (˚C) 70 % Pearlite 100 % Pearlite 
0.2 % yield Strength 
(MPa) 
25 315 370 
100 295 335 
300 284 320 
Ultimate Tensile Strength 
(MPa) 
25 420 450 
100 415 430 
300 375 410 
Young's Modulus 
(GPa) 
25 145 145 
100 140 140 
300 130 130 
Rotatory-Bending Fatigue limit 
(MPa) 
25 195 210 
100 185 195 
300 165 175 
Thermal conductivity 
(W/mK) 
25 37 36 
100 37 36 
300 36 35 
Thermal exaptasion coefficient 
(μm/m˚C) 
25 11 11 
100 11,5 11,5 
300 12 12 
0.2 % Compressive Yield Strength 
(MPa) 
25 400 430 
400 300 370 
Density 25 7.0-7.1 7.0-7.1 
Brinell Hardness 25 190-225 207-255 
Ultrasonic velocity (Km/s) 25 5.0-5.2 5.0-5.02 
Table 2.2. Typical mechanical properties of pearlitic Gray, Compacted and Ductile cast irons [10]. 
Property Gray CGI Ductile 
Tensile strength (MPa) 250 450 750 
Elastic Modulus (GPa) 105 145 160 
Elongation (%) 0 1,5 5 
Thermal conductivity (W/mK) 48 37 28 
Relative damping capacity 1 0.35 0.22 
Hardness (BHN 10/3000) 179-202 217-241 217-255 
R-B Fatigue (MPa) 110 200 250 
2.2. Fatigue 
Failure under a fluctuating stress that is lower than the one required to cause failure 
during a static mode is called fatigue [21]. It is estimated that fatigue is responsible 
for approximately 90 % of all mechanical service failures [22], e.g. from fatigue failure 
occurring in bridges and ships, to jet engines and nuclear reactors. On laboratory 
scale, such loading conditions can be single or multiaxial and in single or combined 
modes (e.g. tension and shear) at constant, variable or even cyclic temperature. 
Although, real loading conditions are usually more complex and loads are often 
randomly applied, laboratory setups are able to reproduce controlled boundary 
conditions including oxidizing environments, varying temperatures and stress/strain 
amplitudes. Since fatigue involves crack propagation, the stress intensity factor K is 
widely used as an indicator of crack propagation resistance. Strictly, K is a measure 
of the stress intensity state near the crack tip. In other words a quantifier of the stress 
increase due to the presence of a defect. In fatigue applications, the instantaneous 
stress (σ) is usually replaced by σ max or Dσ referring to the maximum stress or stress 




geometry, the size of the defect and loading mode (I, II, III), cf. Equation 2.4 [21]. In 
this formula, σ refers to the nominally applied stress and the shape function fg takes 
into consideration the specific geometry of the flaw. Each material is characterized by 
a critical stress intensity factor KC which represents the material maximum tolerance 
(resistance) to carry stress before propagating a brittle catastrophic crack. The 
concept indicates that a material can withstand crack tip stress concentration up to 
the critical value KC. 
𝐾 = 𝜎√2𝜋𝑟𝑓𝑔        (2.4) 
Lifetime under simple uniaxial fatigue is generally plotted in the statistical 
representation of the so called S-N curve, cf. Figure 2.8, which represents, on a 
logarithmic scale, the dependence of the number of the cycle to failure (N) on the 
level of Stress (S) (in the example of Figure 2.8, the stress amplitude is shown but it 
also can be substituted by the maximum, minimum or alternating stress). The graph 
is constructed by performing several stress-controlled tests at constant stress 
amplitude until failure leading to one point in the plot. Sequentially, new samples are 
loaded at a different stress ranges leading to the plotted lines, indicating shorter 
lifetime under larger stress. Consequentially, any loading condition below the curve 
(design stress and number of cycles) is considered as a safe design area. Exceptionally, 
and under certain boundary conditions of stress and environment, some materials 
presumably do not fail and this phenomenon is called fatigue or endurance limit (c.f. 
Figure 2.8 A curves for steel). Since the condition is not common and by conventional 
test methods it is not reasonable to test beyond e.g. 108 cycles (expensive and time 
consuming experiments), materials are generally characterized by the fatigue 
endurance at an arbitrary number of cycles (for instance 108). Besides, the S-N curve 
is generally divided in two main domains: a low and a high cycle fatigue domain. 
Although, the literature does not agree on a consensus criterion to differentiate the 
two behaviors, it is widely agreed that High Cycle Fatigue (HCF) corresponds to a 
loading condition below the yield point with typically lifetime above 105 or even 103 
cycles. Figure 2.8 provides a comprehensive and broad overview of the fatigue 
behavior of some materials from which the limited number of cycles required to obtain 
failure can be observed. 
 
Figure 2.8. S-N curve for A) materials with and without Endurance limit [23] and B) comparative S-N 





One can consider the crack initiation, propagation and failure as subsequent stages. 
First, cracks initiate preferentially at microstructural discontinuities such as inclusions 
(or at debonded second phase particles), design stress concentrators (e.g. poorly 
designed shoulders, rivets or junctions), or at surface intrusions and extrusions 
generated by gliding of slip bands. Depending on the loading conditions, fracture due 
to HCF can be sudden [22], and visually characterized by beach marks on the fracture 
surface, generated during load fluctuations. Eventually, ratchet marks may occur if 
several cracks are initiated and later merged in a single propagation front. Conversely, 
Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF) is induced by loading beyond the yield stress, implying that 
plastic strain is the main damaging factor leading to failure. Therefore, the fatigue 
lifetime is significantly reduced, most often below 105 or 103 cycles. Plastic strain (εp) 
plays a major role in LCF, and generally leads to material hardening. According to 
ASM a metal hardens if the ratio of applied stress to yield stress is  S/Sy > 1.4 and 
soften if S/Sy  <  1.2 [25]. Self-evidently, the relation between stress and strain is 
material and temperature dependent, also under fatigue conditions. 
2.2.1. Thermomechanical fatigue 
When mechanical fatigue occurs concurrently with temperature cycles, it is called 
Thermomechanical Fatigue (TMF), which is considered as Low Cycle Fatigue when 
the thermally induced stress exceeds the yield stress, with macroscopic plastic strain 
and lifetime below 103 cycles. In laboratory experiments, TMF tests are generally 
performed under strain control using triangular ε-time input signals. This is done, in 
order to maintain 𝜀̇ constant. Figure 2.9. shows the cyclic variation of some setups 
with temperature and strain as input signals and stress as output signal. It is observed 
that the plotted thermal and mechanical loads can be In Phase (phase shift = 0˚, IP 
0), Out of Phase (phase shift = 180˚, OP 180˚) or even exhibit a variable phase shift 
to reproduce real life scenarios where the shape and frequency of the load are not 
necessarily smooth or even periodic. An example of IP TMF occurs in a jet engine 
blade, positioned after the fuel combustion section. Because of combustion gases and 
centripetal acceleration, the element is under high temperature and tension stress. 
Conversely, an example of OP TMF is observed in the valve bridge areas in engine 
cylinder heads. The area is under compression at elevated temperatures due to 
geometrical and mechanical constraints, whereas at low temperature this is reversed. 
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TMF results are generally plotted in stress-strain diagrams, which exhibit a 
hysteresis loop of which the shape is highly influenced by the temperature cycles and 
the material response in terms of hardening or softening. Thereby, hardening extends 
the loop vertically, whereas softening shrinks it. Commonly, hardening and softening 
effects saturate and balance out each other after 15 % of the lifetime [21]. 
Figure 2.10 presents a typical hardening OP plot. In the figure, the mechanical range 
(Δεm= εm) consists of two components: the elastic (Δεe) and the plastic (Δεp a, b, c, d) 
strains, both in compression (a, b) and tension (c, d). Furthermore, stress relaxation 
(range “e”) and hardening (range “f”) are generally obtained during the first fatigue 
cycles at high and low temperatures respectively. Later, the cycles are stabilized 
during stable crack growth. In TMF, the dominant crack (ensuing from a set of 
initiated cracks) slowly propagates through the material, perpendicularly to the 
loading direction, i.e. Load Mode I, tension. Subsequently, the cross-section of the 
specimen is reduced up to the point that it can no longer carry the load, and the 
sample fails under tension. 
 
Figure 2.10. Schematic of an OP TMF test during the first testing cycle and half of the lifetime. 
2.2.2. Lifetime criteria 
The lifetime of OP TMF tests can be illustrated by observing the hysteresis loop. 
Starting in the second cycle, the tensile stress, at minimum temperature, steadily 
increases due to hardening. Progressively, the largest tensile stress of subsequent cycles 
reaches a maximum that coincides with the crack transition from micro to macro size, 
reducing the sample cross section. At that point, the tensile stress starts to drop and 
once it drops down 10 to 50 %, compared to the maximum stress, occurring during 
the entire test, the sample is considered to be failed. This failure criterion is defined 
according to ASTM E2368 [26] where it is called the Nn being 10 < n < 50. Choosing 
10 or 50 %  stress drop as failure criterion depends on the specific study, boundary 






2.3. Fatigue damage mechanisms  
In polycrystalline materials at room temperature and HCF conditions, damage can 
be initiated by slip. One possible scenario of damage initiation is the occurrence of 
intrusions and extrusions at the sample surface during the first loading cycles, induced 
by dislocation glide, leading to stress concentration and crack initiation (cf. Figure 
2.11 A) [21, 27]. Subsequently, the newly formed crack starts to propagate. Initially, 
growth is as slow as a few nm per cycle, and continues up to a distance of a few grain 
diameters. Later, propagation is accelerated stress peaks lead to the fatigue crack 
propagation marks also known as “beach marks”. The mechanism initiates during 
tension when slip at 45˚ to the tensile axis produces new crack surfaces (cf. Figure 
2.11 B and C). Then, during the compressive part of the cycle, the crack is closed and 
the newly created faces are closed again. In the compressive part of the cycle the new 
surface is bend by buckling, collapsing the cavity in a sharp crack tip that is the first 




Figure 2.11. Damage mechanism in Low Cycle Fatigue for polycrystalline materials [21]. 
There are various strategies to delay crack initiation. Inducing static compressive 
residual stresses, e.g. by shot peening or sandblasting, at the sample surface delay 
crack initiation, as the tensile loads required for crack initiation first need to overcome 
the residual compressive stress [28]. Also on the sample surface, reduced roughness 
delays superficial crack initiation by reducing tensile stress concentration. Conversely, 
in the bulk alloying elements may delay crack initiation by blocking dislocation glide 
that subsequently would become intrusions and extrusions at the surface. Together, 
these mechanisms are able to delay crack initiation and therefore extend fatigue 
lifetime. However, in certain applications harsh boundary conditions such as corrosion, 
and elevated temperature cannot be avoided. Harsh environmental conditions may 
promote the breaking of the passive layers, e.g. aluminum under atmospheric 
conditions. The corrosion assisted process is described below. A spot becomes a stress 
concentrator, a crack initiates and shortly propagates under tension stress, then a new 
passive layer is created at the fresh crack surface, which is broken again by external 
compression stress [21, 27]. As a consequence, the cyclic process of fatigue is 
accelerated by cyclic fracture of the passive layer on the same spot. Counterintuitively, 
homogeneous superficial corrosion does not strongly assist fatigue, since sharp notches 
created by fatigue (glide), are smoothed by corrosion in subsequent fatigue cycles. 
Thereby, a new surface is exposed and deep notches are not developed.  
A second parameter influencing fatigue lifetime is temperature. Elevated 
temperature promotes void formation at the grain boundaries in most materials under 
tensile stress, except for aging alloys at the specific aging temperature range. The 




temperature. Under these boundary conditions, the failure mode changes from 
transgranular fatigue (glide related) to creep dominated failure with intergranular 
crack growth (cf. Figure 2.12). In contrast, below room temperature metallic materials 
become more notch sensitive, which for low temperature applications is an important 
design parameter. 
 
Figure 2.12. Void formation under stress and high temperature leading to intergranular crack 
propagation. 
In industrial applications the phenomena above described (and some more such as 
erosion or fretting) are combined, leading to mixed failure modes of which the crack 
initiation and propagation modes will depend not only on the boundary conditions 
but also on the microstructural features, components, and state of the material. Such 
complex boundary conditions are seldomly replicated under laboratory conditions, not 
only due to the test complexity, but due to the large number of variables to be 
controlled. 
The CGI microstructure could be compared to some metal matrix composites, where 
delamination of the reinforcement phase is a drawback [29-31]. Equivalently, graphite 
particles constitute an additional phase in gray cast irons. The geometry, size and 
distribution of the graphite particles play an important role both in crack initiation 
and propagation [32]. 
Although, it has not been specifically observed in the OP TMF using CGI, it is well 
accepted in cast iron technology and testing that crack initiation is the last stage of 
graphite delamination occurring in the first TMF cycles. The delamination event has 
been observed by Mathias et al. [33] by performing in-situ tensile tests, where 
delamination occurred at a stress of 200 MPa using FGI. In this research also cracks 
were observed joining graphite particles at a stress of 0.2% of the σy using FGI. 
Concerning the failure mode, the corresponding fractography showed a brittle ductile 
mixture. Considering the role of graphite shape on delamination, it has been 
demonstrated that delaminated flakes are more prone to develop cracks than 
compacted and nodular graphite. Dong et al [34] proved during in-situ tensile test on 
cast iron with a mix of compacted and nodular graphite that the vermicular particles 
lead to crack propagation, whereas graphite nodules remained delaminated. 
As presented in section 2.4, the early graphite delamination has been considered by 
several authors to model CGI crack propagation and eventually obtaining a 
satisfactory correlation with experimental results. For instance, Ghodrat et al [32] 





et al. [35] derived CTOD based relations to estimate lifetime considering graphite 
particles size for CGI and SGI cast irons. 
2.3.1. Compacted graphite iron failure - OP TMF cylinder head case 
In order to minimize OP TMF damage at the VB, it is required to employ a material 
with better thermal conductivity and higher yield strength. At low temperatures 
Markus [36] et al. and Toda et al. [37] have shown that by appropriate aging 
treatment, the strength of aluminum alloys (AlSi7Mg and 6.0Si, 3.0Cu, 0.3Mg, 0.4Fe, 
0.3Mn alloys tested under TMF conditions respectively) has increased while 
preserving thermal conductivity. However, for diesel engine applications the 
homologous temperature using these aluminium alloy is approximately 0.7. In 
contrast, for high temperature engine conditions, typically for heavy duty trucks, CGI 
is the material of choice. CGI is a composite material composed of graphite particles 
embedded in a pearlitic metal matrix. This allows to combine the enhanced thermal 
conductivity of compacted graphite (compared with nodular graphite) and the 
strength of the pearlitic matrix. As in all composites, the mismatch of mechanical and 
physical properties of the matrix and the embedded particles may give rise to 
delamination at the interface, leading to crack initiation and ultimate failure of the 
structure. 
On top of the thermomechanical cycles induced by engine start-ups and shut-downs, 
the valve bridge of the engine cylinder head is also under the effect of HCF associated 
with combustion cycles (cf. Figure 2.13). Every two strokes, the combustion cylinder 
acquires air at atmospheric pressure of approximately 0.070 to 0.100 MPa (or 4 to 6 
times higher due to the turbocharger compression). This air is later compressed, in 
approximately 12 ms (41Hz), to 3 to 4 MPa (peak pressure). Such alternative pressure 
changes introduce high frequency strain cycles on top of the LCF ones related to 
engine start-up/shut-down cycles. This combined effect was studied by Norman et al. 
[38] how found a threshold value of ε = 0.11 % (testing at 15Hz), below this value no 
influence of HCF was found. Besides, Colin et al. [14] found the transition to be 
between ε = 0.05 % and ε = 0.1 % using 10 Hz, which is in good agreement 
considering that LCF lifetime is highly influenced by the testing frequency. It must 
be highlighted that in real engine applications the HCF regime is overlapped with 
LCF, only during heating and high temperature. This fact has been neglected in the 
previous research (Figure 2.13). 
 LCF Linked to engine  startup and shout down








Figure 2.13. Schematic of strain load on the Valve Bridge of the cylinder head. HCF associated with 




CGI is a big competitor to support the severe conditions of the VB during every 
diesel engine start-up and shut-down cycle. Compared to aluminum, (its main 
competitor) it can tolerate higher temperatures without aging or creep failure [36, 37]. 
Nevertheless, the embedded graphite particles providing most of its thermal 
conductivity, are also its main drawback due to stress concentration. Currently, 
research is focused on understanding crack initiation and propagation linked to 
graphite particles. The former is generally linked to graphite shape and its 
delamination whereas the latter is related to graphite distribution [32].  
Crack initiation is closely related to the graphite aspect ratio, whereby graphite 
flakes are more sensitive to delamination during tensile load as compared to 
compacted and nodular graphite. Dong et al. [34, 39] demonstrated the effect of 
graphite nodularity by performing in-situ tensile tests on SGI with ferritic matrix. It 
was found that within the bulk elastic region, shear bands were developed at the 
graphite nodules equator (geometrical nodules middle plane, perpendicular to the 
loading direction) indicating localized plastic strain. Later, at the yield stress, 
delamination occurred at the nodules’ poles (parallel with the loading direction) and 
by increasing macroscopic plastic deformation, delamination turned into ellipsoidal 
load oriented cavities or voids. Finally, failure occurred by void coalescence, generally 
in between voids located relatively at 45˚. In contrast, during compression tests, 
delamination was not observed at the yield stress leading to an asymmetric tension 
compression curve. Consequently, at cylinder heads, made of CGI, where there are 
combined tensile and compression loads, the first cycles of start-up and shut-down 
lead to crack initiation. 
Regarding crack propagation and failure, the thermo mechanical loading history and 
graphite distribution have large influence on lifetime. In the current study, first, the 
effect of holding time both at high and low temperatures will not be studied. Such 
research was performed by Ghodrat [32] with the following results. In the strain 
control mode, holding time at high temperature (compression) promotes stress 
relaxation (cf. Figure 2.10). Elevated temperature leads to larger compression stress 
relaxation (i.e. the compression stress is reduced), lower compression stress leads to 
higher tensile stress in the successive low temperature tensile part of the cycle. The 
OP regime worsens the loading conditions at low temperature, since room temperature 
in the tensile part of the cycle does not promote recovery; instead, strain hardening is 
developed due to plastic strain under tension. As a consequence, the competition 
between recovery and damage tips over towards hardening, which rapidly accumulates 
the damage caused by plastic strain. The effect of temperature on stress relaxation 
and lifetime was studied by Colin et al [40] reporting a lifetime reduction of 48 % with 
a temperature increase of 50˚C (from 450 to 500˚C). Besides, Ghodrat found lifetime 
reduction from 213 to 154 cycles by increasing holding time from 30 to 480 s. A second 
important parameter influencing lifetime is the spatial distribution of graphite 
particles. By performing semi-automated serial sectioning and 3D EBSD 
reconstruction, Pirgazi et al [41, 42] investigated the relation between crack face 
orientation and the matrix cleavage plane. The research did not find evidence to 
conclude that cracks propagate preferentially along the [42] cleavage planes in the 
BCC metal matrix. They found that the mixed intergranular-transgranular crack 
surface has a random relation to the cleavage plane. This result was obtained under 






2.4. Modeling methods 
2.4.1. Overview 
Despite experimental fatigue tests are idealized real world representations, S-N 
curves were conventionally used to predict simple engineering lifetime applications. 
Goodman in 1899 [43] published the so called Goodman diagram, whereby the x-axis 
represents the fatigue mean stress, whereas the y-axis corresponded to the alternating 
stress (cf. Figure 2.14). Goodman joined the Ultimate Tensile Strength (SUT) on the 
x-axis to the Fatigue Limit (Se) on the y-axis with a straight line, and proposed the 
area below the curve as the safe design zone. Gerber joined the points with a parabola 
whereas Soderberg used a more conservative criteria [44]. Besides, Paris and Erdogen 
[45] on the one hand (1961), and Coffin and Manson (1953)  [46] on the other hand, 
developed observational crack propagation models that allow to predict lifetime, crack 
size (a) and crack growth rate. 
 
Figure 2.14. Fatigue failure criteria according to Goodman, Gerber and Soderberg. Sy, Se and SUT  are the 
yield stress, the fatigue limit, and  Ultimate Tensile Strength. 
Likewise, fatigue lifetime estimation can be achieved by mathematical models 
supported and validated by experiments such as tensile tests, isothermal fatigue, TMF 
and creep, among other mechanical tests. This information is used as input in 
mathematical models of recovery, crack initiation, crack growth, hardening, plastic 
deformation, cyclic aging, coarsening, creep and oxidation among others. Although, 
computation of mechanical properties applied to samples with simple geometry can 
be reliable, this is generally not the case for more complex geometries. Alternatively, 
lifetime estimation can be based on fracture mechanics due to the flexibility to adjust 
the “K” factor and the energy “J” integral. Such models were developed to simulate 
the elasto-plastic behavior of dedicated pre-cracked specimens or samples with a 
known crack geometry[47]. 
Many attempts have been undertaken to improve the predictions of classical fracture 
mechanics. One of the examples was reported by Marchand et al. [47] who investigated 




K and the J integral to reproduce crack growth during, under in-phase, out-of-phase 
and isothermal TMF. The scatter on lifetime predictions was reduced by modifying 
the geometry factor “f” in the conventional stress intensity factor “K” equation. The 
new factor “g” considered a sample with fixed ends and no-rotation. In addition, the 
validity of K was demonstrated under elastic strain condition with εe < 0.25 %.  
A different approach for lifetime prediction using fracture mechanics is reported by 
Christ et al. [48] in 2003, using the J integral on aluminum alloys under TMF loading. 
Christ et al. investigated a superposition of creep and environmental damage. The 
effect of creep was evaluated by performing isothermal TMF tests over a wide range 
of temperatures. The environmental effect was addressed by imposing an inert 
controlled atmosphere to isolate the degradation effects. This methodology was also 
used by Reidler et al. [49]. Their model was evaluated and validated using the average 
grain size in aluminum alloys as initial crack size. Furthermore, Reidler simplified the 
geometry of an engine head, only considering the cylinder deck, in order to reduce 
computing requirements, hereby neglecting surrounding effects like bolt constraints. 
Some years later in 2013, Thomas et al. [35] modeled high nickel cast steel 1.4849 
(DIN 10295 [50]). The authors evaluated fatigue in engine manifolds and 
turbochargers, taking into account the effects of creep and oxidation. However, the 
high thermal expansion coefficient of the material produces mechanical strains when 
the elements are under constraint at high temperature. Therefore, isothermal and 
TMF out of phase tests were carried out in order to characterize the material behavior. 
Based on the experimental results, an equation that relates crack growth, crack tip 
opening displacement (CTOD) and J integral to predict the TMF lifetime under OP 
conditions was developed. The predicted results are within the standard deviations of 
experimental observations used for model validation. 
Another model for crack growth based on the CTOD approach was developed by 
Seifert et al. [51]. They considered the case in which a HCF load was superimposed 
on the thermo-Low Cycle mechanical fatigue condition. Their model is an extension 
of the model reported by Mario et al. [52] in 2013. Seifert considered CGI and SGI 
with pearlitic matrix under conditions of isothermal fatigue, total constraint TMF 
and superimposed HCF. The damage mechanism was determined as micro crack 
growth and coalescence initiated at graphite particles, mainly at flake graphite. It was 
found that super-imposed HCF strains accelerate crack propagation as soon as a strain 
threshold of the high frequency fatigue cycle is reached (mechanical strain > 0.05 %), 
corresponding to the threshold criteria in accordance with Reidler et al [49].  
Focusing more on engine applications, Stefan et. al in 2008 considered cast iron as 
an elastoplastic material in order to compare models based on stress, strain and 
delivered power as boundary conditions, whereby creep is neglected. Comparing the 
different models, it was revealed that a reduction of 50 % in lifetime occurs when 
engine power is increased by 15 %. The comparison also showed an increment on 
maximum temperature around the exhaust valve bridges by using SGI instead of FGI, 
emphasizing the importance of correctly modeling the graphite microstructure. These 
results are in accordance with the crystalline graphite solidification theory (cf.  section 
2.1.4) proposing isolated nodules and interconnected flake structures whereby graphite 
particles easily convey heat flux. Recently, Ghodrat [32] in 2013 modeled TMF in 
CGI using the Paris law. The model was based on experimental data from smooth 
and notched specimens, tested under TMF total constraint condition. The Paris law 





developed during the TMF test, implying crack closure during compression at low 
temperature. Furthermore, the Paris Law coefficients calculated for notched 
specimens, were used to estimate lifetime of smooth samples. Ghodrat results were in 
accordance with Marchand [47], who also used the stress intensity factor to reproduce 
the elastoplastic behavior and based on this to predict the lifetime of smooth 
specimens of Hastelloys. Another example of modeling elastoplastic behavior during 
TMF is presented by Csaba et al. [53] who developed a model based on IP and OP 
laboratory tests. The superposition constitutive equations are based on the 
accumulation of damage effects induced by fatigue, environmental conditions and 
creep. The model is applied to an aluminum alloy used in an engine cylinder head. It 
was found that the valve bridge areas between exhaust gas valve holes were the most 
affected areas both by thermal loading and creep.  
Traditionally, TMF models are based on extensive detailed TMF tests. The 
collected data contain elastic and inelastic data, whereby strain is composed of elastic 
and plastic deformation, hardening or softening and sometimes creep. An alternative 
set up was proposed by Manson and Hirschberg in 1971 [54], which is called the Strain 
Range Partitioning (SRP) setup. This consists of an isothermal test that isolates 
plastic strain and creep. Using this model, it is possible to derive a characteristic 
equation simulating TMF as the cumulative effect of creep and plastic strain. The 
methodology was used among others by Kalra [55], who determined creep influence 
on TMF lifetime of SGI employed in truck engine exhaust manifolds. The research 
also identified the SGI behavior under partial, total and over constraint conditions. 
Moreover, the SRP method has been used extensively in applications such as 
electronic soldering [56], prediction of machining tools lifetime [57] and turbine blades 
[58]. The test has been also modified to impose plastic deformation and creep 
independently [59, 60]. Recently, Constantinescu [61] improved the SRP method by 
integrating an elasto-viscoplastic description of the high temperature behavior of SGI. 
During the simulation of engine manifolds thermal cycling between 40 and 700˚C, it 
was found that the modified model estimates lifetime within three standard deviations 
of the experimental data. In addition, the method properly predicts the localization 
of the macrocrack fatigue failure. Further improvements have been obtained; e.g. 
Gomez at al. [27] modified the SRP failure criterion by assuming a linear relation 
between plastic strain amplitude and lifetime. The new criterion is based on the 
dissipated plastic strain energy per cycle, isolating the high temperature effects in a 
separate term in the equation. In addition, the new criterion was extended to 
multiaxial TMF tests. The model is calibrated using cast irons (FGI, CGI and SGI) 
in isothermal and anisothermal fatigue conditions. An improvement of the predicted 
fatigue lifetime (up to 89 %) was achieved in compacted graphite iron. Finally, no 
temperature effect up to 450˚C was found in compacted graphite, therefore the 
improvement in the estimation of lifetime was not significant. 
2.4.2. Paris-Erdogen crack growth law 
Figure 2.15. shows the growth of a crack of size a, its relation to the number of 
cycles N and the stress intensity factor K, cf. Equation 2.4 The Griffith energy 
approach, to quantify the crack tip driving force, is valid for metals with limited 
ductility. The curve is divided in three stages; the first (stage I) indicates that a 
minimum threshold ΔKth is required to trigger crack initiation of long cracks, cf. stage 
I in Figure 2.15 [62, 63]. According to the literature, when a crack is shorter than 




influenced by environmental factors that cannot be described by Linear Elastic 
Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) [62, 64]. The last stage (stage III) indicates the final 
fracture when the K value approaches the fracture toughness of the material, Kc. In 
between, in stage II, it was experimentally observed by Erdogen and Paris that there 
is a linear relation between Log ΔK and the crack growth rate da/dN. For certain 
materials and loading conditions, it can be assumed that, on the one hand, crack 
initiation occurs in the first fatigue cycles and on the other hand, that catastrophic 
failure occurs suddenly. Stage II of crack growth, the stable crack growth regime, can 
be described by the power law of Equation 2.5 whereby Cp and m indicate the curve 
extended intersection and slope, respectively, corresponding to load and material 
dependent variables. The formulation involves the computation of the stress intensity 
factor, which assumes precise knowledge of the applied stress σ. However, depending 
on the crack growth mechanism, σ can be substituted by stress range (Δσ) or the 
maximum stress (σmax) leading to ΔK or Kmax (cf. Eq. 2.4 duplicated below) indicating 
the absence or presence of crack closure. The stress intensity factor contains a 
geometry and load mode correction factor (fg), which for circumferentially notched 














Figure 2.15. Evolution of crack growth rate da/dN as a function of stress intensity factor (K) in three 
consecutive fatigue stages: I initiation, II propagation, III final fracture. 
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The Paris-Erdogen crack growth model (also known and cited in this text as Paris 
Law) assumes the validity of LEFM in the bulk and the presence of an initial crack 
or discontinuity, either appearing in the first fatigue cycles or already present in the 
manufactured condition or appearing at stress concentrators, which may be a 
consequence of poor design. LEFM considers that the crack behaves linear elastic 
except at the crack tip, where the plastic zone must be sufficiently small relative to 





crack growth mechanism. It was proposed by Irwin [66] and tested by Ghodrat et al. 
[67] that the size of the plastic zone is approximately one fourth of the plastic zone 
calculated in LEFM. 
2.4.3. Manson-Coffin relation (effect of plastic and elastic strain on lifetime) 
Short lifetime, i.e. Low Cycle fatigue, is related to severe fatigue conditions whereby 
the stress exceeds the yield strength and the material is plastically deformed. When 
the plastic strain is plotted as a function of the experimental number of cycles to 
failure (or lifetime) on a Log-Log scale, a linear relation is obtained, known as the 
Manson-Coffin relation, cf. Figure 2.16. The relation, which was proposed in 1950, is 
described mathematically by Equation 2.7. 
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Where Dep/2 = the plastic strain amplitude 
𝜀𝑓
′= the fatigue ductility coefficient, defined by the vertical intercept of the LCF 
slope 
2N = the number of cycles to the failure 
Cm = the fatigue ductility exponent (typically between –0.5 and –0.7)  
Opposed to low cycle fatigue where bulk plastic strain is considered as the dominant 
damage factor, Basquin and Osgood in 1910 observed that high cycle fatigue is 
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E = the Young’s modulus  
𝜀𝑓
′  = the fatigue strength coefficient defined by the vertical intercept of HCF slope 
2N = the number of cycles to the failure 
b = the fatigue strength exponent (-0.05 < b < -0.12) for most metals 
Together, Equations 2.7 and 2.8 are able to fit both Low and High Cycle fatigue 
lifetime cf. Figure 2.17, empirically fitted to experimental data. In general, it can be 
said that ductile materials perform better in high cyclic strain conditions whereas the 
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Figure 2.17. Schematic of the superposition of Low and High Cycle Fatigue behavior that has been 
experimentally verified [21]. 
The Manson-Coffin relation for Low Cycle fatigue is an empirical description that 
links bulk plastic strain and lifetime. The equation holds when Δεp is large enough to 
produce LCF failure (from 102 up to 105). Some authors have tried to derive a physical 
basis for the Manson-Coffin relation. For instance, Sornette et al. [68] proposed a 
mesoscale theory, linking dislocation activity, crack initiation, propagation and final 
failure at the macroscopic level. The authors proposed that large plastic strain leads 
to instability of dislocations moving within individual grains and promoting Multiple 
Persistent Slip Bands (MPSBs). The occurrence of  MPSBs would not only lead to 
crack initiation and transgranular propagation, but would also be the driving force to 
clustering of mesocracks. The mathematical description that derives the Coffin-Mason 
relation was restricted to single phase polycrystalline materials because evidently the 
probability of alignment of two slip systems in neighboring grains is larger in single 
phase systems. According to the authors, the cracks propagate transgranularly only 
if the slip system in the neighboring grain is normal to the loading direction and if 
the stress within the new grain activates MPSBs, which is only energetically possible 





2.5. Scratch test 
The previous research of Juan Carlos Pina et al [69] combined in-situ observations 
with mathematical models in order to assess the stress fields surrounding graphite 
particles when CGI is loaded under tension. Considering that his model focuses on 
the metal matrix, the current research aimed to go further and investigate graphite 
matrix interphase by performing scratch test. 
Since delamination between the metallic matrix and graphite particles in cast iron 
has been used to model TMF, assuming weak bonding, two research directions could 
be followed. First, performing in-situ de-bonding measurements, and second, 
quantifying the bonding force of the interface. Evidently, the first method would 
provide empirical data regarding the bulk stress-strain related to delamination, 
whereas the latter would provide detailed quantified data of the local bonding 
strength. Inspired by the use of scratch test in quantifying the bonding strength of 
industrial coatings such as Physical Vapor deposition and Thermal Spray [70], the 
scratch test was used to assess the interface metal-graphite particles in CGI. 
The concept of the scratch test is motivated by the conventional hardness test. A 
controlled force is applied on the flat surface of the sample by an indenter, while at 
the same time the tip of the indenter and sample are displaced relatively to each 
other, cf. Figure 2.18. Unlike the hardness test, the force can be constant or gradually 
increased during the measurement and its value will depend on the machine capacity 
and the material properties. The value of the force can range from tens or hundreds 
of grams, to a few milligrams. Furthermore, not only the force normal to the sample 
surface is recorded, but also the friction force parallel to the relative displacement 
vector. Additionally, the indenter shape, which for hardness tests is clearly defined, 
in the scratch test can range from sharp to rounded, with either pyramidal or conical. 
Such tips are generally made of diamond or tungsten carbides, accurately 
manufactured in order to precisely control force and geometry. 
 
Figure 2.18. Schematic of a scratch test setup where the sample (in blue) is being indented (with cone 
shape indenter) and displaced (scratched) while normal and transversal loads are recorded. 
In a scratch test, the interface between two materials or phases can be characterized 
by observing the scratch path transition when crossing the interface. At the interface, 
the crack shape transition zone resembles a trapezium if the scratch path is 
perpendicular to the interface [71] (cf. Figure 2.19). The link between the trapezium 










of crucial importance to quantify adhesive and cohesive bonding characteristics. 
Starting in 1997 Bianchi et al. [72] and later other authors such as Lin et al. [73] and, 
Erickson et al. [74] performed scratch tests on the transverse section of coated and 
non-coated thermally sprayed deposits. The scratch on the coated sections started in 
the substrate, reaching the coating and finally the free surface, while in the uncoated 
substrates the scratch path went from the bulk to the free surface. They concluded 
that the transition geometry, characterized by the height (h) of the trapezium at the 
interface is related to the substrate toughness and that the reduction of the height is 
related to the improvement of this toughness [75]. Moreover, Vencl et al. [71] linked 
the trapezium height h to the bonding strength by carrying out scratch tests on the 
interface bulk-coating in the transversal section of plasma coatings. The characteristic 
morphology transition has been modeled based on cutting theory, which proposes a 
crack propagating in front of the tool edge (in this case, the indenter). Simulations 
[76, 77] and experimental work [78] are mainly focused on applying constant or 
incremental loads on the indenter, scratching over the coated surface because sample 
preparation of transversal sections may involve early delamination.  









Figure 2.19. Top view of the trapezium shaped transition area created by a moving indenter when 
crossing the interface between a hard and a soft phase; (a) weak bonding and (b) strong bonding, 
respectively. 
Equivalently, the scratch test, which is used to evaluate bonding of thermal spray 
coatings, can be also used at the Metal–Graphite (M-G) interfaces [79]. The trapezium 
height associated with the scratch crossing from metal matrix toward graphite, 
contains mixed information about the mechanical properties of the neighboring 
phases, and of the strength of the interface. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that 
the trapezium height h is a function of the difference in materials hardness (ΔH) and 
of the bonding strength of the interface, which can be quantified as the critical stress 
σc normal to the interface, which is required to delaminate the two phases (cf. 
Equation 2.9 ).  
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Chapter 3. Materials and methods 
“Open your mind before your mouth” 
Aristophanes 
his Ph.D. dissertation is mainly composed of analyses of TMF results. This 
chapter focuses not only on the methodology used to perform the mechanical 
tests and characterizations but also on the material sources, manufacturing and 
testing equipment. Since it was necessary to characterize mechanically and 
microstructurally the As Cast CGI before performing any experiment, this chapter 
includes the main mechanical properties of the CGI in the As Cast condition. 
Additionally, the applied methods to perform microstructural observations and 
quantifications through electron microscopy investigations, including orientation 
contrast microscopy, are presented. In a different register, a method is proposed to 
qualitatively measure the strength between graphite particles and the metal matrix 
phase. 
3.1. Materials and samples 
3.1.1. Trapezoidal ingots 
Pearlitic CGI was casted in the shape of trapezoidal ingots (cf. Figure 3.1). The 
ingot length was 800 mm whereas the dimensions of the trapezoid (cross section) were: 
base width 50 mm; top width 20 mm; height 145 mm. After discarding 100 mm of 
both ingot tips (along the ingot length), cuboids were mechanically cut and further 
machined to cylindrical dog bone shaped specimens of which the dimensions are shown 
in Figure 3.2 [1]. In this work both smooth and notched specimens are tested. For 
notched samples a 90˚ notch (cf. Figure 3.2 detail B) was machined in the middle of 
the gauge length by applying a separate turning operation with appropriate accuracy 
to ensure notch concentricity below 0.01 μm. The depth of the notches was 0.1, 0.2, 
0.35, 0.5 and 0.65 μm. This denomination will be used in the document, whereby 0.0 
notch size will be used to refer to smooth specimens.  
 
Figure 3.1.  As Cast ingot from which TMF samples are cut and machined. 
T 






Figure 3.2.  Dimensions of CGI dog bone specimen together with the detail of notched area B. 
The samples were extracted from the center of the above mentioned cuboids. This 
region was considered to be casted under homogeneous cooling rate and mass flow so 
as to obtain specimens with consistent microstructure, chemical composition and 
mechanical properties. The mechanical properties, cf. Table 3.1., were measured in 
accordance with ASTM standards [2, 3] for several temperatures varying from room 
to 420˚C, which corresponds to the maximum temperature of the valve bridge area of 
the cylinder head. A chemical analysis obtained by Energy-dispersive X- spectroscopy 
(EDX), is presented in Table 3.2, excluding carbon content. This is compared to the 
nominal composition of a similar material investigated by Ghodrat [1]. The tables 
present the average values of both data sets and the statistical Standard Deviation 
(STDE) between round brackets “()”. This data format “average (STDE)” will be 
regularly used in the text, tables and some figures throughout this document. 
Table 3.1. Mechanical properties of the ingots in the As Cast condition. Measurements achieved using the 
samples shown in Figure 3.2 
Parameter Temperature (˚C) 
420 200 50 
E (GPa) 114.5 (10.3) 129 (8.3) 138 (1.6) 
σy  (MPa) 266 (10.7) 292 (10.5) 318 (5.8) 
UTS (MPa) 338.5 (4.9) 387 (13.2) 409 (16.4) 
% ε 2.7 (0.3) 3.0 (0.5) 2.5 (0.8) 
Table 3.2. Chemical composition of samples in weight % with standard deviation (STDEV). The 
reference (Ref) composition is copied from Ghodrat’ s work [1]. 
wt % Si Cr Mn Ti Cu Mg C 
AC 2.05 (0.27) 0.06 (0.04) 0.18 (0.08) 0.04 (0.02) 1.26 (0.27) 0.22 (0.11) - 
Ref [1] 1.90-2.20 < 0.10 0.15-0.40 < 0.015 0.75-0.95 0.004-0.01 3.60-3.90 
The microstructure was quantified by using ImageJ image processing software [4] 
based on several optical microscopy images (20 1X1 mm2 images). On the As Cast 
condition, the material was found to be constituted by 10.0 % compacted graphite 
(with vermicular morphology), 2.5 % spheroidal graphite, 3.7 % ferrite and pearlite 
by balance. By using SEM (cf. section 3.2.3) it was determined that the pearlite 
exhibited an average interlaminar space of 0.67 (0.23) μm (cf. Figure 3.3), while the 
average gain pearlite size was found to be 112  (46) μm giving rise to the hardness 
value of 256 (12) HV1. Regarding the embedded graphite particles, its density and 






Figure 3.3.    SEM image of  As Cast ingot material used to determine grain size and pearlite 
interlaminar space. Plates of cementite (white) and ferrite (black) can be discerned, forming lamellar 
pearlite.   
Table 3.3. Dimensional characteristics of graphite particles measured in ingot material. 
Graphite characteristic Value 
Density                [particles/mm2] 290.12 (63.8) 
Compact / Flake 
Thickness [μm] 4.95   (3.2) 
Length [μm] 44.67    (39) 
Nodules 
Diameter [μm] 19.0     (10) 
Nodularity [%] 19.29   (7.8) 
3.1.2. Not used engine cylinder head 
To the aim of replicating VB conditions, VB material for testing and 
characterization was required. However, the VB area is a very narrow section from 
where only ~1.5 cm gauge length (dog bones) samples could be extracted. The nearest 
area to extract samples with standard sizes are the VB surroundings, cf. Figure 3.4. 
However, this scenario caused a technical limitation, as only one new engine cylinder 
head was available and according to the figure only 19 dog bone samples could be 
extracted. Therefore, VB surrounding material was reserved for a few TMF tests, 
whereas the VB material was employed for microstructural characterization only. 
 
Figure 3.4. Layout of TMF dog bone samples extracted from the surrounding of the VB section, by 
Ghodrat [1]. 
After appropriate sample preparation [5], the VB area was microstructurally 
characterized. It was observed that the microstructure is composed of 4.5 % ferrite, 




11.5 % compacted graphite and pearlite by balance giving rise to the hardness value 
of 258 (16) HV1. Graphite particles shown in Figure 3.5. were categorized and are 
listed in Table 3.4.  
 
Figure 3.5. Microstructure of Compacted Graphite (CG) and Spheroidal Graphite (SG) in CGI in As 
Cast (AC) condition extracted from the VB area. 
Table 3.4. Dimensional characteristics of graphite particles measured in the VB area of a real engine in 
the in As Cast condition. 
Graphite characteristic VB (STDE) 
Density                     [particles/mm2] 259.08 (7.6) 
Compact / Flake 
Thickness [μm] 4.95 (2.2) 
Length [μm] 40.86  (29) 
Nodules 
Diameter [μm] 18.86 (5.8) 
Nodularity [%] 16.9 (2.4) 
An elemental analysis was performed on the VB material using EDX and is 
presented in Table 3.5 (excluding carbon content). Additionally, the mechanical 
properties of the material surrounding the VB were determined by tensile testing at 
room temperature, according to ASTM standard [2] and are presented in Table 3.6. 
Table 3.5. Chemical composition of the As Cast condition of samples extracted from VB area. 
wt % Si Cr Mn Ti Cu Mg C 
AC VB 1.25 (0.33) 0.09 (0.05) 0.45 (0.13) 0.07 (0.01) 0.9 (0.22) 0.08 (0.09) -- 
Table 3.6  Mechanical properties of CGI extracted from the engine cylinder head, with STDE. 
Parameter MX13 
E (GPa) 147 (3.6) 
Sy (MPa) 347 (5.7) 
UTS (MPa) 459 (9.4) 






3.1.3. Microstructural comparison between ingot and real VB materials 
Early in the project, the microstructure of the material to be used in the TMF tests 
was compared with the microstructure of the real engine VB. Despite area fractions 
of the matrix microconstituents were within comparable values, this was not the case 
for some of the graphite features. By comparing Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 it was realized 
that: (i) not only the average graphite density of the material used for TMF tests 
(ingot material) was larger, but also its standard deviation. Such differences indicated 
the presence of graphite clusters in the ingot material; (ii), the average graphite length 
(compacted/flake) in the ingot material exceeded the corresponding values of the VB. 
The same trend was observed for its standard deviation.  
The described deviations of the ingot material with respect to the real VB were 
considered as indicators of a microstructure prone to larger stress concentration. It is 
gathered that there is a larger probability of interaction between larger and more 
clustered graphite particles in the ingot material. Because it is surmised that this 
condition is detrimental for TMF lifetime, it was nevertheless decided to continue 
working with the ingot cast material in order to create a worst case scenario commonly 
used in engineering for critical evaluation in study cases. 
3.2. Equipment 
3.2.1.  Multipurpose servo-hydraulic uniaxial testing machine 
TMF, tensile and thermal expansion coefficient (α) tests were carried out on a servo-
hydraulic MTS® uniaxial testing machine controlled by the MultiPurpose TestWare® 
software. Being a multipurpose machine, its graphical interface allows to control a 
wide range of parameters; an example is shown in Figure 3.6. The software is 
customized to control three independent channels: force, strain and temperature. The 
graphical interphase is used to control the machine grips displacement and the 
temperature, including heating and cooling rates. The software allows to define cycles, 
ramps, events, write records, generate alerts and produce output control based on 
real-time calculations [1]. 
 
Figure 3.6. Graphical interface of MultiPurpose TestWare® software [6]. 




The servo hydraulic MTS® uniaxial machine in Figure 3.7 (A), is a complex 
instrument composed of several actuators and sensors. During the tests, the axial 
strain is measured by a strain gauge extensometer, attached with two contact ceramic 
rods to the specimen gauge length of 12 mm (cf. Figure 3.7 B). In addition, heating 
and cooling is measured and controlled by a flattened ribbon contact type K 
thermocouple positioned at 0.5 mm below the sample notch or on smooth specimens 
in the middle of the gauge length. Two additional thermocouples are placed at 1 mm 
below and above the control thermocouple (cf. Figure 3.7 C, spring tensioned 
thermocouples). The force is measured using a load cell of maximum capacity of 25 
kN. In the current work, TMF tests were carried out with temperatures cycled in a 
controlled way between 50 and 420˚C. Heating was achieved by electromagnetic 
induction using a barrel coil and a high frequency induction generator (cf. Figure 
3.7 B and A respectively) operated at 297 kHz and 5.9 kW. Cooling was imposed by 
blowing compressed air through three elongated vertical nozzles around the gauge 
length (cf. Figure 3.7 C). The heating and cooling rates in TMF tests were 7.4 and 
5.3˚C/s, respectively; in accordance with the European code-of-practice [7]. The 
holding time of the TMF tests at both high and low temperatures was set to 30 s. 
According to previous work, the entire TMF cycle was designed to mimic the 
operational conditions of a real diesel engine submitted to sequential start-up and 
shut-down cycles, taking into consideration the limitations of laboratory experiments.  
TMF tests were started by increasing temperature to 50˚C and simultaneously 
reducing the load to zero level, leaving a time of 50 s for stabilization of both 
temperature and force. From this point on, the control was switched to strain, and 
cyclically, constraint parameters were applied at the start of heating and cooling 
periods (see section 3.3.1), making the strain constant during the 30 s holding time.  
Concerning the tensile test, heating was achieved by induction allowing temperature 
stabilization for at least 5 minutes before starting the test at each selected temperature 
(cf. section 3.1). Regarding the determination of thermal expansion coefficient (α), the 
test was executed on a heating and cooling ramp of 0.1˚C/s from 40˚C up to 450˚C 
during 10 cycles for at least 10 new different dog bone specimens. For all the described 
tests, load, temperature, and strain data were recorded every 0.1 s during the entire 
test. 
As the temperature is measured by a thermocouple at the surface of the sample, 
only the surface temperature was monitored. Moreover, because of the nature of 
induction heating it may be expected that the surface heats up faster than the sample 
core, which may give rise to a heterogeneous temperature distribution. In order to 
address this possible issue, three isothermal tensile tests were carried out in the range 
from 50 to 420˚C (cf. Table 3.1), which has given rise to a yield stress variation of Δσy 
= 16 % for ΔT = 370˚C. Additionally, a simulation of the temperature was performed 
at the sample core during heating. It was found that since the sample radius is 3 mm 
and for the thermal conductivity of the material under consideration, it takes 4 s for 
the center of the sample to reach the surface temperature after the end of the heating 
ramp. With the holding time of 30 s at high temperature, it implies that the sample 
gauge length is at the nominally homogeneous temperature during 26 s, which is 87 
% of the total holding time. Moreover, at the end of the heating ramp, the temperature 
difference between the sample surface and core was calculated to be 90˚C, which only 





evaluated as well in the European code-of-practice [7], specifying the appropriate 
heating and cooling rates are within acceptable ranges. 
 
Figure 3.7. Servo-hydraulic MTS® machine used for Tensile, TMF tests and determination of thermal 
expansion coefficient (α). 
3.2.2. Scratch test  
In the scratch test an indenter of well-known geometry is displaced over the sample 
surface with a well-controlled loading force. The loading force and the displacement 
vector are perpendicular to each other and occurs simultaneously, leading to a 
controlled scratch. The test can be performed both at constant or incremental normal 
load leaving behind cylindrical and conical like scratch tracks (in the case of a 
spherical indenter) (cf. Section 2.5). 
The scratch tests were performed at the Universite Catholique de Louvain, at the 
Institute of Mechanics, Materials and Civil Engineering, headed by Prof. Dr. Thomas 
Pardoen with the collaboration of Dr. Charles-Henry Sacre. The tests were performed 
using an Agilent Technologies nano-indenter G200®, complying with the ISO 14577 
[8] regulations. As can be seen in Figure 3.8 A, the instrument comprises a graphical 
interface, a control unit and the scratch rig itself. The latter is composed of various 
components. At the rig top is located the loading head, where interchangeable scratch 
tips are placed (Figure 3.8 B). This element contains the vertical displacement control 
mechanism, the load application devise (coil/magnet assembly), as well as the force 
detection sensor along the vertical and horizontal axes. It is possible to displace the 
needle up to 1.5 mm (capacitance gauge) with a resolution of 0.01nm, whereby normal 
and lateral loads up to 10N with a resolution of 50 nN are measured. Additionally, an 
optical microscope (with 10X and 40X objective lenses) is connected to a CCD camera 
(25X), which is used to visualize the scratch coordinates and direction. The sample 
holder is placed at the rig base, and it allows to displace the sample in a horizontal 
plane so as to scratch (or change) samples. It is possible to control the table 
movements over a range of 100X100mm2 with a  resolution of 1 μm. Altogether the 




following data are generated: normal and horizontal force and displacements in the 
horizontal plane and vertical direction. 
 
Figure 3.8. Agilent Technologies Nano-indenter G200® used for scratch test under load mode. With the 
courtesy of Universite Catholique de Louvain. 
3.2.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Electron backscattered diffraction 
(EBSD)  
Scanning electron microscopy improved the optical microscopy magnification. Using 
accelerated electrons, it is decreased the incident beam wavelength from 400 nm to a 
few nanometers. The advent of electromagnetic lenses together with software control 
and sensitive electron detectors made it possible to develop the first SEM in the fifties 
retaking the SEM concept developed in 1937 [9]. The microscope principle is to 
produce a focused electron beam that scans the sample surface with a specific 
resolution that is determined by the beam size; the magnification is given by the size 
ratio of the output screen vs the scanned surface. The incident electron beam in the 
sample surface will generate various types of electron-sample interactions that can be 
employed to create different types of images.  For instance, Secondary Electrons (SE) 
emitted from the sample surface (from a depth less than 5nm) are collected to create 
topography images, whereas Backscattered Electrons (BSE) and X-rays are the result 
of electron interaction with sample atoms whereby the emitted radiation is sensitive 
to the atomic number (Z) which makes this type of interaction suited for elemental 
quantifications. 
The wave-particle duality combined with the Bragg law makes it possible to 
generate diffraction patterns when the electron beam is incident on the sample surface 
(cf. Figure 3.9 A). Diffraction patterns were first generated by S. Kikuchi et al. in 
1928 by directing a monochromatic beam of cathode rays against a cleavage plane of 
calcite at a tilting angle of 6˚ [10]. The patterns are nowadays called Backscattered 
Kikuchi Diffraction Patterns (BKD) when they are produced in an SEM. When the 
BKD pattern is visualized on a phosphorus fluorescent screen (cf. Figure 3.9 B where 
the pattern is projected) and coupled with the CCD camera, controlled by appropriate 
acquisition software, it enabled the collection of diffraction patterns in fully automated 
mode, whereby the crystallographic orientation of individual grains can be resolved. 
By allowing the beam to scan over the sample and repeating the procedure of 





reconstructed being entirely based on crystallographic or orientation contrast, i.e. 
orientation contrast microscopy. 
In order to achieve sharp and well contrasted Kikuchi patterns in the phosphorus 
screen, two main requirements must be fulfilled (cf. Figure 3.9 B). The first and most 
important is sample preparation. The technique is sensitive to crystalline 
imperfections and therefore careful sample preparation must be applied. An outer 
surface layer of 10 to 50 nm free of grinding damage, oxides and defects is critical for 
successful Electron Backscattered Diffraction (EBSD) measurements. Such surface 
condition is achieved by using fine polishing powders (particle size < 0.25 μm) during 
at least 30 min on a metallographically prepared surface or by performing 
electropolishing for some metals. The second condition, is the incidence angle between 
the electron beam and the sample surface. It was found that the backscatter yield is 
maximum when the beam hits the sample surface under an angle of ~70˚.  
Because of technological development of the last decades, including the 
developments of better performing SEMs (in terms of alignment and control), faster 
electronic and image processing devises, modern EBSD systems are capable of 
acquiring over 2,000 (Kikuchi patterns) Frames Per Second (FPS) and eventually can 
produce a reconstructed image with a spatial resolution as good as 20 nm and an 
angular resolution of about ~0.7˚. 
In this research, the FEI quanta 450® microscope with Field Emission Gun filament 
was used. This microscope was equipped with an automated EBSD system of type 
EDAX-TSL®. Typically, the samples were scanned by applying an acceleration 
voltage from 20 to 25 KV. The 640X320 pixels of the CCD camera image was binned 
in a 2X2 array in order to obtain a maximum acquisition speed of 150 FPS. The 
Working Distance (WD) was set in a range of 8 to 16 mm, depending on the 
geometrical limitations of sample or acquisition mode. Depending on the aim of the 
measurement, the step size ranged from 0.5 to 5 μm and at each scanned point the 
following data were recorded. 
 XY scan coordinates 
 Indexed Euler angles  φ1, ©, φ2 
 Phase identification number 
 Image Quality (IQ) (See infra) 
 Confidence index (CI) (See infra) 





Figure 3.9. Schematic diagram of an EBSD system attached to an SEM (A) [11]. And (B) image of the 
phosphor screen with a real Kikuchi pattern. 
An EBSD image captures several crystallographic poles, and the indexation process 
is able to identify the local crystallographic orientation by using different 
combinations of poles. Hence, the pattern can be indexed many times over and the 
results of the indexation procedure can be compared. The CI is a measure of the 
reliability of a crystallographic orientation indexation. According to Equation 3.1, the 
CI compares the total number of solutions (Vtot) to the largest and second largest 




         (3.1) 
The IQ is an indicator of the sharpness of the captured EBSD pattern. Lattice 
defects, alloy elements, dislocations, plastic deformation or deficient sample 
preparation lead to blurred patterns, which may be difficult to be indexed, resulting 
in a lower value of IQ. 
Regarding data visualization and post processing, charts or Cartesian plots are used. 
For instance, to each data pixel with coordinates (X, Y) a color can be assigned being 
associated with the crystallographic direction that is perpendicular to the sample 
surface, thus producing an IPF (Inverse Pole Figure) map for the sample ND 
direction. Alternatively, the CI and IQ can also be plotted on maps. All of the 
crystallographic data parameters, such as IQ, CI, crystal orientation, or misorientation 
angle, can also be represented in a histogram reflecting the statistics of the 
microstructural variables. 
One very relevant parameter to indirectly estimate the dislocation density is the 
Kernel Average Misorientation (KAM), which is determined by the average angular 
misorientation angle of a data point with its neighbors (1st, 2nd or nth neighbors), 
hereby excluding misorientations exceeding a certain threshold as e.g. 5˚. KAM 
parameter can be either mapped, or displayed in a frequency distribution chart. 
Ideally, the KAM value for an individual grain free of crystallographic defects should 
be zero, although there always is a small scatter induced by experimental noise or 





assumed between the KAM value of a pixel and the density of Geometrically 
Necessary Dislocations. 
3.3. Test setups 
3.3.1. TMF tests setups 
Under OP TMF condition (alternating high temperature compression and room 
temperature tension), the total strain of the specimens gauge length (εtotal) is directly 
measured by an extensometer, which in turn controls the machine grips displacement 
(cf. Figure 3.10). The control loop allows to restrict thermal expansion (εth) during 
heating as well as the thermal contraction during cooling, cf. Figure 3.10. In this figure 
three cases are shown: (i) free expansion from A to B1; (ii) partial constraint during 
heating from A to B2; and (iii) partial constraint during cooling from B2 to C1 or C2. 
Consequently, the controlled displacement of the grips leads to an imposed mechanical 
strain (εm) in compression and tension. As a result of constraining thermal expansion 
during heating and contraction during cooling, elastic and plastic strains, εE and  εp, 
are induced both during heating and cooling. 
The test boundary conditions are quantified by a factor called constraint (γ) shown 
in Equation 3.1, which is the ratio of the mechanical strain (εm) (cf. Figure 3.10 B2 or 
C2) to the reference thermal strain in free thermal expansion (εth_ref) from 50˚C to 
420˚C (cf. Figure 3.10 B1 and Figure 3.12, situation B: γ = 0). The equation has also 
been used by Ghodrat [1] who performed OP total constraint (γ = 1) tests on CGI 
materials and by Karla [13] performing OP-TMF tests under, total, and partial 
constraints (γ > 1, γ = 1, γ < 1, respectively) using SiMo ductile iron extracted from diesel 
engine manifold. 
  
Figure 3.10. TMF conditions: i) Heating, from 50 to 420˚C under free expansion (A to B1), and ii) partial 
constraint (A to B2). iii) Cooling under free contraction (from B1 to C1) or partial constraint (from B1 
to C2). 
𝜀𝑚  = −γ 𝜀𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑓           (3.1) 




The constraint (γ) is an important parameter of the TMF test conditions, which 
indicates how much of the thermal strain is converted to mechanical strain [13, 14]. 
Depending on the amount of constraint at maximum temperature, a conventional 
TMF test is classified as partial, total or over constraint for γ < 1, γ = 1 and γ > 1, 
respectively. At low temperature, the gauge length in a conventional TMF test is 
returned to its original length (see Figure 3.10 the gauge length of specimen C1 at 
low temperature). Alternatively, a Finite Elements (FE) simulations of the engine 
VB, provided by DAF trucks, showed that TMF cycles do not fully agree with the 
boundary conditions of such conventional TMF tests. Since under simulated 
conditions, the VB volume is partially constrained at high temperature and does not 
return to the initial size at low temperature; a TMF test that mimics this condition 
will be denominated as non-conventional in this work (cf. Figure 3.10, from B2 to C2, 
cyclically). Therefore, conventional TMF setups are described by one constraint value 
(at high temperature) whereas non-conventional TMF tests need to be described by 
two constraint values, i.e. one for high and one for low temperatures, respectively. 
The non-conventional test setups are based on the output of FE simulations carried 
out by the CAE team of DAF trucks and of which the results are described according 
to the coordinate system in Figure 3.11. The locally calculated stress tensor revealed 
that the maximum stress occurs on the σxx component followed in magnitude by the 
σyy component. Consequently, the 65_30% setup is based on the calculated strains 
along the X axis, whereas the 50_50% setup mimics the strain condition on the basis 
of equivalent Von Mises strain. It is obvious that the multi-axial stress-strain 
condition as occurring during engine operation in the valve bridge cannot be 
reproduced in a uni-axial test setup. Though, this is an inherent deficiency of the 
chosen approach in this work, it is not an uncommon one as e.g. most mechanical 
properties of metals are derived from uni-axial tensile tests, which are then translated 
to multi-axial stress/strain conditions by applying mathematical models such as e.g. 
the yield surface. 
 
Figure 3. 11. Schematic of the cylinder head valve bridge area (facing the combustion chamber) 
illustrating the position of air and combustion gas ports (inlet and outlet, respectively) and the 
coordinate system used in the FE analysis carried out by DAF trucks.” . 
Figure 3.12 schematically illustrates the behavior of the TMF machine grips, 





controlled by the extensometer. The figure shows that the test conditions of all the 
setups are equal when the tests are started. That is, all the setups start with γ = 0 at 
50˚C (cf. number 0 at each setup). Then, for each test condition the respective 
constraint values are imposed at the onset of heating and cooling stage of each 
consecutive cycle (cf. number 1 at each setup). The required constraint displacements 
are applied during heating and cooling stages with constant constraint during the 
holding time (not illustrated). The constraint conditions are cyclically repeated until 
final fracture. As a reference the AC condition (cf. Figure 3.12 A) is included as well 
as the free thermal expansion whereby γ = 0. Three conventional setups were designed 
and denominated according to the constraint at high temperature, i.e. γ is equal to 75 
%, 100 % and 125 %, cf. Figure 3.12 C, D and E, respectively. In addition, non-
conventional tests were included in the experimental setup with γ = 65_30 %, and γ = 
50_50 % at high and low temperature, respectively, cf. Figure 3.12 F and G. 
At this point it is important to highlight three testing features: 1) It is of crucial 
importance to emphasize that for determining the constraint γ at high and low 
temperature, the reference is the initial sample gauge length free of thermal strain for 
the AC condition from 50 to 420˚C (cf. Figure 3.10 B1 or Figure 3.12 B γ = 0). The 
constraints in the non-conventional setups will be denominated by 65_30 % and 50_50 
% in this work. The value of the free thermal strain expansion reference is εth_ref  = 
4.66 x 10-3 mm/mm, which was experimentally measured at the gauge length of a new 
CGI sample in the temperature interval from 50 to 420˚C; 2) The 50_50% and 100% 
setups are identical from the second cycle onwards. In both setups the gauge length 
remains constant. Nevertheless, its difference is that the gauge length of the 100% 
setup is the same compared to its length before testing, whereas for the 50_50% setup 
the gauge length is allowed to thermally expand to 50% of its free expansion in the 
first cycle and then it is fixed in this position. Therefore, comparing both setups will 
produce data on the influence of the first cycle on the mechanical properties (i.e. 
plastic strain and lifetime); 3) The constraint transitions were applied at the beginning 
of the heating and cooling stages, whereas during the holding period the machine grips 
were kept constant insuring that the total strain was fixed; whilst allowing for 
hardening and stress relaxation, whereby the test was always under strain control. 
Imposed temperature variations in contrast, were carefully tuned to minimize the 
delay at the end of the heating and cooling periods. 
The TMF samples, manufactured from trapezoidal ingots (cf. Section 3.1.1), were 
used in the following manner: The non-conventional setups (50_50 % and 65_30 %) 
were performed using single circumferential notched specimens with notch depths of 
0.1, 0.2, 0.35, 0.5, and 0.65 mm, whereas for the conventional setups (γ = 125 %, 100 
%, and 75 %) single circumferential notches were limited to 0.1, 0.2 and 0.35 mm. 
Each TMF setup was performed at least three times in order to improve the statistical 
relevance. For the 50_50 %, 65_30 % and 100 % setups, also smooth specimens were 
tested. 





Figure 3.12. Samples in different conditions. Original material in (A) As Cast condition (AC), (B) free 
expansion (γ = 0); conventional setups with constraints (C) γ = 75 % (partial constraint), (D) γ = 100 % 
(full constraint), (E) γ = 125 % (over constraint), and non-conventional setups with different constraints 
at low and high temperature, (F) 65 % and 30 %, (G) 50 % and 50 %.  
The samples were considered to be failed when the maximum tensile stress was 
reduced by 10 %, relative to the maximum value developed during the entire test, 
which is denominated as the N10 criterion. The criterion is in accordance with 
international fatigue standards such as the ASTM E2368 [15].  
3.3.2. Interrupted TMF and KAM evolution 
Samples machined from casted ingots (section 3.1.1) were used to evaluate metal 
matrix damage during TMF using non-conventional setups (65_30 % and 50_50 %). 
To this aim, 0.2 mm notched specimens were tested until the end of the first cycle, 
then a new specimen was loaded until reaching 50 % of the hardening. In order to 
establish the hardening evolution, determine the average number of cycles to obtain 
50 % of the steady-state, and the total hardening for each setup, the study in section 
3.3.1 was accomplished first. Furthermore, in order to provide a reference, a new AC 
sample (from ingots) and a failed 0.2 mm notched specimen (N10) from both setups 
(65_30 % and 50_50 %) were added to the study. 
In order to assess the strain hardening on the microstructural level, the Kernel 
Average Misorientation (KAM) parameter was derived from EBSD measurements. 
These scans were carried out on four rectangular areas of 400X300 μm (with a step 
size of 1 μm) randomly selected on each sample. The KAM parameter was calculated 
after exclusion of data points with CI lower than 0.1.  
3.3.3. Semi in-situ TMF 
In order to monitor microstructural evolution during the first TMF cycles and crack 
initiation, the total constraint (γ = 100 %) OP TMF test was chosen to be carried out 
in a semi in-situ mode, whereby the test was interrupted at specific stages or steps (cf. 





monitoring one particular microstructural site. Various conditions were considered as 
follows: condition 0 (cf. Figure 3.13) corresponds to the initial machined condition, 
condition 1 corresponds to the end of the first heating stage, condition 2 corresponds 
to the end of the high temperature holding time of the first cycle, condition 3 
corresponds to the end of the low temperature holding time of the first cycle, condition 
4 corresponds to the end of the heating of the second cycle and condition 5 corresponds 
to the end of the high temperature holding time of the second cycle, in conditions 6 
and 7 the TMF cycles were continuously executed from the 2nd to the 5th and from 
the 5th to the 10th cycle respectively. Heating and cooling rates, as well as holding 
times were preserved from the described TMF test in the previous section. 
In the semi in-situ experiment under consideration, a full constrain TMF test was 
interrupted for microstructural characterization by SE-EBSD. To the purpose of 
observing one specific microstructural site, it was necessary to redesign a standard 
TMF dogbone sample. 
























Figure 3.13. Schematic of applied temperature during semi in-situ TMF test. A total of 10 cycles were 
applied, whereby the test was interrupted for microstructural observation at every step from 1 to 7. The 
reference condition 0, is the condition of the sample surface after machining and metallographic sample 
preparation. 
Although the reference specimen shape was preserved (cf. Figure 3.2), the solid 
specimen was substituted by a specimen that could be split in two halves along the 
loading axis, cf. Figure 3.14. Thereby, the halves were parallel to the sample axis, 
which is also the loading axis. The specimen, manufactured from ingot material 
starting from a cuboid shape of 5X5X15 cm3, was divided in two identical halves of 
2.3X5X15 cm3. By appropriate machining operations the disassemblable specimen was 
obtained. The free flat surfaces appearing on the split sample were manually prepared 
for metallographic observation before and after the manufacturing process. i.e. 
polished with diamond paste and finished with colloidal silica (0.05 μm) polishing for 
30 min. Thereby, a sample was obtained that could be split along the axial direction 
to be characterized, whereas the assembled configuration was used for semi in-situ 
TMF testing. 




Semi in-situ assembly Semi in-situ sample (one half)
Sample ends (two units)
 
Figure 3.14. Semi in-situ sample assembly and details of its components. 
3.3.3.1. Semi in-situ TMF considerations 
The semi in-situ TMF sample was meticulously positioned in the TMF machine 
before each TMF step of Figure 3.13 by applying the following three steps approach: 
First, before sample assembly, and using ink, the sample center (axial direction) was 
marked on the external sample surface. Second, the previous mark in the assembled 
sample was placed so as to coincide with the axial center of the machine induction 
coil (cf. Figure 3.7). Third, the main thermocouple of the TMF system was placed at 
the sample ink mark.  
The seven TMF conditions of Figure 3.13 were intended to capture crack initiation 
and the microstructural evolution during the first cycles of full constraint OP TMF. 
In order to minimize the influence of interrupting the test and removing the sample 
from the machine, arrest and resume operations were carefully planned, executed and 
monitored. On the one hand, to arrest the test, the force was dropped in 0.5 s while 
temperature was reduced as fast as possible to room temperature by blowing 
compressed air and cutting the current in the heating induction coil. On the other 
hand, to resume the test, force and temperature were simultaneously raised in 15 s to 
the last recorded values before arresting the test in the previous step. 
3.3.3.2. Semi in-situ SEM considerations 
The split shape of the sample was necessary in order to observe the bulk 
microstructural evolution on the internal face of the semi in-situ halves (at the gauge 
length of 35 mm size), whereby the specimen size was limited by the size of the SEM 
chamber. The internal sides of both halves of the sample were carefully observed 
aiming for identifying microstructural variations, i.e. delaminations or cracks. 
Furthermore, in order to carry out EBSD measurements, a dedicated sample holder 





In spite of the fact that both internal flat planes of the semi in-situ sample were 
metallographically prepared before and after sample manufacturing, each TMF step 
produced a thin blue layer that was carefully removed by manual polishing with 
colloidal silica (0.05 μm) for five minutes or less. To localize the sample center, Vickers 
indents were used. The continuous indent measurement revealed that polishing the 
blue layer removed on average 1.3 μm of the material surface. 
 
Figure 3.15. Disassembling procedure of semi in-situ dog bone sample for EBSD observation. 
The matrix evolution was recorded by pursuing EBSD scanning in five randomly 
chosen areas (A1 up to A5) with a size of 400X400 μm2 each, cf. Figure 3.16. The 
EBSD scans for these areas were performed using a step size of 0.5 μm and the KAM 
value was calculated considering the first neighbor after exclusion of data points with 
CI lower than 0.1. Similarly, the entire area in Figure 3.16 (3,000X3,000 μm2) was 
scanned. Given the size of this large area it was necessary to increase the step size to 
4 μm.  
 
Figure 3.16. SE image taken at the center of the internal flat face of the semi in-situ half sample; i.e. the 
section spanned by the Loading Direction (LD) and the radial direction (perpendicular to LD). Areas A1 
to A5 are regions of interest scattered over the full section. 




3.3.4. 3D EBSD 
3D EBSD is a technique that extends the conventional 2D plane of observation to 
the third dimension and hence allows for more detailed microstructural 
characterization. Concerning crack propagation, it allows to correlate the crack face 
with morphologic and crystallographic features of the sample. In this sense, the 
technique was used to investigate the crack propagation phenomena and its relation 
both with the matrix crystallography and the graphite shape and distribution.   
3.3.4.1. Initial sample preparation 
3D EBSD microscopy was carried out on failed samples (containing cracks) with 0.2 
mm notches that were extracted from a TMF test at N10, i.e. once the maximum 
absolute load decreased by 10 % (N10 criteria) the TMF test was stopped making sure 
that no further crack propagation occurred. The TMF failed samples were extracted 
from center of the gauge length of one TMF specimen tested under 65_30 % and 50_50 
% conditions. Besides two reference control samples were analyzed, one from the 
engine VB and one from the ingot material in the As Cast condition. Together, the 
four samples were embedded in a bakelite holder, after which they were water cooled 
ground. 3D EBSD was carried out by serial sectioning of consecutive planes on which 
EBSD scans were recorded. In the present study the planes of observation are parallel 
to the axial loading direction of the TMF specimen and initially the samples were 
ground to the center plane. 
The four samples were permanently fixed to an additional sample holder. Together, 
samples, bakelite and holder, were prepared by applying standard metallographic 
sample preparation [16] with finish polishing using colloidal silica of 0.05 μm size for 
45 minutes. A microstructural site, forming an square area of 3X3 mm2, was identified 
with Vickers indents in order to localize the area of interest. 
The 3D microscopy operation mode consisted of performing alternating steps of 
semi-automated polishing and recording EBSD scans, so as to obtain a set of forty 
(40) EBSD maps on plan-parallel layers of the samples. The Vickers indents were 
used to calibrate the material removal rate during polishing with the semi-automated 
polishing on a Struers Tegramin® device. A normal force of 20N was applied at a 
rotation speed of 150rmp, resulting in a material removal rate of 2.5 μm/min. The 
polishing process was performed using a permanent sample holder bolted to the 
temporary one, leading to material removal in the so-called Z-direction, which is 
perpendicular to the Loading Direction (y-axis in Figure 3.17). The entire procedure 
was specially designed to minimize the misalignment between consecutively polished 
planes. 
The step size along the Z-direction was selected as a compromise between the total 
thickness to be removed by polishing,  the area of each sample (~3000X3000 μm2) and 
the size of the microstructural elements that were intended to visualize. Given the 
fact that the graphite particles exhibit an average size of ~45 μm and the pearlite grain 
size of  ~120 μm, a z-step size of 6 μm was applied. In consequence, the polishing time 
was limited to 2.5 min per layer and EBSD scan step was performed on a squared 






3.3.4.2. Data post processing  
Using the EDAX-TSL OIM software®, each scanned layer was initially pre-filtered 
using the Image Quality (IQ) parameter to distinguish matrix, crack and graphite 
particles, leading to a data file with three partitions. Afterward, the filter was 
completed by manual selection of pixels corresponding to each phase. This was 
accomplished by overlapping the SE SEM image to the confidence index map in the 
OIM software® environment. The third step was to align the discretized files, using 
the MatLab routines developed by Pirgazi [17, 18]. The routines are based on the 
principle of minimization of misorientation between layers. This procedure, applied 
on subsequent layers considers pairs of two consecutive layers, a bottom and a top 
one. The bottom layer was fixed while the top layer was displaced, tilted and rotated 
minimizing the average misorientation between all the pairs of bottom and top pixels, 
which produces a software correction of the misalignment induced by polishing and 
SEM positioning. Due to misalignment corrections, some scans were cropped and the 
final volumes of the reconstructed 3D images are presented in Table 3.7. 
Table 3.7. Characteristics of the 3D reconstructed microstructural images (voxel size 6x6x6 μm3). 
Sample X (mm) Y (mm) Z (mm) Volume mm3 
65_30 % 2.682 2.652 0.24 1.70 
50_50 % 2.676 2.646 0.24 1.69 
AC 2.538 2.04 0.24 1.24 
VB 2.46 2.22 0.24 1.31 
After scanning, filtering, alignment and cropping, and in order to construct a 3D 
volume, the individual layers needed to be re-assembled in a single file. To this 
purpose, the open source software Dream 3D® was used, which allows to create 
specific routines, also known as pipelines to the purpose of creating a 3D data set with 
different types of information. A dedicated pipeline was created to identify individual 
matrix grains and graphite particles. The delivered data base was composed by phases, 
dimensions, neighbor relations, size, aspect ratio, centroids, areas and volumes among 
other crystallographic and geometrical features. Then, in order to isolate the crack 
and the neighbor cells, all the data were disassembled and exported to the open source 
file format *.vtk (Visualization Toolkit). The individual *.VTK files were opened and 
subdivided in order to be read by a Matlab® script with the intention to filter and re-
assemble specific data. Figure 3.17 A exhibits an example of a reconstructed 3D 
volume before Matlab® data treatment with a crack in blue, (LD // y-axis), matrix 
material in red and graphite particles in beige. Figure 3.17 B shows data after Matlab® 
processing were the crack is isolated in red, its neighbors cells of graphite in beige and 
matrix in grey (Visualizations produced by Dream 3D®). 
Additional scripts were written to represent the crack surface with triangular 
elements, that ensued from a meshing algorithm using the smallest possible triangle 
method, according to Saylor [19]. The mesh algorithm was based on voxel centers 
leading to a smoothed mesh, improving the topological similarity of the reconstructed 
crack surface with the original crack. Such computation was used to determine the 
crack surface area and establish the geometrical relations between crack, matrix and 
graphite. 
 





Figure 3.17. Example of post-processed data files in (A) after Dream 3D® (matrix in red, crack in blue 
and graphite particles in beige). (B) After Dream 3D® and Matlab® (Crack in red, matrix in grey and 
graphite in beige). Images processed by Paraview® (LD along the y-axis). 
3.3.4.3. Microstructural computations  
The reconstructed data sets were used to evaluate the relations between crack, 
matrix and graphite. 
 Misorientation between crack face and the <100>  matrix cleavage plane. 
Materials containing large populations of defects (e.g. the graphite particles of CGI) 
are prone to generate and propagate cracks. Thereby, under bulk load, local stress 
concentration can increase whereby local defects can be merged to crack. The crack 
propagation path can be completed either by the shortest distance between the 
graphite particles or across the nearest cleavage plane linking the defects. 
With the aim of determining the presence of cleavage planes on cracks of CGI tested 
under TMF, the misorientation angle w between the normal vector  𝐶𝑖 (Figure 3.18) 
of each crack cell and the <100> family of the 1st matrix neighbor was calculated. To 
this purpose only crack surface areas with matrix on both sides were included, i.e. 
crack propagation in graphite areas was excluded. The <100> matrix cleavage family 
was determined taking into consideration the 24-fold symmetry of the cubic crystal 
system. From each couple crack-matrix the minimum w angle was extracted from the 
24 cubic equivalents. This angle determines the deviation of the crack plane normal 
with the nearest <100> direction of the neighboring matrix. 
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Figure 3.18. Schematic of minimum misorientation angle w between crack normal vector 𝐶𝑖 and the 





 Misorientation between the loading axis and the major axis of graphite 
particles approximated by equal volume ellipsoids. 
Graphite particles were approximated by ellipsoids, with mayor axes A1 (cf. long 
axis in Figure 3.19), A2 and A3 short axes. The ellipsoids were categorized in nodules 
and flakes according to the roundness criterion proposed by Sintercast [20] in Equation 
2.2 (R=4A/(πl2max)). In this equation A is the calculated area in the plane spanned 
by A1 and A2, cf. Figure 3.19, whereby “l” is the length of the major axis (A1). It was 
considered a flake particle when R < 0.525, as long as A1 greater than 10 microns. In 
order to evaluate the flake graphite directionality, the minimum misorientation angle 
£ between the loading direction and the flake mayor axis A1 was calculated. 
 
Figure 3.19. Approximation of graphite particles by ellipsoid volumes defined by the length of the major 
axis A1, middle axis A2 and short axis A3, A3 < A2 < A1. 
3.3.5. Scratch test 
Samples were embedded in hard bakelite and then ground and polished successively 
with 3 and 1 μm diamond suspension paste. The last step was 45 min polishing with 
0.5 μm colloidal silica to obtain a flat, smooth and free from residual stress surface. In 
order to constrain the plastic deformation in front of the indenter, the scratch speed 
was limited to 20 μm/s [21]. In addition, the cutting-edge angle was reduced using a 
conic diamond indenter of 60˚ apex angle and a 1 μm tip radius [22, 23]. Furthermore, 
scratches were applied with 10 constant normal loads varying from 1.0 mN to 10 mN, 
along 5 mm length straight lines on the polished samples (cf. Schematic in Figure 
3.20) crossing dozens of Metal–Graphite (M–G) or Metal–Air (M–A) interfaces. After 
the test, the tracks left by the indenter were observed by SEM. At the interface of 
the matrix with a graphite particle M–G or with a porosity, the indenter left a 
trapezium shaped trace under the condition that the scratch path was perpendicular 
to the interface. The height h of this trapezium was measured on the secondary 
electron images with a magnification of 15,000 to 20,000. In addition, Electron 
Dispersive X-Ray (EDX) spectroscopy was employed to determine the distribution of 
chemical elements. 
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Figure 3.20. Schematic view of the embedded sample used for the scratch tests, indicating the scratches 
at Metal/Graphite and Metal/Porosity (air) interfaces. 
3.4. Mathematical representations of TMF  
3.4.1. TMF measured and calculated strains  
The total strain (cf. Figure 3.10), directly measured by the extensometer, is the sum 
of the mechanical strain (εm) and the thermal strain (εth) (most often they are of 
opposite sign), cf. Equation 3.2. The thermal strain is the result of the temperature 
difference (ΔT) multiplied by the thermal expansion coefficient (α). The latter was 
experimentally determined to be α = 1.23 10-5 (˚C)-1, measured by varying the 
temperature from 50 to 420˚C. The temperature difference (ΔT) corresponds to the 
variation from the reference temperature of 50˚C to the instantaneous temperature at 
time t. The mechanical strain is composed of an elastic (εE) and a plastic component 
(εp). The former is computed as the ratio of the instantaneous stress (σt) and the 
elastic modulus (E), which is separately calculated for compression and tension region 
between ±20 and ±80 MPa [1]. In consequence, Eq  3.2 can be solved for plastic strain 
(εp), as εp = εtotal  - α(ΔT) - σt/E. Since the variables are measured every 0.1s the plastic 
strain behavior can be derived for each sample as a function of the testing time. 
Maximum values corresponding to the end of cooling and heating ramps were also 
recorded. 
𝜀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝜀𝑡ℎ + 𝜀𝑚 = 𝛼(Δ𝑇) + 𝜀𝑚 = 𝛼(Δ𝑇) + (𝜀𝐸 + 𝜀𝑝) = 𝛼(Δ𝑇) + (
𝜎𝑡
𝐸
+ 𝜀𝑝) (3.2) 
3.4.2. TMF Total Strain Range (TSR) 
The TSR, cf. Equation 3.3, is a normalized strain variation. Specifically, it 





temperature (εtotal_LT) (cf. Figure 3.12), normalized by a reference strain. In this case 
it corresponds to the free thermal expansion strain of one TMF sample from 50 to 




∗ 100      (3.3) 
If it is assumed that in OP TMF the mechanical strain is mainly composed of plastic 
strain, one can say that the gauge length of one sample is plastically deformed between 
maximum and minimum temperatures in TMF tests. Therefore, the TSR is 
proportional to the plastic strain. The TSR was used to evaluate the severity of test 
setups, considering the imposed boundary conditions. According to Equation 3.3, in 
case of free expansion (γ = 0), TSR is equal to 100 (cf. Figure 3.12 and Table 3.8), 
which indicates the absence of imposed mechanical strain.  Conversely, TSR < 100 
leads to more severe OP TMF conditions. In the case of γ = 65_30 %, TSR is equal 
to -35 %, indicating that this setup has the largest theoretical plastic stain range. In 
particular, 50_50 % and 100 % are setups with the same TSR = 0, which indicates a 
theoretically equal severe boundary condition. 
Table 3.8. Conventional and non-conventional setups defined by γ together with total strain range (TSR) 
value. 
γ 65_30 % 125% 50_50 % 100% 75% 0% 
TSR -35 -25 0 0 25 100 
3.4.3. Paris law fitting procedure 
The Paris’ Crack growth Law was separately fitted for every setup by evaluating 
the stress intensity factor KI (see Equation 2.4, here repeated as Equation 3.5) at the 
maximum positive stress (σ’= σmax) and the maximum stress variation (σ’= σmax - σmin= 
Dσ) with an assumption that the notch size is equal to the initial crack length. This 
value, together with the sample radius (r) was inserted in the function fg, which 
represents a geometrical factor for the circumferential notched specimen according to 
Tada et al. [24] (see Equation 2.6, here repeated as Equation 3.6). The sample lifetime 
was calculated by considering crack propagation steps of 10 μm up to the final failure 
crack length of 3.0 mm, corresponding to half of the sample diameter. Hence, the 
failure criterion applied in the present work, assumes that the sample fails when the 
crack extends to half of the sample diameter. 
The computation iteratively solved Paris’ crack growth equation for the number of 
cycles required to grow the crack by 10 μm. The number of cycles and crack size was 
updated after each iteration until achieving a 3 mm crack and the corresponding 
number of cycles to failure. The Paris’crack growth law parameters, Cp and m, were 
simultaneously adjusted minimizing the difference between Paris’computation for 
lifetime and experimental N10 lifetime. A linear regression between all the 
computations and experimental values leads to minimization of the R2 coefficient and 
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)   (3.6) 
Where N= the number of cycles  
da/dN in m/cycle 
K = the stress intensity factor given in MPa m1/2 
a = the defect or crack size 
r = the radius of the cylindrical specimen 
3.4.4. Manson-Coffin relation fitting procedure 
The Manson-Coffin relation (Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3, Equation 2.7, here repeated 
as Equation 3.7) was also used to fit the fatigue lifetime. Considering the differences 
between conventional and non-conventional setups, it was proposed to fit the model 
with using separately: (i) the average plastic strain of each setup during the first cycle 
and (ii) the average plastic strain of each setup using the calculated valued on 4th, 
10th, 20th, 40th and N10 cycles, aiming for a test average value Δε̅𝑝. Fitting the law also 
involves the fatigue ductility coefficient (ε'f) and fatigue ductility exponent (CM) that 
were iteratively adjusted to minimize the regression coefficient relating the 
experimental (N10) and computed lifetime (N). In order to be consistent with the 
literature, mechanical results of TMF will refer to instantaneous plastic strain as (𝜀𝑝) 
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Chapter 4. Lifetime and damage characterization 
during thermomechanical fatigue  
“God may exist, but science can explain the universe without the need for a 
creator” 
Stephen Hawking  
he response of one material under external boundary conditions can be 
expressed in terms of stress, plastic strain, hardening, or microstructure among 
others. In this chapter we focus on the mechanical responses of CGI under TMF, and 
two models are used to reproduce the lifetime of conventional (literature based) and 
non-conventional (FE based) boundary conditions. The endurance as one of the most 
important industrial parameters is modeled by the Paris’crack growth law and the 
Coffin-Manson relations. Together, the mechanical behavior and the models, are used 
to propose a single parameter that allows to compare the severity of the different 
boundary conditions considered in the present investigation. 
4.1. Introduction 
Most fuel engine components are simultaneously subjected to thermal and 
mechanical boundary conditions, which lead to TMF. This is characterized by a 
significant plastic strain (εp), and relatively low number of cycles till failure [1, 2]. One 
example is the diesel engine cylinder head, which for most heavy-duty trucks is casted 
of CGI with vermicular graphite morphology [3]. The material is chosen in order to 
improve thermal conductivity, compared to spheroidal graphite iron, and to 
concurrently improve the mechanical behavior compared to flake graphite iron [4, 5]. 
The VB areas of a cylinder head are located between the couples of valve bores for 
exhaust and intake, facing the combustion chamber. In consequence, the areas are 
under thermal expansion and contraction during every engine start-up and shut-down 
cycle. Nevertheless, the positive thermal strain is mechanically restricted by the 
surrounding material leading to compressive stresses and compressive plastic strain. 
Conversely, during cooling to room temperature, the thermal contraction is restricted, 
leading to tensile stresses in the VB. The cyclic combination of high temperature-
compression and low temperature-tension is also known as OP-TMF [3, 6] (cf. section 
2.2.1 ).  
The VB OP-TMF condition has been mimicked in laboratory setups, and simulated 
by implementing numerical models. Examples of the former approach are reported by 
Collin [7], Norman et al. [8] using cast iron and Riedler et al. [9] using aluminum. 
T 
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These researchers studied the effect on the lifetime (Nf) of superimposed HCF, 
associated with combustion cycles, to LCF, associated with engine start-up and shut-
down cycles. The main conclusion was the identification of a threshold frequency of 
HCF that significantly reduces the fatigue lifetime. Other researchers have developed 
numerical models to predict the TMF lifetime of cast irons, although the bonding 
between graphite and metallic matrix was generally ignored [10-13]. Such research 
describes cast iron as a matrix containing idealized voids. Pusch et al. [10] used this 
assumption to develop mathematical models for crack propagation in static and 
dynamic scenarios based on measured fracture mechanics parameters. Ghodrat et al. 
[11, 14] assume that graphite particles delaminate from the matrix in the first TMF 
cycle, leaving behind a discontinuity in the matrix. Knowing this, they successfully 
could use the Paris’crack growth law to predict the TMF lifetime under full constraint 
condition assuming the compacted graphite size (average length) as the initial crack 
length. Even for polyethylene, and polycarbonate, under large bulk plastic strain, the 
Paris’Crack growth Law has been effectively applied for fatigue lifetime prediction 
[15]. More complex numerical models have been developed, of which some are based 
on conventional TMF tests [16-19] in combination with creep [16, 20] and isothermal 
fatigue [3]. The additional data are required to reproduce cyclic hardening and stress 
relaxation, physical phenomena that are, among others, of significance to TMF 
lifetime. 
The output of FE models, used to predict stress and strain distribution in the 
exhaust VB under operating conditions, cannot be directly validated by in-situ tests 
or in real engines (cf. section 3.3.1). In order to obtain a better understanding of the 
constitutive material response to TMF conditions, it is proposed in this work to carry 
out TMF experiments on uniaxial cylindrical samples of the same material (CGI) as 
the one used to cast engine blocks. In previous work [14] the full constraint condition 
was tested extensively. However, in real engine operational conditions, the full 
constraint mode is not fulfilled. Therefore, the aim of this research is twofold. First, 
using the output of FE analysis for experimental TMF design. Second, comparing the 
effect of constraint on the TMF lifetime, thereby identifying a parameter that reflects 
the damage produced by plastic strain on lifetime. This should allow to develop a 
constitutive material model that can be fed back to the FE analysis, in order to obtain 
a more accurate TMF prediction under real engine operating conditions. 
4.2. TMF mechanical behavior  
4.2.1. Stress - strain evolution 
Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 show the stress-time behavior (first four cycles of all 
constraints) and the stress-strain hysteresis loop (first cycle) of the TMF setups, 
respectively, using the data for one of the 0.1 mm notched specimens. Stress relaxation 
was observed during holding time at high temperature in conventional setups (cf. 
reduction of stress, bottom solid lines in Figure 4.1). The relaxation was maximum in 
the first cycle and gradually decreased in subsequent cycles tending to low and stable 
values (cf. Table 4.1). In particular, the largest stress relaxation was found with 125 
% constraint, followed by tests with 100 % and 75 % constraints. This trend was less 
pronounced in the non-conventional setups (cf. Figure 4.1  and Figure 4.2). Since in 
the 65_30 % and 50_50 % setups, the thermal expansion is constrained only for 65 % 





particular, for 100 % and 50_50 % setups, which exhibit the same mechanical strain 
range (Δεm) (cf. Figure 4.2) and TSR (cf. Table 3.8), different stress relaxations were 
observed. Concurrently, at low temperatures, it was observed that the maximum 
tensile stress rises with every cycle indicating work hardening in all the setups.  
Furthermore, during the testing of 75 % and 100 % conditions and in particular 
during the holding time at low temperatures, a stress rise was observed that reached 
to a maximum of 18 MPa under 75 % constraint condition. In the test only the surface 
temperature was monitored and it revealed a delay of about 15˚C at the end of the 
heating and cooling ramps. Considering that the subsequent testing stage (holding 
time) was performed under constant total strain (εtotal), the temperature lag and its 
stabilization were found to be responsible for the stress rise. By using Equation 3.2. 
(section 3.4.1 𝜀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝜀𝑡ℎ + 𝜀𝑚), the effect of temperature on stress during the holding 
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Figure 4.1. Stress vs time and temperature vs time plots during the first four cycles of TMF for 
conventional and non-conventional setups. Data obtained from 0.1 mm notched samples. 
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Figure 4.2. Stress – Strain hysteresis loops of non-conventional and conventional setups measured during 
the first TMF cycle. Data from individual 0.1 mm notched samples. 
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Table 4.1. Stress relaxation of TMF setups during the first 20 cycles using 0.1 mm notched specimens.  
Number of Cycles 
Setup stress relaxation (MPa) 
125 % 100 % 75 % 65_30 % 50_50 % 
1 -35.53 -24.13 -13.63 -11.67 -3.03 
2 -13.19 -2.09 -0.88 -8.91 -2.08 
5 -10.25 -0.99 -0.18 -8.52 -1.46 
10 -8.84 -0.53 -0.29 -8.668 -1.54 
20 -7.20 -0.07 -0.10 -8.81 -1.62 
Table 4.2 lists the ratio between the maximum tensile stresses recorded during the 
entire TMF test and the maximum tensile stress in the first cycle, which is considered 
here as an indication for hardening. The table indicates that by increasing constraint 
and notch size, the hardening was reduced in conventional constraints setups. Table 
4.3 lists the percentage of the lifetime at 50 % of the maximum tensile stress during 
the entire test for 0.1 mm notched specimens. These data represent the fractional 
lifetime at 50 % of hardening relative to the entire lifetime. 
Table 4.2. Ratio between maximum measured stress over all cycles and the maximum stress of the first 
cycle (STDEV), data from 0.1 mm notch size samples. 
Notch/Setup 75 % 100 % 125 % 50_50 % 65_30 % 
0.0 -- 23.9 15.4 -- 14.4 
0.1 1.48 (0.009) 1.32 (0.003) 1.23 (0.010) 1.18 (0.025) 1.15 (0.003) 
0.2 1.33 (0.076) 1.27 (0.004) 1.21 (0.019) 1.11 (0.049) 1.12 (0.006) 
0.35 -- -- -- 1.11 (0.017) 1.05 (0.03) 
0.5 1.32 (0.074) 1.20 (0.026) 1.07 (0.009) 1.05 (0.039) 1.02 (0.016) 
0.65 -- -- -- 1.02 (0.018) 1.00 (0.008) 
Table 4.3. Fraction of lifetime cycles required to reach to 50 % hardening for 0.1 mm notch size 
specimens with the corresponding maximum stress (σmax) and maximum tensile stress recorded in the first 
cycle; STDEV is mentioned between brackets. 
  
Setup 
75 % 100 % 125 % 50_50 % 65_30 % 
50 % σmax (0.1 Notch) 7.24 (0.526) 5.21 (1.597) 3.01 (0.858) 4.16 (0.971) 1.89 (1.283) 
σmax (MPa) 255 (4.49) 291 (2.86) 314 (2.16) 317 (4.92) 342 (2.16) 
σN = 1 (MPa) 172 (3.15) 220 (1.59) 255 (3.45) 268 (4.56)  297 (3.42) 
4.2.2. Lifetime 
The content of Table 4.4 is partially plotted in Figure 4.3, where lifetime is presented 
as a function of TSR. The data reveals a reduction of lifetime with increase of the 
notch size and a decrease of TSR corresponding to the more severe constraints. The 





3.4.2), whereas the 65_30 % setup, with the highest TSR, exhibits the shortest lifetime. 
The lifetime of notched specimens under total constraint was found to be in agreement 
with the results of Ghodrat et al. [21], who performed the same test using similar 
material. 
Table 4.4. Experimental lifetime of TMF tests including modeled lifetime by the Paris’ crack growth law 
and the Coffin-Manson relations. Computations for smooth specimens (0.0 mm notch) are performed in 
Chapter 6. where the effect of microstructure is reported. 
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33.1 
36 ( 19) 41 ( 8) 43 281 0.084 38.2 
60 280 0.0851 38.9 
0
.5
 2 280 0.0750 
7 ( 51) 
15.8 
17 ( 139) 13 ( 79) 10 277 0.0794 16.7 




2 265 0.1300 
7 ( 58) 
9.5 
12 ( 75) 5 ( 14) 7 255 0.0779 11.6 
12 240 0.0590 15.8 
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Table 4.4. Continuation. 
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 167 303 0.1249 
133 ( 17) 
161.2 
135 ( 1) 113 ( 14) 117 317 0.0866 128.1 
117 322 0.1395 118.2 
0
.2
 42 310 0.1295 
41 ( 32) 
39 
41 ( 1) 24 ( 41) 25 322 0.1067 32.2 
58 293 0.0955 52 
0
.5
 18 266 0.0941 
12 ( 32) 
10.5 
10 ( 12) 9 ( 25) 9 266 0.0885 10.5 










 95 338 0.1820 
95 ( 19) 
98.7 
---- ---- 118 334 0.1400 104.8 
72 343 0.2050 91.6 
0
.1
 54 341 0.1550 
69 ( 15) 
63.1 
62 ( 10) 61 ( 11) 77 340 0.1780 64.1 
78 345 0.1800 59.5 
0
.2
 21 343 0.1622 
21 ( 17) 
16.7 
17 ( 16) 12 ( 41) 26 331 0.1700 20.0 




12 308 0.1628 
8 ( 46) 
8.8 
14 ( 79) 15 ( 95) 3 254 0.1810 23.4 
9 295 0.1719 10.9 
0
.5
 2 280 0.0971 
4 ( 40) 
5.8 
5 ( 37) 3 ( 4) 6 283 0.1770 5.5 




2 268 0.1930 
3 ( 47) 
3.3 
3 ( 26) 2 ( 5) 2 254 0.0920 4.3 
5 261 0.1420 3.8 













































Figure 4.3. N10 lifetime of various experimental setups with single and double constraints for samples with 





4.2.3. Plastic strain 
The bottom part of Figure 4.4 presents the plastic strain (Δεp) at low temperature 
during the first twenty cycles for 0.1 mm notched specimens. A clear difference was 
observed between conventional and non-conventional setups. The former group 
exhibited a large Δεp in the first cycle, whereas in the second cycle it was drastically 
reduced, and stabilized from the third cycle on. Conversely, Δεp of the latter group is 
lower in the first cycle, it rises in the second cycle, then is slightly reduced and later 
it is stabilized from the 4th cycle onwards. This behavior is linked to stress evolution, 
cf. Figure 4.1. The plastic strain in the first cycle (cf. Figure 4.4) leads to stress 
relaxation and hardening (cf. Figure 4.1). However, in the second cycle, both Δεp and 
stress relaxation are reduced (cf. Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.1). In further cycles, the 
opposite action of hardening and stress relaxation (at high temperature) leads to 
stabilization of Δεp and stress relaxation gradually reduces to negligible values. In 
addition, the stabilized value of Δεp (Figure 4.4) is linked to the N10. Compared to 
Figure 4.3, it is observed that larger stable Δεp is related to shorter lifetime and vice 
versa. On the other hand, the top part of Figure 4.4  shows the difference between 
the maximum tensile stresses in consecutive cycles, which exhibits the evolution of 
cyclic hardening. It was also observed that irrespective of the plastic strain behavior, 
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Figure 4.4. Hardening and plastic strain. (a) Stress difference between subsequent cycles and (b) 
computed plastic strain. The plots represent data acquired in the first 20 cycles for conventional and non-
conventional setups from 0.1 mm notched samples. 
Figure 4.5 presents the average plastic strain (Δ𝜀̅̅ ̅̅ ̅𝑝) for all setups (average constructed 
with Δεp values of cycles 4, 10, 20, 40 and N10), for different notch sizes as a function 
of lifetime (N10). A nearly constant value of Δ𝜀̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑝 can be identified for every setup, 
irrespective of the notch size. Moreover, it was found that the Δ𝜀̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑝  corresponds to the 
TSR values for most of the experimental conditions. In general, more severe 
constraints (TSR < 100 %) lead to larger plastic strain, thus shorter lifetime. However, 
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the TSR parameter could not account for the lifetime difference between the 50_50 % 
and 100 % setups, which have the same Δεm, same TSR value and similar stable Δ𝜀̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑝. 
Despite these similarities, the lifetime of 50_50 % setup was always shorter than the 
lifetime of the 100 % setup (51.7, 44.5 and 33.7 % shorter for 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 mm 
notch size respectively). Although this difference could not be captured by cycle 
averaged parameters, it could be observed that the plastic strain in the first cycle was 
7.4 times larger in the 100 % setup as compared to the 50_50 % setup (cf. Figure 4.4), 



























65_30% (-35) Notch size (mm)
Setup  (TSR)
 
Figure 4.5. Average plastic strain 𝛥𝜀̅̅ ̅̅̅𝑝  vs N10 TMF lifetime for conventional and non-conventional 
experimental setups. Trend lines grouped by constraint are shown in dotted lines. 
4.3. Modeling results 
4.3.1. Paris’ crack growth law 
Fitting the Paris’crack growth law with σ’ = Dσ (in Equation 3.5) leads to a linear 
correlation coefficient R = 0.496, whereas σ’ = σmax leads to R = 0.958 indicating 
damage only during tension. Consequently, and by using σ’ = σmax  (R = 0.958) the 
fitting procedure lead to an optimum value of m = 5.1 for all the setups and notches, 
which is well in accordance with previous findings of Push and Ghodrat [10, 11] whom 
tested SGI and CGI under various loading conditions. This indicates that the m 
parameter is neither affected by notch size (effect captured by the shape factor fg in 
Equation 3.6), nor by the experimental conditions. The fitted Cp coefficients are listed 
in Table 4.5, whereby one single Cp (MPa -51/10 m-31/20) value was fitted as a function 
of the notch size for each constraint. 
Table 4.5. Adjusted Cp coefficient of the Paris’ crack growth law. 
Setup 65_30 % 125% 50_50 % 100% 75% 





Figure 4.6 shows the calculated lifetime using Paris‘ crack growth law with 
parameters m = 5.1 and Cp values according to Table 4.5. The experimental results 
satisfactorily fitted the Paris’crack growth law of which the trend lines, cf. Figure 4.6, 
are shown for the maximum recorded stress of the 0.1 and 0.65 mm notch size 
specimens. Smooth specimens are not shown, because Chapter 6 will present an 
extensive analysis of the roll of graphite size, shape and distribution on crack initiation 
and the lifetime of unnotched specimens.  
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Figure 4.6. N10 lifetime vs notch size. Modeled results obtained by the Paris’ crack growth law with fitted 
coefficients and the maximum stress value for samples with smallest and largest notch sizes. 
4.3.2. Manson-Coffin relation 
Figure 4.5 shows the log-log relation between Δ𝜀̅̅̅̅ 𝑝 and N10 known as Manson-Coffin 
relation for LCF [2, 18, 22]. The model (cf. Equation 3.7) was initially fitted using ep 
of every sample in the 1st and 10th cycle leading to R = 0.0059 and R = 0.042. A 
better correlation was found using Δ𝜀̅̅̅̅ 𝑝 (average constructed with Δεp of cycles 4th, 10 
th, 20 th, 40 th, N10) obtaining an R value equal to 0.963. The best fitting was achieved 
with the Cm parameter equal to -0.71 in accordance with Stefan Trampert [3] and 
Riedler [9]. The individual εf’ values calculated for each notch are presented in Table 
4.6. Figure 4.7 plots the Manson-Coffin lifetime prediction using the experimental 
maximum and minimum average Δεp. It can be seen that the experimental data is also 
fitted reasonably well with the Manson-Coffin model. Similar to Figure 4.6, data for 
smooth specimen is not plotted because more detailed analysis will be performed in 
Chapter 6. 
Table 4.6. Fitted εf’ coefficient in Manson-Coffin relation. 
Notch Size (mm) 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.35 0.5 0.65 
εf’ 4.05 2.87 1.47 1.05 0.38 0.35 
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Figure 4.7. Computed Manson-Coffin relation for maximum and minimum strain of every setup. 
4.4. TMF interrupted test 
The KAM value was calculated based on EBSD measurements at different stages 
of TMF (cf. section 3.3.2). The AC condition presented in Table 4.7 corresponds to 
measurements on samples extracted from non-tested AC dog bone specimens prepared 
for TMF. In other words, the effect of casting and machining on the microstructure 
was included. The table shows that the first cycle of TMF leads to a maximum of the 
KAM value. Such maximum is found to be directly proportional to the amount of 
plastic strain in the first cycle (cf. Figure 4.4). Then, the KAM value decreases when 
fifty percent of the hardening (50 % σ) is reached. At this point, it is remarkable that 
50_50 % setup has reduced the KAM value only with 3 % of the lifetime, whereas the 
65_30 % setup has spent 14 % lifetime and its KAM value is still high. This KAM 
reduction coincides with plastic strain stabilization, soon after the first TMF cycles. 
Therefore, KAM reduction can be considered as reflecting the combined effect of 
hardening (cyclic plastic strain), stress concentration (notched area) and recovery 
(effect of holding time at high temperatures). By analyzing the KAM values at N10, 
it is observed that the damage introduced at 50 % σ becomes constant at the cracked 
areas of both samples, whereas in non-cracked areas the stress concentration was 
reduced and therefore also the associated KAM value. Besides, it can be said that the 
severity of 65_30 % is reflected in a higher KAM value at N10, when samples with 
identical initial conditions were used. 
Table 4.7. KAM evolution during TMF test. Data from 0.2mm notched samples. 
State KAM (STDE) 
AC 0.5926 (3.56) 
Setup 65_30 50_50 
1st cycle 0.837 (2.815) 0.629 (1.960) 
50 % σ 0.638 (3.636) 0.579 (9.334) 
N10 
Crack 0.611 (2.569) 0.570 (4.656) 






In this research, constraint variations at high and low temperatures lead to the 
definition of two experimental setups: conventional and non-conventional. The effects 
of the constraint were reflected in the measured TMF lifetime and by characteristic 
parameters such as hardening and bulk plastic strain. The first approach to 
understand the effect of constraint on the lifetime, was to individually analyze 
conventional constraints i.e. 75 %, 100 % and 125 %. It was found that 50 % of the 
total hardening was reached faster at the higher constraint levels, cf. Table 4.3., i.e. 
more stringent constraints favor higher hardening rates. This was directly linked to a 
larger stable plastic strain range (𝛥𝜀𝑝) (cf. Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5), thus larger 
accumulated plasticity [3, 19, 23, 24] and consequently shorter lifetimes (cf. Figure 
4.3), indicating that a crack propagates faster under more severe constraints. However, 
with regard to hardening under conventional conditions (cf. Table 4.2 and Table 4.3), 
one might observe that the larger constraints lead to less total hardening due to the 
larger stress in the first cycles, although the hardening rate was higher. The stronger 
constraints reduced hardening since the stress level was higher and thus the lifetime 
(cf. Figure 4.3) was shorter. In physical metallurgical terms one could argue that 
fracture occurs when plastic strain was exhausted as a stress relief mechanism and 
stresses only can be relieved by structural damage (crack initiation) [25]. But under 
the present experimental conditions the bulk strain hardening cannot be considered 
as a single controlling parameter that is capable of predicting the TMF lifetime. The 
TSR and the Paris’crack growth law parameter Cp will be considered as alternative 
parameters.  
First, the TSR parameter was computed before the experimental tests to evaluate 
independently conventional and non-conventional TMF damage and lifetime. Figure 
4.8 shows an inverse relation between mechanical strain range (Δεm) and TSR. 
Furthermore, the lifetime estimation of conventional and non-conventional setups by 
the TSR parameter produces reasonable agreement with the experimental results. By 
decreasing the TSR values in the conventional setups, the  Δεm is increasing and 
consequently the lifetime reduced (cf. Figure 4.3). This behavior was also observed in 
non-conventional setups, i.e. the larger TSR value of 50_50 % setup was associated 
with longer lifetime and lower Δεm compared to the 65_30 % setup. Nevertheless, there 
was not a one-to-one correspondence between the TSR values and the TMF lifetime 
when amalgamating the data of conventional and non-conventional setups. This is 
illustrated in  Figure 4.3, where 100 % and 50_50 % setups (TSR = 0) resulted in 
different experimental lifetime for all notch sizes. Therefore, the TSR is not an 
appropriate candidate to accurately predict the lifetime. The reason is that this 
parameter does not reflect the effect of physical phenomena such as hardening and 
stress relaxation. 
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Figure 4.8. Mechanical strain range vs TSR for conventional and non-conventional setups. 
Regarding the plastic strain, the data showed that Δ𝜀̅̅̅̅ 𝑝 is a determining factor which 
limits TMF lifetime (larger Δ𝜀̅̅̅̅ 𝑝 leads to shorter lifetime). However, Δ?̅?𝑝 is a direct 
consequence of the characteristic plastic strain in the first cycle described in section 
4.2.3 and Figure 4.3. A comparison based on Δ𝜀̅̅̅̅ 𝑝 is made for the 50_50 % and 100 % 
setups (with equal Δεm). The data listed in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 show that the 
50_50 % setup exhibits less hardening than the 100% full constraint setup, but also 
that in the 50_50 % setup the 50 % σmax threshold is reached faster; reflecting the 
higher hardening rate and thus a larger maximum positive stress in the first cycle for 
50_50 % setup. In Figure 4.4  (top), it is observed that incremental hardening in the 
100 % setup is noticeably larger and linked to larger plastic strain in the first cycle. 
Both 100% and 50_50 % setups have the same mechanical strain range, and since the 
plastic strain in the first cycle of these two settings is different (the higher value for 
the 100 % setup), therefore the elastic part has to be different as well, indicating the 
lower yield stress in the 50_50 % setup, cf. Table 4.3, which implies a higher crack 
opening stress in the latter setup. In fact, the ratio of εp(100 %)/εp(50_50 %) = 7.45 
for the 0.1 mm notched sample in the first cycle, corresponds to a lifetime extension 
of 51.7 % in the 100 % setup (section 4.2.3). One could probably argue that by the 
increased plastic strain in the first cycle of the 100 % setup the crack tip at the notch 
was plastically sharpened. This would lead to local hardening at the graphite particle 
tips, which would induce increased crack propagation resistance and an increased 
lifetime. These experimental data reiterate that the theoretical TSR value is unable 
to capture accurately the TMF process.  
It is evident that the 75 % and 65_30 % experimental setups exhibit the largest and 
shortest lifetimes, respectively. However, it is not evident to directly compare the 
conventional and non-conventional loading conditions. Figure 4.9 exhibits the Cp 
values of the Paris’crack growth law as a function of the constraint (γ) for the three 
conventional setups (γ = 75, 100 and 125 %). The tendency can be approximated by 
a second order polynomial and by extension this curve allows to associate an 
equivalent γ’ to the non-conventional experimental setup. This γ’ represents an 
effective equivalent constraint in a conventional setup that replicates the lifetime of 
the non-conventional setups. The γ’ value was computed for the non-conventional 





the lifetimes of the 5 tests are ranked in ascending order of (equivalent) γ’, then it can 
be seen that larger values of γ’ lead to shorter lifetime, cf. Figure 4.10. The equivalence 
of the effective constraint γ’ was validated experimentally and it was found that a 
conventional constraint setup with γ = γ’ = 135 % produces a lifetime of N10(γ’= γ =135 
%) = 26 (STD 1.5) which is within experimental error of the lifetime N10(γ’= 65_30 %) = 21 
(STD 3.61) of the specimen in a non-conventional setup with effective constraint γ’= 
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Figure 4.9. Cp coefficient of the Paris Law for each experimental vs constraint factor γ. A second order 
polynomial equation was fitted through the data points, allowing to assign a fictitious single constraint 








































































































Figure 4.10. (A) N10 Lifetime vs Cp coefficient of the Paris Growth Low; (B) N10 Lifetime vs equivalent 
constraint γ’. 
Figure 4.11 shows that Cp is closely related to the bulk plastic strain in both 
conventional and non-conventional setups, which clearly illustrates that plastic strain 
affects lifetime. It is also observed in Figure 4.10 that the Cp (or γ’) coefficient, as 
opposed to the TSR parameter, actually resolves the difference in lifetime between 
the 100 % and 50_50 % experimental setups. Therefore, it is clear that the equivalent 
constraint γ’ has effectively captured the effect of hardening and initial plastic strain, 
in conventional and non-conventional setups, on lifetime. 
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Figure 4.11. Plastic strain range of 4th, 40th and N10 cycle for all tested setups as a function of the Cp 
coefficient of the Paris’ crack growth law. 
Nevertheless, Cp is not a parameter with a predictive value, as it is a fitted parameter 
from experimental data reflecting plastic strain. In order to obtain a predictive 
parameter, it requires a mechanical model that is able to reliably predict the evolution 
of plastic strain, not only in the stable regime, but also in the preceding initial cycles. 
This is a strong motivation to investigate on smooth specimens the crack initiation 
stage as it might provide additional insight in the gradual accumulation of plastic 
strain in subsequent cycles. 
4.6. Conclusion 
A new kind of TMF test was defined, which better mimics the engine operational 
behavior. In contrast to a conventional laboratory test, in the new setup (non-
conventional) the constraint was different at low and high temperatures. The new 
setup has revealed that the plastic strain of the first cycle and the ensuing hardening 
behavior and lifetime are drastically modified by retaining the thermal contraction 
during the subsequent cooling cycle. Specifically, comparing with a conventional setup 
(with a constant constraint) under the same mechanical strain range, the lifetime was 
shorter in the non-conventional constraint setup, which exhibited a lower plastic strain 
and higher tensile stress in the first fatigue cycle. 
The crack growth behavior under the various constraint conditions that were 
considered here, was successfully modeled with the Paris’crack growth law and the 
Manson-Coffin relation. Despite each method is founded in different phenomena and 
scales, their output were in good agreement with experimental results indicating that 
they are not excluding but complementing each other. Furthermore, it was found that 
the Paris’crack growth law coefficient, Cp, is a reliable indicator of the TMF lifetime. 
On the basis of the Cp value, an effective constraint, γ’, was defined which reflects the 
equivalent constant constraint γ, yielding an identical lifetime in a conventional setup. 
However, this equivalent constraint γ’, can only be determined experimentally and 
therefore does not have a predictive capacity for lifetime simulations, hence, the 





The plastic strain evolution was found to be related to the evolution of the KAM 
values. The data revealed that the competition between hardening and stress 
relaxation produced an increase of KAM values early in the first cycle due to rapid 
plastic strain rise. Furthermore, it was found that the calculated KAM value at 50 % 
σ remains stable up to N10 lifetime at the crack propagation zone, reflecting the 
inherent stress concentration of the crack tip. In contrast, in the bulk of the sample, 
away from the crack tip, the KAM value is reduced from its 50 % σ value due to 
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Chapter 5. Microstructural characterization of TMF 
crack propagation path  
“If they come and they see you praying to the sky, will go away.” 
Grabriel Meluk 
echanical behavior, Microstructure, and Processes are the three corners of the 
well-known material science triangle describing the interdependence of 
phenomena involved in materials science. In the present case, process is associated 
with CGI casting. CGI mechanical behavior was studied in chapter 4; by monitoring 
the hysteresis loops it was possible to determine lifetime, plastic strain, and hardening 
among other mechanical material responses. Such behavior is the direct consequence 
of imposing boundary conditions prevailing during diesel engine operations, 
extensively described in chapter 3. In consequence, the subsequent step is to 
investigate the evolution of the CGI microstructure and its relation to the mechanical 
response. This chapter reports on the microstructural investigation, such as e.g. crack 
surface observation and its relation with the imposed boundary conditions. Not only 
the CGI graphite particle distribution is considered but also its effect on crack path, 
which could be regarded as the physical evidence of the mechanical response. 
5.1. Introduction 
Each material has a characteristic response under a given set of physical boundary 
conditions. Furthermore, the material is able to dynamically evolve according to the 
imposed loads [1, 2]. In consequence, identifying the material’s microstructure 
condition is a necessary prerequisite to understand the mechanical response of the 
material under external loads. 
In general, TMF lifetime is classified as Low Cycle Fatigue, meaning that 
unavoidably, a fatigue failure occurs after early or even instantaneous crack initiation 
and short propagation [3-6]. However, from the design point of view such crack 
initiation can be deliberately delayed by implementing several strategies [3]. For 
instance, stress concentrators are mitigated by designing rounded shoulders whereas 
bores are strategically positioned to avoid thin sections. Additionally, crack initiation 
sources can be controlled during manufacturing (casting, machining, heat treatment) 
and assembly. With regard to manufacturing, casting aims for homogeneous cooling 
and feeding rates, avoiding porosities, lack of filling, segregation or contractions among 
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other defects [7], whereas machining operations are controlled to minimize roughness, 
residual stress and residual plastic strain left by cut (shear) operations [8, 9]. Finally, 
and before imposing service TMF conditions, Heat Treatment and assembly are 
performed. The former is intended to homogenize, harden and/or transform the 
material microstructure, which also may involve residual stresses. The assembly stage 
implies fitting elements, controlling tolerances and misalignments as sources of stress 
and constraint [10]. 
Once in service, the TMF regime is responsible for crack initiation by means of a 
mechanism that depends on the interaction of Boundary conditions and Material 
microstructure. Regarding CGI, the proposed damage initiation mechanism is the 
delamination of graphite particles from the surrounding metal matrix [11, 12] whereas 
crack propagation is reported to be related to graphite distribution [12]. In most 
materials, stable propagating cracks can be identified and even tracked e.g. by 
Nondestructive Testing (NDT) techniques along extensive surfaces or volumes. 
Examples are X-rays, magnetic-particles, dye penetrant inspection, ultrasound or eddy 
currents [13-15]. Nevertheless, changes in the microstructure are more difficult to 
monitor or trace in a non-destructive manner unless high energy synchrotron 
radiations is used. XRD, SEM, and EBSD measurements are reference tools for 
microstructural characterization, but they are of a destructive nature.  
The findings reported in the literature indicate that studying crack initiation and 
propagation in CGI is a complex task that should be initiated by accurately 
characterizing the material microstructural condition before and after testing. The 
general CGI characterization presented in chapter 3 is the starting point to 
understand the variations in mechanical response under different TMF loading 
conditions (cf. chapter 4). This chapter aims to establish a solid ground of the As 
Cast and failed condition of the CGI, in order to link microstructure to crack initiation 
and propagation. Also, this chapter aims to connect the microstructure and 
mechanical response as reported in Chapter 4, which is a basis for further and 
specialized research on crack initiation and propagation, as reported in further 
chapters. 
5.2. Crack surface  
The crack surface of conventional and non-conventional failed samples (literature 
and FEA based setups, respectively) was observed using SE in SEM. In general, the 
failed surfaces did not reveal any differences between the setups. An example is shown 
in Figure 5.1, where the fracture of a smooth specimen tested under over constraint 
conditions is presented (γ = 125 %). In the figure, a fracture surface is shown that is 
clearly divided in two sections. The largest area, cf. Fig. 5.1.A, corresponds to the 
TMF crack propagation zone (of which a detail is shown in Fig. 5.1.B), whereas the 
final fracture part is the smaller area on the left hand side of Figure 5.1 A. The smooth 
and some notched specimens (0.1 mm) presented an unusual non concentric crack 
propagation path, cf. Figure 5.1. Typically, uniaxial TMF crack propagation is 








Figure 5.1. Fracture surface of smooth sample tested under over constraint (γ = 125) condition A) 
overview and B) detail of the fatigue crack propagation area. 
 
Figure 5.2.Crack propagation area due to TMF fatigue showing micro dimples (pink arrow), delamination 
(yellow dotted lines), multiple secondary cracks (crack branching shown in red lines) and a few cleavage 
planes (solid blue line). 
The details of the TMF fracture surface are illustrated by several fractography 
images in Figure 5.2. It can be seen that the fracture surface contains a mixture of 
micro dimples (see the red arrow in Fig. 5.2. A) and some cleavage planes (See the 
blue lines in Fig. 5.2. B). A third feature of the crack surface was the presence of 
multiple secondary cracks (See the red lines in Fig. 5.2. D). These features are found 
in a wide range of length scales. The secondary cracks were found close to graphite 
particles, but also in graphite free areas where a direct relation between secondary 




cracking and the presence of graphite particles is not immediately obvious. A fourth 
characteristic of the TMF fracture surface are the large amounts of delaminated 
graphite particles. In Figure 5.2. B, C and D debonded compacted and nodular 
graphite particles are revealed with yellow dotted lines (detail C exhibits a 2.2 μm 
gap). In the images the connection between delaminated particles and secondary 
cracks cannot be observed. 
5.3. Cracks cross sectional observation 
5.3.1. Crack path, notch size and test setup 
Figure 5.3 presents an overview of the crack paths (highlighted in red) as a function 
of the notch size and setup. Qualitatively, meandering crack paths were observed, 
mainly linking flake graphite particles and avoiding graphite nodules (consider the 
nodule graphite particles on 125%, 0.5 - 50_50%, 0 - 75% constraint and 0.2 mm notch 
size, respectively), see orange and yellow watermarks. Additionally, several short 
secondary cracks were detected, not all of them necessarily connected to the main 
crack, of which the length and number will be studied in the section below. 
Furthermore, it was observed that at samples of which the notch size was larger or 
equal to 0.2 mm, the crack was effectively forced to initiate at the notch. However, at 
0.1 mm notched samples, the crack was not necessarily notch-initiated. This 
remarkable event will be addressed later in this chapter (cf. section 5.3.3). 
Microstructurally speaking, a heterogeneous graphite length distribution was observed 
in all the samples as well as randomly distributed clusters of flake and nodular 
















 Figure 5.3. Overview of crack paths developed in TMF samples at N10 under different experimental 
boundary conditions for various notch sizes. 
5.3.2. Secondary cracks analysis 
The length of every secondary crack observed in a single random cross section of 66 
failed samples (from all setups and notch sizes, see Figure 5.3) was measured and 
sorted, whereby cracks with length higher or smaller than 200 μm were listed in 
different categories. Figure 5.4 contains a statistical distribution of the average crack 
branches as a function of test severity (left hand side axis) and notch size (right hand 
125 % 
75% 
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side axis). Based on the data, it could be inferred that the number of long and short 
branches (> 200 and < 200 μm respectively) slightly increases with the boundary 
conditions and decrease with the notch size. However, the plot is based on arbitrary 
sample cross sections, whereby the 3D characteristics of the crack surface are ignored. 
Therefore, this is a strong motivation to perform a 3D study of the crack path and its 
interactions with the microstructural features of the metallic matrix and the graphite 
particles cf. chapter 7. 
 
Figure 5.4. Number of branches found in the TMF samples categorized by test constraint (test severity 
on the left hand side) and notch size (right hand side). 
5.3.3. Comparison between smooth and notched specimens 
Figure 5.5 exhibits two examples of crack paths taken from TMF failed (N10) 
samples (cf. section 5.3.1). The figure shows two failures corresponding to the 
constraint setup 50_50 %: 0.1 mm notch (cf. Figure 5.5 A) and 0.2 mm notch (cf. 
Figure 5.5 B). It is observed that the crack in the sample with a 0.1 mm notch (A), 
has possibly initiated from the right-hand side notch, whereas on the left-hand side 
the crack has not initiated from the notch. However, at the sample with a 0.2 mm 
notch (B), the crack was entirely confined to the notched region, although it is not 
known whether or not the crack has grown concentrically. This can be associated with 
the fact that the 0.2 mm notch is much larger than the average graphite length (44.67 
μm (STDEV 39) see Table 3.3). Conversely, the 0.1 mm notch size is comparable to 
some graphite particles length, i.e. the 0.1 mm notch size is within the 68 % to 95 % 
probability of the graphite length distribution (average ± one or two standard 
deviations, respectively (83 μm to 122 μm)). Thereby, a competition for crack initiation 
sites between the 0.1 mm notch and the delaminated graphite/matrix interface might 
be possible. Regarding the crack path, it was observed that it connects different 
graphite particles, whereby particle delamination along the crack path is the 
preferential mode of fracture. Additionally, it was observed that the crack 
preferentially propagated along flake particles often found in clusters while 








Figure 5.5. Transversal section of 50_50 % tested using 0.1 mm notch (A) and 0.2 mm (B). Loading 
Direction (LD) indicated by the arrows. 
5.3.4. Flake and compacted graphite particles length distribution 
The general geometrical description of graphite particles in casted ingots and Valve 
Bridge materials cf. sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, respectively, 
seems to indicate that average values of microstructural features for both materials 
are comparable, except for the nodularity. However, for the standard deviation of 
graphite density (i.e. number of graphite particles per unit area) a large difference is 
observed. The value of data dispersion for casted ingots is 63.8 (particles/mm2)  
whereas at the valve bridge it is 7.6. This indicates that graphite particles in the 
casted material are not homogeneously distributed but possibly clustered providing a 
possible approach to quantify the graphite clustering observed in Figure 5.3 and 
Figure 5.5. Consequently, and considering the possible role of flake graphite in crack 
initiation, the distribution of graphite length in both materials was studied. To this 
end, images of minimum 6X3 mm2 were taken from 66 different TMF failed samples. 
Additionally, an image of 29 mm2 from the engine VB material was used to 
characterize the graphite length in engine material. In the latter case, the studied area 
was taken parallel to the cylinder cover and as close as possible to the surface, allowing 
to quantify a realistic view of the VB microstructure exposed to the compression and 
TMF cycles in the engine cylinder. 
Graphite flake length distribution of the above-mentioned samples is shown in 
Figure 5.6. Based on these data, it could be said that the two materials exhibit similar 
trends. The general tendency shows a larger amount of short flakes in the TMF tested 
specimens. However, and in order to compare local distributions, graphite particles 
were analyzed from a randomly selected TMF sample according to the areas 
denominated “1”, “2” and “3”, cf. Figure 5.7. The comparison between TMF samples 
and the three areas allows to quantify the presence of graphite clusters. It is evident 
that graphite length distribution in the area “1”, “2” and “3” does not completely obey 
the general material trend. It is revealed that cluster 1 contains a few graphite 
particles of which the length is comparable with 0.1 mm notch size. This proofs that 
some graphite particles can represent a flaw in the material of equal dimension to a 
0.1 mm notch. 
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Figure 5.6. Comparison of various graphite length distributions. Particles with the length below 7 μm 
were not considered. (Bin size 2.7 μm). 
 
Figure 5.7. Failed sample from 65_30 setup using 0.6 μm notch. Areas 1, 2 and 3 are used for a detailed 
statistical analysis. 
5.3.5. Mixed intergranular and transgranular crack path 
EBSD was used to characterize the nature of the crack path. Figure 5.8 shows the 
cross section of a failed sample, tested under 65_30 % boundary conditions whereby 
black areas represent graphite particles, white areas the propagated crack, and the 
remaining colored areas are associated with the crystallographic orientation of the 
metal matrix (according to the IPF color key). From the figure, it can be observed 
that the crack propagates partly according to transgranular and intergranular modes, 
whereby graphite particles are involved in the crack path. This finding is in accordance 
with the fracture surface observations. However, due to the large scanning step size 
(6 μm) and post processing of data, only a few secondary cracks can be distinguished. 
Furthermore, it is observed that that the crack path is not necessarily perpendicular 








Figure 5.8. Cross section from failed TMF sample with 0.2 mm notch size, tested under 65_30 % setup. 
Graphite particles are shown in black, whereas white indicates the crack, and colors indicate the matrix 
crystallographic orientations according to the enclosed IPF color key. 
5.4. Graphite particles crystallography 
For micromechanical reasons, and most noticeably because graphite has high 
anisotropy, it is of importance to gather information on the local crystallography of 
the graphite phase. A sample from AC material was measured by X-ray diffraction 
on the Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer in Bragg-Brentano geometry according to 
the following settings: graphite monochromator, Vantec position sensitive detector, 
Co Kα radiation, divergence slit 6A16 without scatter screen, acceleration voltage 45 
kV and the current of 35 mA. The sample was spinning at 30 rpm while measuring 
in coupled θ - 2 θ scan mode over a domain of 10˚ - 110˚, with a step size of 0.035˚ in 
2θ and a counting time of 2 s per step.  
Figure 5.9 shows the XRD pattern plotted using the Bruker software Diffrac.EVA 
vs 4.2.2. In the figure, a strong graphite peak was observed at low angle (31˚) and a 
weak signal was detected at high angle (93.3˚), illustrating the presence of a crystalline 
graphite phase in AC CGI.    





Figure 5.9. XRD pattern obtained from a CGI sample taken from the casted ingots used in TMF. 1  
Inspired by the previous result, extensive research was carried out in order to 
establish the crystallographic orientations of individual graphite particles in 2D 
arbitrary sections. The aim was twofold: (i) to understand the graphite growth 
mechanism so as to correlate the solidified graphite microstructure with the graphite 
mechanical response under TMF conditions; (ii) to use this knowledge in more realistic 
TMF models. Consequently, three research tracks were started: (i) optimizing the 
SEM parameters to enhance the emission of secondary electrons from graphite in CGI 
during EBSD observations. To this purpose electron-graphite interactions were 
modeled using Monte Carlo based simulations finding that lower accelerating voltage 
and larger spot size increase the secondary electron emission. However, such 
parameter settings reduce significantly the SEM resolution. In consequence, SEM 
observation parameters were fixed on 15 KeV. (ii) Regarding sample preparation, 
conventional metallography for EBSD (finishing with 45 min of polishing with 0.04 
μm colloidal silica suspension), FIB and plasma assisted sample preparation were 
separately implemented to smooth the graphite surface and improve the EBSD signal. 
However, no conclusive data were obtained [16]. (iii) Because with conventional 
sample preparation only blurred patterns were obtained, dictionary EBSD was 
implemented [17]. The dictionary EBSD software is an open source software that was 
developed by Yu Hui Chem et al. [17] and can be downloaded from GitHub. The 
offline method uses the SEM parameters and microscope geometry to calculate by 
means of quantum mechanics theory the interactions between SEM electrons and the 
observed sample. By simulating a large quantity of interactions events, theoretical 
Kikuchi patterns (including noise) are generated for the given observational conditions 
and compared one to one with the experimentally observed images. Afterward, the 
measured and simulated patterns were compared by a dedicated algorithm that proves 
sufficiently accurate to index even the very blurred patterns observed in the current 
investigation. Hence, the dictionary EBSD technique seems to be an effective but, 
                                                     
1 Test performed by Richard Huizenga from X-Ray diffraction facilities in Tu-Delft / Department of 






unfortunately, very slow methodology to determine graphite particles crystallinity or 
orientation. 
Figure 5.10 shows the most promising results of the so called dictionary EBSD 
method. After conventional metallographic sample preparation for EBSD, five 
patterns were collected from the shown nodule graphite particle. With the dictionary 
EBSD method these five patterns could be indexed with a reasonable pattern 
similarity of 0.841 to 0.862. The observed result appears to indicate that the graphite 
particle grew radially in accordance with the conventional cast iron solidification 
theory [18]. However, the actual results originated from a single graphite particle and 
there are, as yet, no criteria to draw conclusions on the reliability based on the 
obtained pattern similarity values. Dedicated computing resources are required to 
reduce the computing time, which mounted up to several days for these limited 
results.  
 
Figure 5.10. Measured and calculated Kikuchi patterns from a selected sector of a nodular graphite. 
5.5. Discussion  
Figure 5.11 relates lifetime and notch size for some of the test setups (smooth 
specimens included as 0.0 notch). It is obvious that the data follow a soft trend of 
increasing the lifetime by reducing the notch size. However, it is evident that the slope 
of the curve drastically changes when smooth specimens are included in the graph 
and considered as unnotched samples. In order to clarify this behavior, the current 
data are compared with literature experiments under total constraint (γ = 100 %) 
using CGI from an engine cylinder head [19]. It is found that the data reported by 
Ghodrat CGI [20] are in agreement with the actual lifetime results using notched 
specimens. However, this does not fit for the smooth specimens in this work. 
Consequently, it appears relevant to investigate the origin of this discrepancy. 




























Figure 5.11. Lifetime vs notch size for different test setups. The graph includes lifetime data reported by 
Ghodrat under total constraint [19, 20]. 
It was found that the secondary cracks, appearing in all the setups, were slightly 
increased with the test severity (cf. section 5.3.2) and mildly decreased with the notch 
size. Such observation indicates that test severity extends the plastic strain zone at 
the notch tip and graphite particles. According to Figure 5.11 this might be 
responsible for crack initiation since an identical setup for different notch sizes leads 
to different lifetime. Consequently, crack initiation away from the notch (0.1 mm 
notch size) and not concentrically propagating cracks are indicative of an unexpected 
stress concentration source, possibly explaining the drop in lifetime observed for 
smooth and 0.1 mm notched specimens. Regarding the CGI microstructure, it is found 
that the delamination of the graphite phase from the metal matrix is the most 
commonly observed defect in CGI, of which the effect may be intensified by the 
formation of graphite particle clusters. 
The general quantification of the graphite particle size distribution has led to the 
conclusion that there is a large population of short graphite particles, cf. Figure 5.6. 
It was also found that such description does not represent the local graphite 
distribution in clusters that were optically observed and which produced an increase 
of the standard deviation of graphite number density. According to this parameter, 
the distance between graphite centroids in the currently investigated material ranges 
from 53.2 to 66.0 μm whereas for engine VB material as used by Ghodrat [20] it ranges 
from 61.1 to 62.8 μm. It is clear that the distance between graphite centroids in the 
current material does not only exhibit a larger variation but also that the average 
distance is lower. This leads to the reasonable assumption that it is more probable to 
observe interaction between the stress fields surrounding the graphite particles in the 
material currently under investigation, which is reference cast material. This material 
should be compared with the VB engine material investigated by Ghodrat under the 
same conditions. 
For the two different materials under investigation (ingots and engine cylinder 






particles in the engine material (B) are more homogeneously distributed and their 
length and shape exhibit less scatter, but also particles are not clustered (compare A 
to B in Figure 5.12).  
 
Figure 5.12. CGI Microstructure of the TMF tested sample (A) which is tested in this work and VB 
engine cylinder head sample as tested by Ghodrat (B). 
Although it is clear that the origin of lifetime reduction of smooth specimens must 
be related to microstructural features increasing stress concentration, current data do 
not allow to rise quantitative conclusions or to identify a damage mechanism. 
Qualitatively it can be said that there is a negative correspondence between 
heterogeneous microstructure and lifetime. In consequence, it is necessary to 
independently characterize crack initiation and propagation as subsequent events. 
5.6. Conclusions 
Current results indicate that crack propagation is related to the graphite 
distribution and shape. The non-concentrically propagating cracks and crack initiation 
away from the notch might be induced by the heterogeneous distribution of graphite 
particles in clusters. However, the mechanisms are not yet known, which therefore 
will be the subject of a subsequent study. To this aim interrupted tests, in-situ 
measurements and 3D microstructural characterization will be carried out. 
In general, it can be said that heterogeneous microstructures are responsible for 
TMF lifetime reduction when smooth specimens are used in the tested setups. 
However, it is not known whether lifetime reduction is due to crack initiation or 
propagation. 
Furthermore, the current results indicate that crack propagation is related to the 
graphite distribution, whereby delaminated vermicular graphite particles proved to 
be more susceptive for crack enhancement than delaminated nodules.  
It was found that the general microstructural characterization performed in chapter 
3 did not clearly reveal the heterogeneities that are of relevance in the TMF tested 
material. Since in chapter 3, the aim was to statistically represent the microstructure 
of the entire material, the large size of the investigated area averaged out the local 
heterogeneities. In consequence, only the comparison between notched and smooth 
specimens, has revealed the influence of microstructural features on lifetime.  
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Chapter 6. Crack initiation: semi in-situ observation 
of thermomechanical fatigue in compacted graphite 
iron 
 “Our tragedies are only as big as we make them.” 
Charles Chaplin 
n this chapter the TMF study is further extended. This chapter includes analysis 
and discussion of the crack initiation mechanism. To this purpose a semi in-situ 
experiment was carried out allowing to observe crack initiation as it happens in the 
early stages of the TMF phenomenon. The proposed method consisted of interrupting 
a TMF test by SEM observation on a split sample aiming to reveal the key factors of 
crack initiation. The microstructural data, including the graphite particle features 
together with local plastic strain observations, were combined in a comprehensive 
analysis of crack initiation. 
6.1. Introduction 
Conventional mechanical testing rigs are dedicated devices to accurately measure 
the material response to imposed boundary conditions such as strain, stress or 
temperature. However, this approach does not allow to precisely monitor the 
microstructural evolution occurring during the test and inevitably, microstructural 
characterization has to be performed before and after the test. Alternatively, in-situ 
observation tests aim to monitor the microstructural changes while the material is 
under mechanical or thermal load. In-situ techniques require to be carefully tuned for 
specific applications; e.g. heat treatments [1, 2] or mechanical tests can be performed 
in TEM [3, 4], SEM [5-7], X-Ray diffraction [8, 9] or Micro-Tomography [10] facilities. 
This allows to observe in-situ phenomena such as slip, texture change, dynamic 
recrystallization or damage under external loading conditions. Although, this is a 
suitable technique to gauge the effect of external boundary conditions to local 
microstructural changes, the procedure has some limitations as it cannot always be 
guaranteed that the in-situ loading conditions are truly representative for the acting 
loading conditions during operational use of a material nor can it be guaranteed that 
the in-situ test can be compared flawlessly with standard testing methods. Differences 
between in-situ and standard testing conditions may occur in terms of sample size, 
gripping conditions, loading rate and capacity, atmospheric conditions and heating or 
cooling rates among others. 
I 





Severe conditions of a critical nature may arise in some power elements such as 
exhaust manifolds [11-13] and cylinder heads [14-16] of heavy duty truck engines. In 
particular, the Valve Bridge (VB) areas that are located between the intake and the 
exhaust valve bores of the diesel engine cylinder head are under continuous OP TMF 
conditions. Constraints originating at mechanical fits, fixations, misalignments 
together with the temperature distribution along the cylinder head, lead to 
constrained thermal expansion during engine start-up (leading to high temperature 
compression at the VB), and retention of thermal contraction after engine shut-down 
(leading to room temperature tension in the VB).  
In literature, the reports on OP TMF in CGI, the crack initiation and lifetime have 
been studied under experimental conditions that aim to reproduce the real engine 
operational conditions until failure [17, 18], whereby microstructural results are 
reported on post-mortem samples or samples obtained from interrupted tests [19]. 
Crack initiation and propagation can be monitored in real time in a SEM microscope 
equipped with an in-situ test rig suited for OP TMF. For instance, Zhang and Liu 
[20] used notched aluminum specimens to speed up crack initiation and monitor crack 
propagation. They observed crack closure during compression and uniform crack 
growth only in a fraction of the tensile part of the cycle. Despite their important 
findings, the test was limited to plane stress condition (sample thickness and width 
0.86 and 8 mm, respectively). Likewise, Jacobsson et al. [21] carried out in-situ 
isothermal fatigue tests on Inconel 718 samples. Both In Phase (IP) and OP TMF 
modes were applied with two different temperature ranges, from 300˚C to 550˚C, and 
from 300˚C to 630˚C, respectively. The comparison showed that maximum 
temperature of IP and OP TMF was a decisive parameter for crack propagation rate 
and fracture morphology. However, the size of the testing device involved limitations 
in heating and cooling rates since the former was achieved by electrical heating of the 
gauge length, whereas the latter was obtained by cooling the sample grips. 
In order to combine the boundary conditions of a conventional TMF testing 
equipment with monitoring the microstructural evolution during the test, in this 
research a semi in-situ approach was developed. Respecting the sample dimensions 
described in the European Code of Practice [22], a testing setup was designed that 
allowed to disassemble the TMF sample for intermediate microstructural observation 
(cf. section 3.3.3). The semi in-situ approach is an approximation of a fully in-situ 
test, whereby a single sample is monitored for mechanical and microstructural 
characterization in subsequent steps. 
Although the effects of thermal and mechanical loads on CGI tested under TMF 
were well investigated by monitoring the stress evolution, the role of graphite in crack 
initiation is not well documented considering the current literature. Therefore, the 
aim of this Chapter is twofold: (i) to monitor the CGI microstructural evolution under 
TMF loading conditions and (ii) to link the microstructural observations to 








6.2. Semi in-situ measurements 
6.2.1. SEM observations 
Dedicated images from SEM were recorded along the internal side of both halves of 
the smooth semi in-situ sample, before and after each TMF step (cf. Figure 3.13, 
repeated below as Figure 6.1). 
























Figure 6.1.  Steps from 1 to 7 when the total constraint test was stopped. The reference point 0 is the 
condition of the As Cast sample surface after machining and metallographic sample preparation. 
The observations started at the step zero (as machined condition) tracking one 
hundred particles distributed from the edge to the core of the samples in the center 
of the gauge length. At this point, neither graphite particles nor the sample matrix 
and surface contained observable damage (delamination nor cracks). During the first 
half of the first TMF cycle corresponding to steps 1 and 2, (high temperature 
compression) the condition remained.  
It was only after the introduction of tensile stress during the cooling stage at the 
end of the first cycle (step 3 in Figure 6.1) that two important phenomena emerged:  
(i) delamination of the metal matrix from graphite particles and (ii) connection of 
graphite particles by short cracks. Such phenomena were clearly observed in two areas 
of the sample: in the bulk and at the edges (cf. Figure 6.2 A). In the bulk area only 
particles approximately perpendicular to the Loading Direction (LD) were 
delaminated (cf. Figure 6.2 B). In contrast, along the sample edges (cf. Figure 6.2 C), 
most of the graphite particles were delaminated and some neighboring compacted 
graphite particles were connected by an extended crack that appears to have been 
arrested after linking one or two graphite particles.  
Although the observation of the sample edge was limited to an arbitrary 2D plane, 
it could be seen that the cracks propagated more frequently across vermicular clusters 
than across isolated particles. Conversely, nodular graphite particles were not linked 
by cracks, even being initially delaminated from the matrix and located at the sample 
surface. The 2D measurement of cracks at the end of the first cycle (step 3) revealed 
that the initial crack size varies from 80 μm to 120 μm (measurement was carried out 
perpendicularly to the loading direction from the sample edge). 
The identified edge cracks and bulk delaminated particles were traced down to step 
7 (Figure 6.1), which corresponds to 10 TMF cycles. However, no further growth was 





observed neither of the edge cracks nor of the bulk delamination. The Paris‘crack 
growth law was used to estimate the crack growth rate. It was found that 13 cycles 
would be required to produce 10 μm of growth from a stable crack of 80 μm at the 
sample surface. Since only 10 cycles were applied and no crack growth was revealed, 
it is proposed that crack propagation was not possible to be measured due to the 
necessary polishing steps that removed in total ~9.1 μm depth. In consequence, 
material removal could have hidden the observation of crack propagation. 
 
Figure 6.2 SEM images of the semi in-situ sample edges and bulk observed at the end of the 1st cycle 
(step 3). 
6.2.2. KAM evolution 
Figure 6.3 reveals the matrix average KAM evolution during the semi in-situ test. 
Regarding the evolution from step zero to one, the figure indicates that the large 
KAM value measured before testing is rapidly reduced. The latter shows that high 
temperature has led to recovery of the lattice defects (sensitive to the KAM 
parameters) introduced by sample manufacturing and TMF compression during the 
first TMF step. Consequently, between steps one and two, the reduction in average 
KAM persisted during the holding time under the action of high temperature and 
mechanical compressive load. Next, from the second to the third step, the first TMF 
cycle finishes by switching from compression to tension, and from high temperature 
to room temperature. The new conditions have led to a subtle increase of the KAM 
reflecting the introduction of lattice defects due to plastic strain in tension and absence 





































































Figure 6.3. Schematic temperature, measured maximum tensile stress, and KAM evolution of the matrix 
of the semi in-situ sample. Error bars on the average KAM values represent the standard deviation of the 
KAM distribution function. 
The second cycle was initiated at step 3 and arrested after the heating stage in step 
4. Although this cycle fraction is equivalent to the interval from zero to one, the KAM 
reduction was not as significant as in the first cycle. The latter indicates that the 
lattice defects introduced in the microstructure due to sample manufacturing was 
significant and the action of keeping the sample at 420˚C during 30 s in the first cycle 
strongly enhanced recovery. Nevertheless, during the temperature rise stage of the 
second cycle (from step 3 to 4) only little KAM reduction was observed since 
significant recovery has already occurred in the previous cycle. From the second cycle 
onwards, the average KAM value rises slightly with the number of steps and cycles 
indicating that damage is being accumulated due to compressive and tensile strain, 
whereas the effect of temperature induced recovery is less pronounced. This behavior, 
is a clear a reflection of the competition between recovery and microstructural change 
due to cyclic plastic strain. 
By observing the maximum stress values, the strain hardening behavior is revealed 
(circle data points). The individual values as well as the trend are in accordance with 
stress results reposted in chapter 4. 
6.3. Discussion 
6.3.1. Semi in-situ crack initiation 
The origin of propagating cracks (crack initiation) in this particular case of TMF in 
CGI is the instantaneous delamination of graphite particles during the tensile 
(cooling) part of the first cycle. These delamination cracks at the sample surface 
connect with graphite delaminated particles at the near subsurface at the end of the 
first cycle. This particular combination of events (delamination and early crack 
coalescence) generates some stable surface cracks that are not necessarily 





interconnected. In further cycles these initial cracks are merged into a major 
propagating crack. 
It is evident that the proposed semi in-situ technique might cause questions on the 
microstructural statistical relevance and issues regarding reliability or reproducibility. 
E.g. there may be side effects of interrupting the test (involving replacing the sample 
and fast heating and cooling rates, among others factors) on the mechanical response. 
Concerning the microstructure evolution, the cross section in the semi in-situ sample 
is generally larger compared with an in-situ sample [6, 8]. By performing larger field 
observations (e.g. SEM and EBSD) the statistical relevance is improved. However, 
replacing the sample and re-alignment might have affected the mechanical response 
and such effect is accumulated as more steps are performed. In order to mitigate such 
effects, the current procedure was limited to the first 10 cycles and was interrupted 
only seven times, focusing on the first cycle (two steps) and afterward extending the 
gap between observations. 
Concerning the adverse effect of concentrated thermal stresses due to high cooling 
rates (in the arresting procedure), it can be said that cooling is an operation related 
to the transition from compression stress to zero stress. The compression linked to 
thermal gradients would not be related to delamination but to residual compression 
stress, of which the positive effect might interact with the negative effect of sample 
misalignment during repositioning. Unfortunately, such effects are difficult to 
differentiate and quantify. 
Regarding the reproducibility of the technique, two considerations can be made: 1) 
it can be validated by comparing stress values observed in the semi in-situ experiment 
with conventional results obtained from uninterrupted tests on solid (not 
disassemblable) samples, tested under the same boundary conditions. The 
conventionally tested samples were machined from the same original material [23]. In 
the first cycle of such a non-interrupted test, a maximum stress was found of 218.4 
( 10.4) MPa, whereas for the semi in-situ a value of 198.12 MPa was observed. The 
difference might have originated from the effect of arresting the test twice before 
reaching the end of the first cycle; 2) furthermore, solid and disassemblable samples 
developed a hardening rate of 10% and 15% in the first cycle, respectively, which is 
an indicator of satisfactory reproducibility of the semi in-situ test. 
The detailed and sequential SE image observation showed that the crack was 
initiated at the end of the first TMF cycle, corresponding to room temperature and 
tensile stress, along the sample edges, whereas only delamination was observed in the 
bulk of the sample (in the same step). Furthermore, it was found that cracks were the 
result of joining graphite particles that were grouped in clustered areas, which is in 
accordance with the graphite density observations, cf. Chapter 5, section 5.5. It is 
relevant to emphasize that cracks were initiated at sample edges of the smooth 
specimen. According to fracture mechanics [24, 25] an approximate elliptical bulk 
crack of length 2a corresponds to a semi-elliptical edge crack of length a. In 
consequence, and according to Irwin [25] for a given crack length a, the plastic zone 
in front of a defect or crack (Equation 6.1) is doubled when the defect is open to the 
surface. Irwin’s calculation involved the stress intensity factor in load mode one “KI” 
(Equation 3.5), whereby the defect size is taken as a (not 2a), and f(g) represents the 





correction to equation 6.1 was used. Thereby the effective plastic zone rp is described 









        (6.1) 
Where KI : the tress intensity factor in load mode one 
ry : static the plastic zone 
σy: the yield stress 
Since delamination was observed in the sample bulk and edges (under total 
constraint) during the first TMF cycle, it is evident that the bonding between graphite 
and matrix was broken (cf. chapter 4 for plastic strain behavior of total constraint 
setup and chapter 8 for matrix-graphite bonding). Therefore, it is reasonable to 
compute Irwin’s plastic zone in front of a crack as a function of the crack length 
corresponding to the size of the delaminated graphite particle. Figure 6.4 was 
constructed by using the experimental maximum stress of 288 MPa measured in 
smooth specimens under total constraint in chapter 4 (Table 4.4), yield strength at 
room temperature from Table 3.1, and Equation 6.1. On the other hand, Figure 6.5 
shows the schematic of the cyclic plastic zone at the tip of the delaminated graphite 
particle (becoming defects, considered as cracks) perpendicularly oriented to the main 
loading direction (vertical direction in the figure). According to the literature [26, 27], 
the cyclic plastic zone is equal to 1/4 of the monotonic plastic zone (Equation 6.1). 
The figures can be used to explain the possible interactions of dynamic plastic zones 
at the end of the first TMF cycle as a consequence of the presence of delaminated 
graphite particles. For instance, if 44.7 μm is taken as the average graphite length (cf. 
Table 3.3), and since graphite particles were delaminated (SE observations), it can be 
read in Figure 6.4 that the dynamic plastic zone rises from 5 to 10 μm comparing bulk 
to edge particles, with abulk = 44 μm /2 and aedge= 44 μm respectively. 
 
Figure 6.4. Plastic zone in front a defect under cyclic loading derived from Irwin’s equation corrected for 
cyclic plasticity. Calculation obtained by using data from solid smooth specimens tested under full 
constraint until failure. 





Regarding the latter example, it is reasonable to propose that the semi in-situ 
measured crack size (from 80 to 120 μm cf. section 6.2.1) is the result of adding the 
average graphite length (44.7 μm cf. Section  5.3.4) to the average distance between 
graphite centroids (59.5 μm), which is bridged by the overlapping cyclic plastic zone 
size (cf. Figure 6.4). 
Figure 6.5 combines the latter factors and illustrates the supposed interaction of 
cyclic plastic zones at the delaminated graphite particles. If during the first TMF 
cycle, delamination occurs in an edge graphite particle, its plastic zone will be able to 
interact with neighboring plastic zones of delaminated bulk particles via overlapping 
plastic zones. Evidently, the model strongly depends on the graphite spatial 
distribution and orientation. It can be said that the observed crack sizes correspond 
to the joined sizes of graphite particles and plastic zones, affected by the directionality 
of the particles. 
 
Figure 6.5. Crack initiation model considering delamination and the cyclic Irwin plastic zone. 
The proposed course of events is an ideal scenario, based among others on the 
average distance between graphite centroids (chapter 5 section 5.5, from 53 to 66 μm). 
This indicates that the theoretical gap to be filled is of the order of 9 to 22 μm ((53 
or 66 ) μm – 2*44/2 μm) when two graphite particles are perfectly aligned. Considering 
the schematic condition of Figure 6.5, it is possible to obtain 10 µm and 5 µm of 
plastic zones from surface and bulk particles, of which the sum can fill up the gap 
between the particle tips. This scenario assumes that a surface particle has an equal 
size compared to a bulk particle, which implicitly assumes that the graphite particles 
was not cut during manufacturing. Instead, it is more probable, though, to consider 
that surface particles have a reduced size as they may be sectioned during turning 
operations. Assuming that their length is cut in half, and using Figure 6.4, the 
dynamic plastic zone of such half graphite particle at the surface would be 5 µm. In 
this the new scenario, the distance to be bridged by the dynamic plastic zones drops 
to 10 µm which is still within the measured gap between particles (from 9 to 22 μm), 





Figure 6.5 is an idealized 2D scenario where graphite particles are aligned, and where 
interaction with other particles is not considered. Consequently, a further step was 
taken in order to connect theoretical calculations with experimental data.  
Since in Figure 6.2 it was observed that the crack path approximately connects 
nearest neighbor graphite particle tips, whilst observing the external boundary 
condition of the applied loading direction. Hence, the distance between these nearest 
neighbor particle tips was considered as the crucial microstructural variable 
controlling the crack propagation features. Therefore, this variable was quantified on 
the 2D image, cf. Figure 6.6. A rigorous analysis was carried out, whereby the distance 
between nearest neighbor graphite particle tips was mapped, cf. Figure 6.6 A. Due to 
the irregular shape of the particles, it was not always immediately clear from the 
visual inspection which was the nearest particle tip. Therefore, for each graphite 
particle tip, three candidates nearest neighbors were selected and the minimum 
distance for each of the 3 candidates was recorded. A database of 200 data points was 
collected for which the distribution is presented in Figure 6.6 B. This distribution 
exhibits an average value of 20.6 µm. Considering the fact that the combined plastic 
zones size are in the range of 15 to 10 µm at the particle tip, it can be seen from the 
distribution of Figure 6.6 B that 25 % of neighboring graphite particles are close 
enough to have the inter-particle distance to be entirely bridged by the (cyclic) plastic 
zone, which will favor the cracks at the tips of these neighboring particles to be 
merged. 
The latter validates the proposed crack initiation event and it is in accordance with 
experimental results where it was observed that few (about 9.5 %) graphite particles 
on the surface led to cracks linking graphite particles. 
 
Figure 6.6. (A) Minimum distance between delamination crack tips associated with graphite particle and 
(B) distribution of this variable. 
6.3.2. Correspondence between semi in-situ and standard tests for 0.0 and 0.1 mm 
notches 
Considering the previous analysis, a second approach was performed to link theory 
and real data. Recalling the occurrence of crack initiation from the 0.1mm  
circumferential notched samples in chapter 5, and using Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5 and 
Figure 6.6, it can be said that in the standard TMF samples (cf. chapter 5) the stress 





concentration due to delaminated particles at the sample surface has led to interaction 
of cyclic plastic zones. Such interactions have produced a larger stress concentration 
than the machined 0.1 mm notch. In other words, the stress concentrations at graphite 
particles could produce a 80 to 120 μm crack, which is comparable with the machined 
0.1 mm notch sample and therefore a mixture of crack initiation within and outside 
of the notch. 
Based on these observations, a correction to the concept of “notch size” is proposed 
for smooth specimens. At this point, it has been shown that at the sample surface of 
smooth specimens most of the graphite particles were delaminated, irrespective of the 
direction with respect to the loading direction. However, it was experimentally 
observed that less than 10 % of this population was involved in surface crack initiation 
(crack linking graphite particles) due to the interaction conditions previously 
described. Since the minimum observed crack length joining graphite particles was 80 
μm (measured perpendicular to the loading direction e.g. Figure 6.2 C), it is reasonable 
to assume that the smooth specimens (chapter 5) tested under TMF, developed cracks 
during the first cycle of which the length was at least 80 μm. In other words, it could 
be considered that a smooth specimen contained an intrinsic surface crack of 80 μm, 
activated under tensile stress in the first TMF cycle. 
Figure 6.7 includes the smooth specimens tested by Ghodrat [28] under total 
constraint (γ = 100 %) using cylinder head CGI material, with a more homogeneous 
graphite structure. These samples are plotted for 45 μm notch size corresponding the 
average vermicular graphite length. The plot also includes smooth specimens of 
chapter 5 plotted with a notch size of 80 μm. By observing the new data behavior, it 
can be seen that a decreasing trend linking lifetime and notch size is produced. The 
latter confirms the assumptions that relate the actual microstructure to an effective 
notch size (45 μm in the case of Ghodrat and 80 μm in the present research). 






















Figure 6.7. Lifetime of TMF samples under different loading conditions including literature data from 
Ghodrat [29]. 
6.3.3. Semi in-situ KAM evolution 
Figure 6.8 combines the described, crack delamination at the end of the first cycle, 
and KAM evolution during the first five TMF steps (semi in-situ sample). The region 





performed (cf. Figure 3.16, section 3.3.3). Specifically, it contains a large graphite 
cluster at the vicinity of the sample edge which is located at a depth from 400 to 750 
μm (approximately), and contains graphite particles with length from 30 μm to 70 
μm.  
Concerning the cluster in Figure 6.8 and in accordance with the findings in section 
6.2.1, during steps one and two, crack initiation or delamination were not observed 
(not shown). However, at the end of the first cycle (step 3), within the mentioned 
cluster, several delaminated particles and short cracks (not linking graphite particles) 
were developed (cf. Figure 6.8 details key and SEM SE images A to E). In accordance 
with earlier findings, the subsurface particles (bulk particles) might delaminate, but 
cracks would not propagate from these particles since the size of their plastic areas is 
too small to facilitate interaction with neighboring particles. Effectively, the observed 
delaminations and short cracks (e.g. Figure 6.8 A.) did not rapidly propagate in the 
first ten tracked cycles, and were possibly generated due to increased stress 
concentration at the graphite cluster. 
Regarding the evolution of the pearlitic matrix presented in the KAM maps for 
several TMF steps (Figure 6.8), it is evident that the KAM contrast sharply decreases 
with the number of cycles up to step 4. In accordance with the detailed observations 
in section 6.2.2, the reduction is followed by an average KAM increase in step 5. The 
observation of the matrix evolution also reveals that the KAM contrast is always 
larger within the graphite cluster (red dotted circled area) compared to the 
surroundings reflecting local stress concentration. It must be noticed that the 
processing of the KAM maps did not include pixels on the graphite particles nor any 
other pixel with a confidence index below 0.01. Furthermore, it has to be noticed that 
the thick diagonal lines on the maps do not correspond to material scratches 
introduced by metallographic sample preparation but originated from sample 
manufacturing. Finally, a proportional relation was observed between the decrease of 
KAM value and matrix recovery. 
 






Figure 6.8. Studied graphite cluster near the geometric center of the semi in-situ tested sample. It is 
indicated the localization of graphite particles (SE and KAM images) where delamination and cracks 
were found at the end of the first cycle. The figure includes a KAM map on the cluster area during the 
first two TMF cycles (steps 1 to 5). Details A to E are indicated by blue circles on the SE image top 









Although it is known that crack initiation is an early event on CGI under OP TMF 
regimes, only by performing a semi in-situ test it was possible to differentiate the 
delamination from the stage of crack initiation and early growth. The described 
innovative technique was successfully executed making it possible to identify that CGI 
samples under total constraint experienced bulk and edge delamination followed by 
edge crack initiation and short edge crack propagation as a result of merging 
delaminated edge graphite particles during the tensile part of the first TMF cycle. 
It was found that the cyclic plastic zone of graphite particles in contact with the 
surface is larger than the one associated with bulk particles. This has led to an increase 
of the probabilities of interaction between particles at the surface and their neighbors 
and therefore the crack initiation only occurred at the sample surface. The loading 
scenario was worsened by the presence of graphite clusters. In such areas, the distance 
between graphite surfaces is reduced and therefore the probability of interaction 
increases and thus the probability for crack initiation has grown. 
In addition, and considering the KAM values derived from EBSD measurements, 
the dedicated setup allowed to observe the competition between recovery and cyclic 
plastic strain during the first TMF cycles. 
The described observations, measurements and conclusions are relevant in view of  
the importance of understanding the complex developing phenomena during the first 
TMF cycles. 
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Chapter 7. Analysis of crack propagation of 
thermomechanical fatigue cracks by 3D EBSD 
“If you want to be happy, be.”  
Leo Tolstoy 
 
rack propagation is a phenomenon that depends on both material and boundary 
conditions. This chapter brings the TMF crack path analysis one step further. 
It deals with the crack propagation, i.e. the phenomenon that covers most of the crack 
surface and sample lifetime. In this chapter, the failed samples (N10), of which the 
thermomechanical properties were studied in chapter 4, will be further analyzed. The 
crack propagation through the metal matrix and the graphite particles will be 
investigated in detail in order to evaluate a crack propagation model. Large 3D 
reconstructions of the microstructure are performed in order to represent the crack 
propagation phenomenon in a stereologically and statistically relevant manner. 
7.1. Introduction 
Probably, the first approaches to understand the 3D nature of complex systems 
were undertaken in biology by ancient civilizations. In such context, animal and 
vegetal bodies were dissected in order to understand the nature, shape and function 
of complex organisms [1-3]. In modern times, in order to understand even more 
complex relations between organs or body parts, freezing, gel, or polymer embedding 
is required to allow parallel sectioning [4, 5] for subsequent observation and analysis. 
Initially, direct eye examination and later optical microscopy were required to 
understand the bodies’ 3D features, shapes and sizes of substructural elements [6]. 
Subsequently, the study of more complex and even smaller organisms, together with 
enhanced technological developments led to modern, (frequently) nondestructive 
devices and techniques such as computed axial tomography [7, 8]. 
Unlike biology, materials’ microstructural components, such as grains, inclusions or 
alloying elements, cannot be physically isolated or dissected for individual 
understanding and later be recombined in a single coherent description. The nature 
of microstructural elements of hard condensed matter, such as metallic alloys, does 
not make them suitable for similar types of cutting edge observation techniques 
applied to soft condensed matter such as biological tissues. Instead, conventional 
C 




metallography uses microscopic 2D descriptions [9] to investigate microstructures and 
obtain insight in the evolutionary phenomena of microstructural formation. 
Originated from the need for understanding macroscopic materials behavior, the 
metallographic observational techniques reveal the microstructural components on a 
scale from Angstrom to millimeter. Similar to the biological field, metallography 
makes use of 2D observations for characterization purposes and tries to correlate these 
2D observations to 3D existing features by stereological and statistical methods. This 
is of particular interest to obtain specific detailed information on features such as 
crack initiation, grain morphology, networks of porosities, complex interfaces, 
precipitates or intergranular phases [10-12] among others. 
In some cases, the stereological methods applied on 2D images are insufficient to 
obtain a precise 3D description of the microstructure. In these cases, a 3D microscopic 
observation technique is required, such as serial sectioning and reconstruction of the 
3D volume. Such 3D observation technique can be applied to analyze failure behavior 
such as crack initiation and propagation, on a scale from micrometer to millimeter 
[13]. In order to create such images, various 3D (automated) sectioning techniques are 
available such as LASER ablation, microtoming, Focused Ion Beam (FIB) or manual 
sectioning. These techniques can be combined with different types of microscopy, 
either optical or electron microscopy, i.e. SEM. Another advanced technique for 3D 
reconstruction and observation is Atom Probe Tomography (APT), [14] which allows 
for 3D observation on the nanoscale. This makes it particularly suitable to study 
known phenomenon such as segregation [15-17]. In another approach, 3D observations 
of the external surface is performed by laser confocal microscopy and is applied in 
fields as tribology [18, 19] and failure analysis [20] by recording topography images 
from nanometer to millimeter scale. Similar to 2D images, also 3D images need to be 
processed in order to obtain relevant statistical information. To this end, powerful 
data and image processing tools are developed for specific purposes.  
With regard to CGI crack initiation, propagation and matrix microstructural 
characterization, a combination of EBSD, manual semi-automated serial sectioning, 
and data processing was successfully applied [21]. A similar method will be used in 
the present investigation employing commercial and in-house developed post 
processing software. Manual serial sectioning offers the advantage that large scan 
volumes can be covered, expanding to cube millimeters of analyzed volume. A 
combination of EBSD with serial sectioning has the additional advantage that also 
crystallographic information is included. In comparison with dual beam SEM-FIB the 
acquisition time per volume unit is reduced drastically. In this research, the aim of 
using crystallographic data is to evaluate the relation between matrix and crack 
propagation in 3D. Moreover, 3D reconstructions allow to investigate the relation 
between the spatial distribution of graphite and crack path morphology.  
7.2. Sample selection and preparation. 
Since in Chapter 5, it was observed that the crack path was not related to the TMF 
boundary conditions, one failed sample from the 65_30 % and one failed sample from 
the 50_50 % setups were selected to obtain more detailed analysis of the crack 
propagation process. Additionally, one sample in AC condition was selected, and one 
from the VB area. This selection was motivated by the need to investigate the most 






The failed samples with a 0.2 mm notched size were extracted from an interrupted 
TMF test at N10 with 65_30 % and 50_50 % boundary conditions. Moreover, the AC 
and VB samples were extracted from the gauge length of a not used TMF sample and 
from a not used engine respectively, (cf. sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2  ). The four samples 
(cracked 65_30 %, 50_50 %, AC and VB) were embedded together in bakelite (cf. 
Figure 7.1) fixed to the sample holder B (cf. Figure 7.1) and water cooled grinding, 
parallel to the axial direction, was performed down to the sample center. Aiming to 
reduce parallel misalignment between layers during the EBSD scan and the serial 
sectioning process, two specific sample holders were used, i.e. polishing and pretilted 
holders C and A in Figure 7.1, respectively. 
 
Figure 7.1. Serial scanning and sectioning tooling. On the side view the permanent sample holder (B) 
next to the temporal holders for EBSD (A) and polishing (C), respective; together with macro view the 4 
investigated samples. 
7.3. Misorientation between crack surface and matrix {100} cleavage plane 
3D-EBSD scans were carried out on four samples according to the procedure 
described in Section 3.3.4. In the data set thus obtained, the distribution of the w 
angle was considered, whereby w is the angle between the normal on the crack plane 
and the normal on the closest {001} plane of the metal matrix crystal. The {001} planes 
are of particular interest in this context, because it is known that such planes are 
preferred cleavage planes in BCC metals [22, 23]. This distribution was compared to 
the distribution of wangles between the normal of an arbitrary plane and a set of 
randomly oriented {001} plane normals, which will serve as a reference corresponding 
to a random distribution. 
Figure 7.2 shows the w angle distribution of the TMF failed samples (65_30 % and 
50_50 % setups) together with the reference of a random distribution. It can be 
observed that the experimentally measured w distributions are very similar to the 
random reference distribution for both setups. As a matter of fact, the average w in 
the measured distributions is equal to 32.08˚ and 31.51˚ for the tested samples, 
corresponding to the 65_30 % and 50_50 % setups, respectively, which is very close to 
the average value of 31.88˚ for the random reference. This indicates that there is no 
preference for the crack to propagate along the {001} cleavage planes. 
In order to further evaluate these results, two randomly chosen planes (arbitrary 
plane 1 and 2) were sectioned through the 3D volume of the 65_30 % failed sample 
and the w distribution of these planes are considered, cf. Figure 7.3. It is observed 
that the average of the distributions is some degrees above and below the average of 
the random distribution. In comparison with the w distribution related to the fracture 




surface it can be said that the average w angle in random planes is in fact slightly 
larger and shorter than the average w angle in the crack surface. In consequence, it 
could be said that w in the crack surface is equally distributed as in arbitrary planes 
or in the random distribution. 
















 Random Distribution           31.88 (11.66)
 65_30%             32.08 (11.79)
 50_50%             31.51 (12.10)
 
Figure 7.2. Comparison of w angle for homogeneous distribution and reconstructed cracks. 






5  average (STDEP)
 Random Distribution            31.88 (11.66)
 Arbitrary plane 1             33.89 (11.62)











Figure 7.3. Comparison of w angle for the homogeneous distribution and two arbitrary planes. 
Results in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 suggest that the cleavage plane did not play a 
role in crack propagation. Besides, it was found that the crack surface fraction covered 
by graphite summed up to an average value of 49.56 % (2.54) (average and standard 
deviation considering samples from 65_30 % and 50_50 % boundary conditions). Those 








7.4.1. Crack propagation hypothesis 
Based on the heterogeneity of graphite distribution, revealed in chapter 5, the 
dynamic plastic strain zone calculation presented in chapter 6 (cf. section 6.3), the 
findings related to the w angle between matrix and crack and taking into 
consideration the early delamination of graphite particles from the metal matrix and 
the occurrence of surface crack initiation (cf. section 6.2.1), a propagation model is 
proposed considering the following elements: 
(i) Figure 7.4 represents a schematic of a stable crack propagating through the 
CGI microstructure. 
(ii) The schematized crack propagation state represented in Figure 7.4 considers 
delaminated graphite particles as observed at the end of the first cycle during 
semi in-situ experiments (cf. section 6.2.1) 
(iii) Voids arising at the delaminated interface behave as micro cracks for which 
individual growth is negligible. 
(iv) The crack was initiated during the first TMF cycle and propagates, 
interacting with the delaminated graphite particles under the action of tensile 
uniaxial load.  
(v) The current status corresponds to the second TMF cycle where graphite 
particles are delaminated and cracks at the sample surface start to propagate. 
(vi) To each defect in the microstructure (namely delaminated particles and 
propagating crack) it can be associated with a dynamic plastic zone. This 
implies that bulk delaminated graphite particles with average size of 44 μm 
(cf. section 3.1.1) exhibit a dynamic plastic zone of 5 μm, according to Irwin’s 
calculation (cf. Figure 6.4), whereas a surface crack of average 80 μm (section 
6.2.1) is associated with a dynamic plastic zone of 20 μm. 
In a very initial state of crack propagation, the crack has reached a graphite particle 
N and is about to propagate. Probably it has occurred by reaching out to a second 
graphite particle M in the near vicinity of the crack tip, cf. Figure 7.4. Regarding the 
particle N, has changed from being an isolated and delaminated particle with an 
average length of 44 μm (cf. Table 3.3), to being part of the newly created crack (with 
average length 80 μm cf. section 6.2.1) starting at the sample surface and propagating 
towards the sample core. A dynamic plastic zone can be associated with the graphite 
particle M and the crack, respectively (5 μm and 20 μm according to Figure 6.4). 
Consequently, the probability of particle N (now part of the crack) to interact with 
neighboring defects has increased. During the next loading cycle, the crack faces the 
possibility of propagating either along the {001} plane (see dotted lines in Figure 7.4) 
or along the shortest path to the next graphite particle (see solid green line in Figure 
7.4). However, 3D data in section 7.2 prove that the crack does not propagate 
preferentially through the cleavage plane. The latter is also supported by the large 
crack surface covered by graphite (close to 50 %) which is almost double than the 




value reported by Ghodrat (23 %)[24] (a detailed analysis will be performed in section 
7.4.3). 
 
Figure 7.4. Schematic representation of crack propagation for the  
heterogeneous CGI tested under TMF conditions. 
In consequence, the proposed approach is complemented with the hypothetical 
scenario presented in Figure 7.5. From 2D observations (cf. section 3.1.1 and section 
5.5), it was established that the average distance between graphite centroids is equal 
to 59.5 ± 6.5 μm. Hence, the cyclic plastic zone due to crack propagation is within the 
reach of the plastic zone of a neighboring graphite particle (cf. Figure 6.4 and Figure 
7.4). It is clear that the probabilities of a crack path linking graphite particles are 
significant. In other words, a crack follows a path linking graphite particles if the 
average distance between centroids (53 to 66 μm) can be filled by the sum of two 
times half the graphite particle size (2X20 μm = 40 μm), plus the corresponding plastic 
zones (20 μm + 5 μm). In the schematic representation of Figure 7.5 the particles are 
aligned with their major axis parallel, whereby the 3D character of the topology is 
ignored and furthermore the stress fields related to other surrounding particles are 
not taken into account. 
The above hypothesis can be evaluated from several points of view. First, the 
graphite spatial orientation distribution is of crucial importance in this analysis. In 
other words, the probability of interaction would reduce when the major axis of the 
graphite particles is parallel to the loading direction. Second, it is obvious that the 
crack grows in three dimensions. Therefore, the probabilities of finding aligned 
graphite particles at some portion of the crack front (line) are generally increased. 
Third, the interaction probability increases if two graphite particles are closer to each 
other. Likewise, the interaction probability can be raised if the graphite particles 
involved in crack propagation are longer, sharper and perpendicular to the loading 
direction (proportional to the plastic zone). In consequence, it is necessary to 






Figure 7.5. Schematic representation of crack propagation scenario for the dimensional features of 
graphite particle size and dynamic plastic zone, ensuing from the microstructural observation. 
7.4.2. Graphite spatial orientation distribution 
Figure 7.6 represents the distribution of the £ angle enclosed by the loading axis 
and the longer axis of flake graphite particles approximated by ellipsoids (cf. Figure 
3.19). The samples tested under 65_30 % and 50_50 % conditions are separately 
presented in Figure 7.6 A and B. Two different distributions are obtained for each 
sample: (i) the distribution of graphite particles that are in physical contact with the 
crack and (ii) the distribution for the entire population of graphite particles in the 
bulk of the microstructure. The figure also represents the distribution of £ in the VB 
and the casted AC material (material in reference conditions) in Figure 7.6 C. The 
two latter data sets are presented together with the distribution of £ angles between 
a set of randomly generated vectors in 3D space with respect to a given arbitrary 
direction. Regarding the shape of this distribution, it is evident that it is necessarily 
a strictly ascending function between £ = 0 and £ = 90˚, as the frequency of vectors 
perpendicular to a given direction is higher than the frequency of vectors parallel to 
that given direction. 
In Figure 7.6, it is observed that distributions corresponding to the crack plane and 
to the bulk of the fractured samples (cf. Figure 7.6 A and B) do not differ significantly, 
neither for the 65_30 % nor for the 50_50 % samples. Furthermore, when the data is 
compared with the random reference distribution, it can be seen that the same trend 
is followed not only by the failed samples but also by the AC and VB samples. It is 
evident that the directionality of graphite particles in the crack and the bulk are 
comparable with the reference random distribution as shown by the average values 
and standard deviations. 
Besides, it can be said that the £ angle for the failed samples and the random 
distribution is comparable. Consequently, and concerning its consequences on the 
proposed model, it can be said that there is no reason to assume that the crack will 
link graphite particles oriented along preferential directions. 





Figure 7.6. Distribution of £ angle formed by the major axis of the graphite particles and the loading 
axis. 
7.4.3. Distribution of distance between graphite first neighbor 
Figure 7.7 presents the distribution of the distance between the volume centroid of 
each graphite particle and its nearest neighboring centroid for data sets corresponding 
to the particles in the crack plane compared to the bulk. It can be observed that the 
average values of the distributions for the samples tested under 65_30 % and 50_50 % 
conditions, exhibit a significant difference for bulk and crack graphite particles. The 
lower average values are observed for the distribution corresponding to the crack plane 
graphite particles. This confirms that the crack path propagates along the shortest 
path between particles despite their relative orientation. This condition is favored by 
clustering of graphite particles as it was observed in previous characterizations (cf. 
section 5.3.4 and 5.5).  
In the model described in Section 7.4.1, the distance between graphite centroids was 
measured to be in the range between 53 μm to 66 μm, as it was determined in section 
5.5 (59.5 ± 6.5). Subsequently, it was demonstrated that this gap can be filled by the 
sum of two halves of graphite lengths and the associated plastic zone of an early 
propagating crack at the graphite particle tip (Section 7.4.1). However, the actual 
data in Figure 7.7 reveal that this average distance in the observed samples is shorter, 
i.e. 32 μm for the 50_50 % and 49 μm for the 65_30 % conditions. Since the interaction 
between strain fields of graphite particles and crack tip is stronger on short distances, 
the proposed model is favored by the current results. Furthermore, the calculated 
dynamic plastic zone is associated with defects size (as a function of the orientation 
respect to the load) and is not related to the distance between graphite centroids 





between centroids associated to graphite particles in the crack plane (32 μm to 49 μm) 
can be filled in by the sum of twice the half length of the graphite particles (2X20 μm 
= 40 μm), plus the corresponding plastic zone size (20 μm + 5 μm). 
It is also observed that there is a clear difference in distribution between the as-
received material (AC), and the bulk of the failed samples that were tested under 
65_30 % and 50_50 % condition, which can be attributed to the microstructural 
heterogeneity, more precisely clustering of particles (already reported in Section 5.3.1). 
The latter is relevant if the number of reconstructed graphite particles used in the 
calculations is considered (cf. Table 7.1). Finally, and even fortunately, it was found 
that in the VB sample the distances are larger than in AC material. 
 
Figure 7.7. Distribution of distance between centroids of nearest neighbor graphite particles. 
Table 7.1. Number of reconstructed graphite particles used to calculate 3D graphite distributions. 
Setup 
Total number of reconstructed and 









7.4.4. Flake, compacted and nodular graphite particles in the crack face 
The fraction of flake, compacted and nodular graphite particles was determined in 
the reconstructed volumes considering the roundness criterion (R) presented in 




chapter 2, cf. Eq 2.2 (R = 4A/(πl2max) with A = graphite area; lmax = the longer 
graphite axis). According to this criteria, particles are considered to be flakes for R < 
0.525, while for nodular particles R > 0.625. The interval 0.525 < R < 0.625 is used in 
this work to identify compacted graphite particles. 
Table 7.2 presents the volume fraction of the different types of graphite particles as 
observed in the AC material, the Valve Bridge (VB) and the crack plane in the TMF 
tested samples. It is shown that the tested samples exhibit a total fraction of flakes 
and compacted graphite of approximately 90 %. Comparing AC and VB, It can be 
observed that AC ingot material contains a larger percentage of flakes. The data of 
Table 7.2 equally reveal that the fraction of flake particles in the crack plane has on 
average (for 50_50 % and 65_30 % setups) increased with a small, but nevertheless 
significant amount of 5.2 % as compared to the bulk AC fraction. These observations 
indicate that the crack preferentially propagates along flake graphite particles. Along 
the same line of thought, it can be asserted that the nodular graphite was avoided 
due to the low stress concentration associated with spherical particles. 
Table 7.2. Graphite volume fractions in the VB and casted material before and after failure 
Sample Flake % Compacted % Nodules % (balance) 
AC 35.2 (1.56) 53.8 (3.56) ≈11 
VB 19.1  71.3  9.6 
65_30 % (crack) 38.37 53.69 ≈7.94 
50_50 %  (crack) 42.45 48.05 ≈9.5 
7.4.5. Flakes length distribution 
To the purpose of quantification of flake particles involved in crack propagation, the 
distribution of flake graphite length was investigated both in the bulk and the crack 
surface. Each reconstructed flake particle was approximated by an ellipsoid of which 
the individual volume corresponds to the reconstructed volume in the 3D image. The 
distribution of the ellipsoidal mayor axis is shown in Figure 7.8. As the average 
graphite length in the cracks is somewhat larger than in the bulk material (up to 5 
μm in the 50_50 % setup) it can be derived that there is a slight tendency of the crack 
path to propagate along the larger flake graphite particles. This is in accordance with 
the crack propagation model proposed in section 7.4.1, as the larger flakes were more 
effective in attracting the crack path by virtue of their increased plastic zone size. 
The comparison of the flake length distribution between AC and VB confirms the 
initial 2D observations described in chapter 5 (section 5.3.4). In 2D (chapter 5) it was 
found that in the studied samples, the AC condition contains a larger number of short 
particles than the VB material, which is also observed in 3D (Figure 7.8). On 2D 
images it was observed that the average graphite was  44.7 μm and 40.9 μm for AC 
and VB, respectively (cf. Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2). Comparing these data with Figure 







Figure 7.8. Distribution of flake length calculated from 3D observations. 
7.4.6. Aspect ratio 
The aspect ratio was considered with the aim of clarifying whether or not the crack 
was attracted by the more elongated graphite particles. Individually, each 
reconstructed graphite particle was approximated by an ellipsoid with an equal 
volume as the one of the reconstructed volume. Figure 7.9 presents the distributions 
for the failed samples (65_30 % and 50_50 %) and the reference materials (VB and 
AC). Regarding the cracks and the surrounding material, the data shows that there 
is a slight increase of elongated sharp particles in the crack face. This is in accordance 
with section 7.4.4, where it was demonstrated that in the crack face the amount of 
flake graphite is slightly increased. Comparing the bulk failed material with the AC 
condition, it is observed that the average aspect ratio in the AC material is larger. 
Since both samples have the same origin and the reconstructed volume is comparable, 
the discrepancy can be attributed to the heterogeneity of the ingot material. 
 
Figure 7.9. Distribution of graphite aspect ratio in cracks, AC and VB samples. 




7.4.7. Area density of graphite particles in the crack plane - 2D and 3D analysis 
The 2D cross section of a crack allows to calculate the crack length fraction covered 
by graphite (e.g. Figure 7.10). On the 3D reconstructed volumes, we are able to 
determine the crack area fraction covered by graphite. Table 7.3 lists the results of 
these calculations in 2D and 3D. For reasons of comparison the table also includes the 
fractional coverage by graphite of random planes (average of 1 plane of each sample: 
65_30 %, 50_50 %, AC, and VB). The comparison between 2D and 3D measurements 
shows that the fractional coverage of both in the crack and in the random plane are 
in reasonable agreement. For obvious reasons, a measurement error could not be 
determined for the graphite covered fraction of the fracture surface or line. 
Table 7.3. Graphite faction on cracks. 2D and 3D approach. 
 Sample 
Surface/length fraction 
covered by graphite ( % ) 
3D 
65_30 % crack 48.45 
50_50 % crack 56.89 
Random 12.9 (2.3) 
2D 
65_30 % Crack 55.12 
50_50 % crack 51.48 
Random 12.53 (2.6) 
3D and 2D measurements indicate that the average graphite coverage of an arbitrary 
plane sectioning the bulk of the microstructure is approximately 12 %, which is in 
accordance with the CGI VB material investigated by Ghodrat [24] who reported a 
value of 10 %. Conversely, the graphite fraction in the TMF crack surface increases 
significantly up to 57 %. Compared with the VB CGI material tested under γ = 100 
% constraint [24], the present material exhibits a larger graphite coverage, i.e. more 
than 50 % compared to 24 % as reported by Ghodrat [24]. Despite, literature samples 
were loaded under different boundary conditions, the previous comparison is made 
considering that: in section 5.3.1 it was observed that the crack path in the current 
material seems not to be related to the loading conditions or notch size, furthermore, 
it was also shown that the 50_50 % setup corresponds to a γ’ value of 105 % being 
comparable with γ = 100 %. 
 
Figure 7.10. Cross section of crack path of the sample tested under 65_30 % setup ,the segments that are 
not covered by graphite particles are highlighted in red. 
7.5. Conclusion 
The 3D reconstruction of the CGI microstructure has led to an improved 
understanding of the microstructural state variables that control the mechanism of 
crack propagation for the present material that exhibits a heterogeneous distribution 
of graphite particles. In accordance with Ghodrat [24], it was found that crack 
propagation in CGI is not controlled by brittle cleavage on {001} crystal planes, but 
by the distribution of graphite particles. More detailed analysis of the 3D 





is the main and most important factor affecting the crack path. In the present the 
hypothesis was investigated and validated that the gap between the tips of 
delaminated graphite particles can be filled up by the dynamic plastic zone of a 
growing crack and the nearest graphite particle in its vicinity. 
The graphite flake shape particles are more prone to be captured by the propagating 
crack as well as sharper particles. 
Finally, no evidence was found to conclude that the spatial orientation of graphite 
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Chapter 8. Characterization procedure of metal–
graphite interface strength  
“ No pain no gain “  
Benjamín Franklin 
n this chapter, an innovative application of scratch test is presented to semi 
quantitatively assess the bonding strength between matrix and graphite in CGI. 
The measurements aim to evaluate the matrix-graphite bond due to the observed 
delamination during the semi in-situ TMF experiment. The proposed methodology is 
applied to heat treated samples to evaluate the change in bonding when the interphase 
is modified physical and chemically. Furthermore, a mechanism is proposed to explain 
spikes and mechanical interlock formation during CGI subcritical heat treatment.  
8.1. Introduction 
There is a growing interest from truck manufacturers in modeling TMF behavior 
with microstructurally based material descriptors. Current Finite Element (FE) 
simulations of the mechanical behavior of cast iron usually neglect the bonding 
between the graphite particles and the metal matrix [1-6], because there is a lack of 
knowledge about the magnitude of the interface toughness due to the technical 
difficulty of measuring this property. Therefore, if one would succeed in measuring 
the bond strength in a quantitative and reliable manner, the accuracy of such models 
could be drastically improved. The previous work of Ghodrat [1] showed that the 
TMF behavior of CGI is largely determined by the distribution and morphology of 
the compacted graphite particles; the former determining the crack propagation rate, 
and the latter the resistance to crack initiation. However, the critical conditions for 
crack initiation, arrest and propagation are not known. A number of researchers have 
considered the possibility of molecular bonding as primary source of adhesive strength 
at the metal-graphite (M-G) interface [7, 8]. He et al. [9] and Lundberg et al. [10] have 
observed that during in-situ tensile testing of flake graphite iron, the first cracks 
occurred at the M-G interface of graphite particles with their long axis perpendicular 
to the main loading direction, at a strain of ε = 0.03 %. They also noticed that 
particles exhibiting de-cohesion at the interface were not necessarily the sharpest ones. 
Ghodrat et al. [11] performed TMF tests on CGI extracted from non-used cylinder 
heads, and annealed samples (720 h at 420˚C under atmospheric conditions) 
simulating the engine heat load. It was found that fatigue lifetime at room 
temperature of annealed samples was increased by 300 %. Ghodrat et al. concluded 
I 




that the growth of spikes around some graphite particles, induced by decomposition 
of pearlite into ferrite and graphite during the heat treatment, may have delayed the 
crack initiation due to an increase of the interface resistance to decohesion. 
One approach to directly monitor the bond strength is by carrying out scratch tests 
crossing the M-G interface. The intent of a scratch test is to indent (vertically) the 
sample surface in load controlled mode using a nano or micro-indenting equipment, 
while the sample is displaced horizontally. During the test both the lateral force 
(parallel to the sample relative displacement direction), and the normal force can be 
recorded; additionally, the dimensions and the morphology of the scratch can be 
analyzed afterward. E.g. Ryut [12] studied the failure mode (cutting, wedge, and 
ploughing) and lateral force relationship with the applied normal force when flake 
graphite iron was scratched with a sharp indenter. During the test, graphite flakes 
were removed and characteristic patterns of friction coefficient were linked to failure 
modes. Alternatively, Waudby et al. [13], using a Rockwell B sphere, performed 
scratch tests on nodular cast iron. In this work, the nodules were not removed from 
the pearlitic matrix. It was also observed that the friction coefficient was reduced 
(probably due to a smoothed interaction surface), and circumferential cracks 
developed around the particles. The failure modes were found in accordance with 
simulations made by several researchers [14-16]. 
In contrast, models are focused on continuous and homogeneous materials free of 
defects, whereby the stress field in front of the indenter is not precisely known, nor 
what will happen when the indenter crosses the Metal-Graphite interface. In the 
present study, the scratch test approach was used to characterize the M-G interface. 
The testing parameters were carefully selected, the force data and scratched surfaces 
were analyzed to the purpose of quantifying the characteristics of the interface. The 
knowledge acquired from these tests was used to understand the enhancement in 
mechanical properties after annealing of the CGI samples, e.g. a 300 % lifetime 
increase in a low-cycle fatigue tests at room temperature was reported by Ghodrat et 
al. [11]. 
Two samples of pearlitic CGI (2X2X2 cm3) were extracted from the surroundings 
of a non-used cylinder head of a truck engine. The first sample corresponds to the As 
Cast (AC) condition while the second sample was Heat Treated (HT) under 
atmospheric condition for 60 h at 700˚C. The aim of this heat treatment was to 
accelerate the decomposition of pearlite into ferrite and graphite.  
8.2. Results 
As a result of the heat treatment (60 h at 700˚C), three different microstructure 
elements were obtained (cf. Figure 8.1): untransformed lamellar pearlite (labeled LP, 
cf. Figure 8.1) with Vickers hardness HVN = 234 (12.3), ferrite (labeled F) with 
Vickers hardness 133 (7.5) HVN, adjacent to either spiky graphite (labeled SG) or 
unmodified graphite (labeled NSG). Table 8.1 lists the chemical composition of the 
metal matrix in the As Cast and HT samples, whereby, for the HT condition, a 
separate elemental analysis was made for the ferrite and pearlite phases. The last row 
of  Table 8.1 indicates the nominal chemical composition of a very similar material 






Figure 8.1. Heat treated sample with lamellar pearlite (LP), spiky graphite particles (SG), non- spiky 
graphite (NSG) and decomposed lamellar pearlite to ferrite (F). 
Table 8.1. Chemical composition of samples. Weight % and standard deviation. The reference nominal 
composition is given in [1]. 
wt % Si Cr Mn Ti Cu Mg C 
AC 1.25 (0.33) 0.09 (0.05) 0.45 (0.13) 0.07 (0.01) 0.9 (0.22) 0.08 (0.09) -- 
HT  LP  0.95 (0.13) 0.14 (0.18) 0.73 (0.19)  0.07 (0.05) 0.39 (0.12)  0.08 (0.05) -- 
HT F 1.65 (0.13) 0.09 (0.01) 0.35 (0.01) 0.04 (0.008) 1.2 (0.87) 0.08 (0.06) -- 
Ref [1] 1.9-2.2 <0.1 0.15-0.4 <0.015 0.75-0.95 0.004-0.01 3.6-3.9 
8.2.1. Scratch forces and topography  
The topography of the sample surface was recorded before and after the test, an 
example is shown in Figure 8.2. In the figure, which also exhibits the scratch (straight 
red line) traced from left to right, it is observed that the depth difference before and 
after the test is larger at the graphite particles than at the sample matrix (see blue 
lines). This is in close relation with the normal load drop at each matrix graphite 
interphase (see the pink line) due to the change from high to low elastic modulus 
(from the matrix to graphite, corresponding to a drop of 209 GPa to 20 GPa). In 
accordance with the machine control system the load reduction is then compensated 
and rapidly stabilized within the graphite particle. 
Detailed observation of the scratch tracks, have revealed the failure phenomena 
presented in Figure 8.3. The image seems to indicate internal graphite debonding 
between HCP basal planes, bonded by Van Der Waals interactions. 





Figure 8.2. Normal force (pink line) and depth profile (blue line) for 1 mN test on the As Cast (AC) 
condition. The redline is exhibits the scratched path. 
 
Figure 8.3. Failure observed in some graphite particles described as notebook sheets slip.  
8.2.2. Matrix graphite interface 
Figure 8.4 shows the SEM secondary electron image of the track transition from the 
matrix phase to a graphite particle (from left to right) as observed on the AC sample 
(cf. Figure 8.4 A) and on the HT samples (cf. Figure 8.4 B, C and D). On these 
micrographs, the lamellar pearlite, ferrite, spiky graphite, and non-spiky graphite 
phases are indicated by LP, F, SG and NSG, respectively. At the M-G interface, the 
scratch trace takes the shape of a trapezium of which the height (h) was accurately 
measured with the microscope digital imaging tool. Only scratches of which the trace 
was perpendicular to the interface with a tolerance ± 3 deg were considered. The same 
criterion was used for scratches crossing the interface between the metal matrix and 
a porosity, labeled as “ air”  in Figure 8.4 and Figure 8.5. The trapezium height h was 
typically measured at magnifications between 15,000 and 20,000 fitting the complete 
trapezium in the image. The results of these measurements (minimum 5 
measurements per type of interface as described in section 3.3.5) are plotted in Figure 
8.5, which exhibits the applied load on the x-axis and the trapezium height (h) on the 
y-axis. The plot of Figure 8.5 presents also the values of Δh1 and Δh2, whereby Δh1 is 













































the h difference in h observed between LP/NSG interfaces (averaged for all loads) 
and LP/Air interfaces (Δh1 = 1.03 μm) in the AC sample; while Δh2 is the difference 
in h observed between F/SG (averaged for all loads) and F/NSG interfaces (averaged 
for all loads) in the HT samples (Δh2 = 0.619 μm).  
 
Figure 8.4. Trapezium shaped track transition area in As Cast (a) and Heat-Treated samples (B, C, D) 
between: A) lamellar pearlite and smooth graphite (LP/NSG). B) ferrite and non-spiky graphite 
(F/NSG), C) lamellar pearlite and non-spiky graphite and D) ferrite and spiky graphite (F/SG). 
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Figure 8.5. Trapezium height measured in scratched samples, at least 5 measurements were performed in 
each category. The box height corresponds to 50 % of the data around the median value indicated by the 
symbol □. The range indicated by the symbol * expands over ±1.5*STDEV. 




8.3. Discussion  
In the present experiment, four types of solid/solid interfaces are observed. In the 
AC sample, almost all interfaces are between lamellar pearlite and smooth graphite 
(LP/NSG) (scatter in Figure 8.5 probably associated with sample preparation and 
material strength), whereas in the heat-treated samples, three types of interfaces can 
be discerned: (i) between ferrite and spiky graphite (F/SG), (ii) between ferrite and 
non-spiky graphite (F/NSG) and (iii) between lamellar pearlite and non-spiky 
graphite (LP/NSG). Additionally, also the outer surface interfaces have to be 
considered between the metal solid and the open atmosphere (Air), which gives rise 
to a lamellar pearlite–air (LP/Air) interface in the AC materials and a ferrite–air 
(F/Air) interface in the HT samples. In Table 8.2, the values of the trapezium heights 
(h) and differences in the hardness (ΔH), associated with each of these interfaces, are 
listed.  
Table 8.2. Trapezium height h (μm) and HVN hardness difference ΔH at different type of interfaces for 
HT and AC samples. SG = spheroidal graphite, NSG = non-spiky graphite, LP = lamellar pearlite and F 
= ferrite. Values between parentheses are standard deviations. 
 HT AC 
















 103 (6.4) 
4.14 (1.4) 




3.05 (0.35)  
 256 (5.5) 
An advanced theoretical model, which would require sophisticated finite element 
simulations, should be developed to describe the precise nature of the relation 
between: the bonding strength of the scratched interface, quantified as the critical 
stress σc (stress normal to the interface required to the delaminate two phases), and 
the difference in materials hardness (ΔH)) as a function of the trapezium height. (cf. 
Equation 2.9 (h = f(ΔH, σc)). Pending such a theory, it is logical to assume, however, 
that there is an ascending relation between h and σc for constant values of ΔH as 
shown in the schematic plot of Figure 8.6, which can be derived by considering the 
limiting case of a delaminated interface, where evidently h → 0. The assumption is 
applied in the HT samples with ferrite matrix, where an increase of h was observed 
for the same ΔH when graphite was transformed from NSG to SG. It is not evident, 
however, to assert the relation between h and ΔH for constant values of σc. One might 
reasonably assume that for a given bond strength σc, ΔH affects the difference in length 
between the parallel sides of the trapezium. However, it is not possible to ascertain a 
definite positive or negative correlation between the height h of the trapezium and ΔH. 
Therefore, in the present study only interfaces will be compared for which ΔH is 
constant. It is equally impossible to fill the conceptual graph of Figure 8.6 with real 













































Figure 8.6. Schematic of the ascending correspondence between trapezium height h and bonding strength 
σc, for a given value of hardness difference between the two phases. Actual data points of this 
correspondence could not be obtained here, given the lack of quantitative data of σc. 
As the hardness of the graphite is much lower than the hardness of the metal matrix 
(cf. Table 8.2), it can be observed that the scratch widens up when the indenter 
crosses from the metal to the graphite phase (cf. Figure 8.4). Assuming that the 
bonding strength σc = 0, such as e.g. would be the case for a fully delaminated graphite 
particle, it obviously would imply h to be very low, as this case is similar to the 
scratch approaching the pore edge of the metal sample. The data of Figure 8.5 reveal 
that under this circumstance h < 1 μm for the HT sample. It also implies that with 
increasing bonding strength σc, the parameter h will increase, as the stress interaction 
between the two phases is amplified and distributed along the interface. Therefore, 
under the given experimental conditions, for a constant difference in hardness (ΔH) 
between two phases, it can be interpreted that there is an increasing relation between 
h and σc.  
From the data of Figure 8.5, it is found that the average h associated with the F/SG 
interface is 42 % larger than the average h associated with F/NSG (same ΔH), which 
indicates a stronger bonding strength between spiky graphite and ferrite, as compared 
with the interface between non-spiky graphite and ferrite. Given the morphology of 
the interface, it could be assumed that this bonding strength is of a mechanical nature 
[17-20]. Evidently, the emerging morphology itself, is a consequence of the diffusional 
mechanism of C dissolving from the cementite Fe3C (Fe3C  Fe + 3C) and migrating 
to the graphite interface [21], where intrusions and extrusions are possibly formed as 
a result of the Fe3C lamella intersecting with the graphite particles and at such 
intersection points the Fe3C dissolution will occur preferentially [22], cf. Figure 8.7. 
The microcrystalline spikes measured by TEM (using selected area diffraction) by 
several authors [23-25] confirmed that the decomposing cementite plates gradually 
dissolved at the M-G interface. This model also implies that the spiky character of 
the graphite-ferrite interface is of a transient nature because with increasing annealing 
time the carbon concentration will gradually be homogenized at the M-G interface. It 
is surmised here that the increased mechanical bond at the spiky ferrite-graphite 
interface could enhance the fatigue lifetime of CGI, as reported by Ghodrat et al. [11], 
by delaying the delamination at the M-G interface and thus delaying the nucleation 
rate of voids. 




Table 8.2 shows that the h value associated with the LP/NSG interface in the AC 
samples attains a level of 4.14 μm, which is significantly higher than the h values 
observed for the Heat Treated samples. However, it cannot be derived from this that 
the LP/G interface in the AC material has a stronger bonding than the interfaces of 
the HT samples, because the ∆H between lamellar pearlite and graphite is different 
from ∆H values observed in the heat-treated samples (cf. Table 8.2). 
 
Figure 8.7. Schematic representation of the dissolving cementite lamella, producing a graphite-metal 
interface with spiky morphology. 
8.4. Conclusions 
In this chapter a method is proposed to differentiate the bonding strength (σc) 
between various types of interfaces. In particular, it was applied to the various M-G 
interfaces in CGI, changing the graphite surface from smooth to spiky by applying an 
isothermal annealing treatment for 60 h at 700˚C. 
The results obtained showed that the interface strength between ferrite and smooth 
graphite is lower than the resistance between ferrite and spiky graphite. This 
conclusion is relevant in view of the fact that it was proven earlier that mechanical 
properties of CGI samples were improved significantly by an appropriate annealing 
treatment. A precise quantitative determination of the interface strength needs a 
detailed micro-mechanical model of the scratch delamination process. 
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Chapter 9. Conclusions and recommendations 
“The concept the most important is”  
Guillermo Cardenas 
9.1. Conclusions 
n this thesis, a laboratory setup was used to mimic the TMF boundary conditions 
of the Valve Bridge (VB) located on the diesel engine cylinder head. The test 
design was based on a realistic estimation of the stress and strain distribution in the 
engine cylinder head under operational TMF conditions. These conditions were 
simulated on a uni-axial mechanical test machine, whereby TMF was mimicked with 
a different constraint at low and high temperature. Such non-conventional test setups 
were compared with the reference of conventional TMF tests, whereby the constraint 
was constant during the entire cycle. The HCF induced by the combustion cycle and 
the engine combustion chamber atmosphere were ignored in these tests. The extensive 
experimental scheme has produced a very solid database on the mechanical behavior 
of CGI, which has allowed to analyze in detail the triangular relation of mechanical 
response, TMF boundary conditions and underlying CGI microstructure. A dedicated 
semi in-situ TMF experiment was carried out for the purpose of investigating the 
crack initiation phenomenon in the first TMF cycles. As it was observed that 
delamination at the graphite-matrix interface plays a crucial role in crack initiation 
additional tests were done to quantify the bonding force between matrix and graphite. 
The results presented in Chapter 4 have shown that crack growth dynamics can be 
satisfactorily modeled by the Manson-Coffin relation and the Paris Law based on bulk 
plastic strain and maximum stress tip intensity, respectively. Whereby the exponent 
m was found to be independent of test conditions as opposed to the Cp coefficient, 
which captures the differences between conventional and non-conventional test setups. 
The main conclusion was that the Cp contains important information regarding TMF 
accumulated damage and therefore, it is closely related to the cyclic plastic strain. It 
was experimentally proven that the Cp coefficient can successfully predict the lifetime 
of non-conventional constraint conditions by carrying out a conventional test. 
Furthermore, it was found that the plastic strain values computed from the stable 
hysteresis loops are closely related to the TMF lifetime. 
Although it was known that crack initiation is an early event on CGI under OP 
TMF regimes, only by performing a semi in-situ test it was possible to differentiate 
the delamination from the stage of crack initiation and early growth. Experimental 
results showed that crack initiation is linked to the TMF tensile stress at the end of 
I 
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the first OP TMF cycle when delaminated graphite particles at the edge of the sample 
were connected by cracks with initial total length of about 100 μm. Cyclic plastic 
strain computation showed that edge graphite particles can interact by overlapping 
plastic zones that arise at the tip of the delamination cracks; thereby, increasing the 
probabilities of interaction between particles at the surface and their neighbors. In 
consequence, the crack initiation only occurred at the sample surface. The loading 
scenario became more critical by the presence of graphite clusters. In such areas, the 
distance between graphite surfaces is reduced and therefore the probability of 
interaction increases. In addition, and considering the accumulative strain distribution 
derived from EBSD measurements, the dedicated setup allowed to observe the 
competition between recovery and cyclic plastic strain during the first TMF cycles. 
Regarding the microstructural features of crack propagation, observations were 
made in 2D and 3D. Optical images and orientation contrast microscopy scans of the 
CGI phases were gathered and an extensive statistical analysis of the observed 
microstructural elements was carried out. It was found that the crystallographic 
orientation of the metal matrix does not play an instrumental role in the crack 
propagation phenomenon. Instead, it was found that clustering of graphite particles 
enhances the graphite interaction leading to a crack propagation path that connects 
the shortest distances between the tips of nearest neighbor graphite particles. The 
latter was concluded after considering 2D and 3D experimental data, confronting the 
surface graphite distance with theoretical computations of the size of the cyclic plastic 
zones associated with the delaminated graphite particles. It was observed that these 
cyclic plastic zones overlap, facilitating the interaction between the propagating crack 
front towards the tips of nearest delaminated graphite particles. 
To the purpose of establishing a link between delamination and bonding strength 
between matrix and graphite, a scratch test campaign was performed. The test forced 
the fracture at the interface matrix-graphite by using a force and speed controlled 
moving indenter. By comparing As Cast and heat treated conditions, it was semi 
qualitatively established that such bonding force is increased in heat treated samples, 
possibly due to mechanical interlock induced by the graphite spikes appearing at the 
Metal-Graphite interface as a result of the decomposition process of the cementite 
phase contained within the lamellar pearlite matrix.  
9.2. Opportunities for industrial application  
Paris Law parameters: During the current research it was proven that the computed 
Paris Law coefficients can be used to extrapolate and interpolate lifetime under a wide 
range of constraint conditions (mechanical constraints or boundary conditions). 
Although, the initial aim was to develop a lifetime predictor based on loading 
conditions and material properties, the final output of the research is that in the 
current stage, it is required to perform at least a few tests to capture realistic material 
and testing conditions.  
3D reconstructions: 3D reconstructions of CGI material allow to construct 
representative virtual volumes that can be employed in numerical simulations. The 
main feature of the volumes is the heterogeneity of the graphite particles. In practice, 
this means that several sub-volumes can be extracted and thus a wide range of 
graphite shapes and distributions can be investigated. Additionally, the statistical 





Simulation: The intensive experimental work performed during this research has 
created an important database on the material response, in terms of stress, lifetime, 
plastic strain, obtained under varying loading conditions (temperature and imposed 
strain). Among others, this data set can be used to fine-tune the current FEA models. 
Some of the TMF test design were based on FEA output and were intended to 
simulate the precise constraint conditions in the valve bridge area of the engine fire 
deck. In consequence, this experimental mechanical test data can be fed back to the 
FEA computation verifying the theoretical computation. 
Semi in-situ method: Beyond CGI, there are many other materials under critical 
conditions in an operating truck engine. The semi in-situ method is a low cost and 
innovative alternative to track damage as a function of time and loading conditions 
that can be implemented for a wide range of materials, loading modes and boundary 
conditions (e.g. temperature, stress and strain). 
Crack initiation delay: By carrying out an annealing treatment on as-received CGI 
it is possible to decompose pearlite in spiky graphite particles surrounded by ferrite 
in a pearlitic matrix. This modified microstructure, compared to the reference CGI 
microstructure, has proven in scratch tests and room temperature fatigue tests that 
it exhibits an improved bonding strength between graphite and matrix, potentially 
delaying the crack initiation process. 
Crack propagation delay: Crack propagation delay might be achieved by controlling 
the size and distribution of graphite particles, i.e. small and well distributed particles 
in the absence of clusters. This assumes a very strict control of the casting conditions. 
The current average graphite size is 45 μm. A reduction to at least 30 μm would 
represent already a significant lifetime increment. Regarding graphite distribution, 
increasing the distance between graphite particles (and thus decreasing the density of 
graphite particles) will lead to a decrease in the interaction between particles and 
hence, delaying the crack propagation. However, one must consider the compromise 
between stress concentration and heat extraction, taking into account that a reduction 
of graphite particle size and density, would reduce the CGI thermal conductivity, 
rising engine temperature and reinforcing damage mechanisms such as creep and 
plastic strain. Therefore, in follow-up work with regard to these findings it is 
recommended to include a casting partner in the research consortium and test the 
hypothesis proposed above under realistic TMF conditions. 
9.3. Recommendations for future research 
3D reconstructions: The scientific research contained in this manuscript is based on 
statistically representative observations that are suitable to be used as input for 
multiscale microstructural based computational models. Concurrently with the 
research reported in the present thesis, a parallel PhD research project “Multi-scale 
physical modeling of failure due to Thermomechanical Fatigue in Cast Iron” was 
carried out by Aslan Mohammadpour at the group Mechanics of Materials within the 
faculty of Mechanical Engineering at Technical University Eindhoven. To feed the 
statistical descriptions of material phases, the actual project supplied large 3D 
crystallographic reconstructions of the CGI microstructure intended to create 
Representative Volume Elements (RVE). Such development, cannot only be useful to 
locally simulate the step by step crack propagation but also to reproduce other 
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damage phenomena such as creep and stress relaxation. Additional tests were designed 
and carries out, dedicated to capture phenomena such as, among others, hardening, 
stress relaxation and the effect of holding time in stress-strain behavior of CGI. 
Tailored made microstructures: In the long term, there is a wide panorama of 
possibilities that might complement each other. For instance, a significant 
breakthrough would be to develop a casting without graphite particles on the surface. 
This would delay the crack initiation event. A second proposal is to develop a casting 
where it would be possible to tailor the graphite distribution in different engine areas. 
Since it is clear that the long term alternatives are related to graphite distribution, 
shape and size. It is evident that an expert in casting technology must be included for 
further research. 
Additional research directions may include the application, for instance, of magnetic 
fields and the injection of inoculants. In the former method, it is proposed to 
incorporate magnetic inoculants in the molten metal and magnetic fields in the mold 
(magnets) in order to promote graphite growth parallel to the maximum loads. The 
latter proposal consists on local injection of inoculants; i.e. to provide several and 
simultaneous poring points, each one with different inoculants or even iron 
compositions. The aim is to produce tailored graphite distributions and sizes across 
the engine as well as chemical bulk gradients and thermomechanical properties. Also 
3D printing might be an alternative manufacturing technique to develop functionally 
graded engine cylinder blocks. 
Effects of first TMF cycle on lifetime: Since the apparent subtle variations on the 
initial boundary conditions of 50_50% and 100% led to significant changes of the TMF 
lifetime and plastic strain, further research focused on the effects of first cycle on 
mechanical response is advised. 
Environmental effects: This research did not consider the possible effects of the 
combustion chamber atmosphere and its temperature; i.e. hot combustion gases 
interacting with the sample surface and possibly with the crack tip should be 
investigated more extensively. 
2D TMF campaign: Although, in this work 2D TMF tests were not performed for 
a variety of reasons, among which e.g. the lack of literature references, it is believed 
that nevertheless the results are meaningful for the multi-axial stress state being 
present in the cylinder head valve bridge area because the boundary conditions of the 
uni-axial tests were derived from a meticulous analysis of a FE simulation that models 
the true stress state. In a follow-up of this work, one may consider to perform a TMF 
test under bi-axial loading conditions (i) to better mimic the true operational loading 
conditions of the truck engine and (ii) to evaluate the validity of the uni-axial tests. 
Furthermore, the present work suggests that the γ’ parameter can be considered as a 
parameter that translates the boundary conditions of a uni-axial test with different 
constraint during heating and cooling stage to a uni-axial test with permanent 
constraint with respect to the original gauge length. 
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